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Chapter 1: Introduction

Interaction technologies have been, and continue to be, integrated into museums and their exhibition spaces for a range of purposes, but our understanding of the impact of interaction technologies on the museum visitor experience remains limited. Researchers have been working to publish their findings on a variety of subjects that explore the relationship between interaction technologies and aspects of the museum visitor experience, including usability of in-gallery interactive technologies (e.g.: Mancini 2008; Carrozzino and Bergamasco 2010; Sen, Diaz, and Horttana 2012; Othman, Petrie, and Power 2013; Ting, Lim, and Sharji 2013; Hsu and Lin 2014), visitor engagement with in-gallery technologies (e.g.: Garzotto and Rizzo 2007; Meisner et al. 2007; Heath and vom Lehn 2008; Hornecker 2010; Schmitt et al. 2010; Ciolfi and McLoughlin 2012; Liu 2013; Schreiber et al. 2013; Li and Liew 2015), learning behaviours associated with the use of in-gallery technologies (e.g.: Clough et al. 2008; Heath and vom Lehn 2009; Sanford 2010; Pattison, Ewing, and Frey 2012; Zaharias, Michael, and Chrysanthou 2013), and social-interaction among visitors engaged with in-gallery technologies (e.g.: Heath, vom Lehn, and Osborne 2005; Hornecker and Stifter 2006; Peltonen et al. 2008; Heath and vom Lehn 2009; Hornecker 2010; Jafari, Taheri, and vom Lehn 2013). Despite growing research looking into various facets of the museum visitor experience with in-gallery interaction technologies, publications rarely examine the role of procedural instructions for interaction in relation to the user interaction experience, which is the purpose of this thesis.

Distinguished from pedagogical or didactic instruction, the kinds of instruction I refer to throughout this thesis relate more to the procedural instructions that guide visitors through the steps of interaction necessary to engage successfully, in principle, with interaction technologies presented within the museum context. In order to better understand instruction and how it relates to the interaction experiences of users engaging with in-gallery interactive installations, I evaluate interactions between museum visitors and their physical environment. Here, I define in-gallery interaction installations as being interactive technological installations that are integrated into the
physical context of a museum. To bring further specificity to my own research, I focus on touch-based interaction technologies that can best be described as touch-screens, tablets, or touch-tables. Although this definition for touch-based interaction technologies can include portable devices such as tablets or mobile phones, the kinds of installations that I evaluate are those that are integrated into their physical environment; installations that are fixed in place, though not necessarily permanent.

Touch-based interaction technologies have a long history of development and use for educational purposes, with early touch-screens entering class rooms in the 1970s and making their way to museums by the early 1980s (Frenkel 1989; Buxton 2009). In the first article that looks at museum visitor evaluation of an interactive touch-screen orientation device, Elizabeth Sharpe provided some of the earliest results relating to museum visitor preferences associated with the use of touch-based interaction technology (Sharpe 1983; Korn 1985). As time passed and technology started to evolve, interaction technology became more affordable and more widely available, often being integrated into museums as touch-screen kiosks using a form of interaction that does not require hardware such as a mouse, keyboard, or alternative button controls (Tafler 1988; Anderson 1985; Frenkel 1989; Hirumi, Savenye, and Allen 1994; Jones 1988; Sears, Plaisant, and Schneiderman 1990). The developing and expanding role of interaction technology within the museum context led to the formation of professional and academic bodies that recognise the potential for research and dissemination of information relating to interactivity, media, and technology within museums. In 1991 the International Council of Museums (ICOM) formed the International Committee for Audiovisual and New Technologies and Social Media (AVICOM), a specialised branch that focuses on supporting the use of audio-visuals and new technologies in museums (AVICOM 2010), and beginning the same year, the International Conference on Hypermedia and Interactivity in Museums (ICHIM) was first held; however, this conference series held its last event in 2007 (Archives & Museum Informatics 2007).
Jumping ahead to 2007, when the iPhone was first introduced to the world and quickly saturated the commercial market, museums begin to explore the use of mobile touch-screen interaction devices as a means for supporting informal learning or facilitating visitor engagement (Clough et al. 2008; Liu 2013; Amato et al. 2013; Othman, Petrie, and Power 2013; Kidd 2014b). Museums have since begun to explore beyond touch-based interaction technologies to sensor-based technologies, such as the RFID or NFC sensors used for visitor tracking (Hsi and Fait 2005; Mody et al. 2009; Cafaro et al. 2010; Ceipidor et al. 2013), while motion sensors like Kinect or LEAP Motion can facilitate detection of physical gestures for interacting in virtual environments (Pietroni et al. 2012; Sen, Diaz, and Horttana 2012; van der Vaart and Ray 2014). Despite so many available forms of interaction technology for museums to take advantage of, reliability and robustness of any in-gallery interactive installation remains critical due to its potential to impact the visitor interaction experience and the wider museum visit (Briggs 2000; Kollmann 2007).

Understanding the historical context for interaction with in-gallery interactive installations is important because it informs how familiar visitors may or may not be with interaction technologies, with encountering interaction technologies in museum contexts, or with interacting with technological installations within museums. The history of interaction technologies in museums also influences the kinds of interactive installations found in museums today; technologies that quickly become outdated or require frequent and/or costly maintenance tend to be avoided when the addition of new interactive installations into their exhibition spaces are under consideration.

Although museums are experimenting with and integrating more interaction technologies into their exhibition spaces, academics acknowledge that research into the impact of technology on the museum visitor experience has fallen behind and relevant research topics are being overlooked (McNamara 1986; Marty, Rayward, and Twidale 2003; Hunt 2013; Forrest 2015). Within the body of research relating to in-gallery interactive installations and museums, publications tend to examine broadly applicable subjects, like usability or interaction dynamics among users, but since evaluation is typically conducted using case study installations, it is not always possible to apply relevant
research results to other interactive installations or other museum contexts and consolidating research has similarly proven challenging (Economou 1998; Kidd 2014a; Forrest 2015). In publications that report on aspects of usability related to in-gallery interactive installations, references to *instruction* tend to emerge within the interpretation of evaluation results (e.g. Hornecker and Stifter 2006; Kortbek and Grønbæk 2008a; Ciolfi and McLoughlin 2012; Xie 2013; Germak and Khan 2017) but is rarely the central focus of presented research. Recognising the gap in research, I use this thesis to initiate a more direct discussion about the potential influence that instructions for interaction with in-gallery interactive installations can have on a museum visitor’s interaction experience.

There are three aims relating to instructions for interaction with in-gallery interactive installations that I intend to achieve within this thesis. First, I propose a framework for defining and discussing forms of instruction associated with in-gallery interactive installations, establishing a consistent language for discussing instruction. Drawing on educational theory relating to instruction, together with the work of STEM researchers, Lee Carroll and Eric N. Wiebe, I identify and define four forms of instruction: *direct-static, indirect-static, direct-dynamic, and indirect-dynamic*. The four forms of instruction that I distinguish are a hybridisation of two contrasting sets of defining characteristics: *direct or indirect, static or dynamic* (Carroll and Wiebe 2004; Kirschner, Sweller, and Clark 2006; Kuhn 2007; Böttcher and Meisert 2013).

My second aim is to better understand the development process behind creating and implementing forms of instruction associated with in-gallery interactive installations. To do so, I sought out first-hand experiences from the individuals responsible. Using a semi-structured interview method (Charmaz 2006; Rowley 2012; Kallio et al. 2016), I inquired about the processes involved in developing instructions for interaction with in-gallery interactive installations. Like other museological researchers, I employed the interview method to collect qualitative responses that could offer insights into aspects such as audience or user group targeting, defining user experience goals, application of codified knowledge, and methods for presenting instructions for interaction

The third aim of this thesis is to explore the user experience. Using a combination of visitor observation and a post-interaction questionnaire (Berkovich et al. 2003; Bevan 2009; Pallud and Monod 2010; Schmitt et al. 2010; Sohn 2011), I evaluated the use or non-use of available forms of instruction, the forms of instruction that users claimed to use compared with forms of instruction that they actually used, the effectiveness of the available forms of instruction for achieving interaction success, and the forms of instructions that users preferred to use versus those forms that were neglected or unused.

My analysis is based on evaluation of two case study interactive installations: the Gibraltar touch table, in the Paintings Gallery of Het Scheepvaartmuseum, in Amsterdam (NL) (Mol 2013; Schokkenbroek 2013), and the Painting Lens, in Gallery One of the Cleveland Museum of Art, in Cleveland (USA) (Alexander, Barton, and Goeser 2013; Alexander 2014b; The Cleveland Museum of Art 2015c). This research demands a specific set of requirements to be met for consideration for selection as a case study. The central requirement is, obviously, the presence of an in-gallery touch-based interaction technological installation that is available for museum visitors to interact with in the exhibition space. Although many museums are integrating interaction technologies into their galleries and exhibition spaces, few museums tend to promote these kinds of technology-based experiences within their marketing or promotional materials. This seems to be especially true of the more traditional, object-based museums, which prefer to focus public promotion on their collections and exhibitions; of course, there have been some notable exceptions, including the two museums which host the case study applications (Sayare 2012; The Cleveland Museum of Art 2013a, 2015b, 2015j; Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2017b; Louvre Museum 2019; Cooper Hewitt Smithsonian Design Museum 2019). Looking first to institutions that promote their interactives as a core offering, I then sought out institutions that were willing to participate in my research. While it is perhaps natural for museums to exercise caution when opening their doors to any external researcher who may
scrutinise their operations, I stressed that the aim of this research is not to unduly criticise the case studies, the host museums, or the individuals involved in the development of the in-gallery interaction technologies I evaluate, but rather to conduct exploratory research relating to the relevant instructions for interaction.

The two selected case study installations bear a number of similarities, such as the use of touch-based interaction technology and the fixed positioning of the interactive installations within object-centric exhibition spaces, but are otherwise very different with respect to their content, purpose, and interaction design. For example, *the Gibraltar touch table* relates to a single maritime oil painting (van Wieringen 1622), while *the Painting Lens* is associated with a selection of four curated artworks that use four different painting mediums to portray an array of diverse subjects (Sano di Pietro, n.d.; Panini 1747; Picasso 1924; Mitchell 1958). It is not my intention to evaluate these two case studies for the quality of their content, but rather I seek to explore the processes behind the design and development of the instructions for each case study and to better understand the impact of instructions on the user interaction experience.

**Chapter Summary**

In the proceeding chapters, I set out to achieve the three aims of this thesis through detailed research, methodical evaluation, and data-driven analysis. In Chapter 2, I contextualise my research within the wider body of museological publications and provide contextual definitions for the relevant terminology that I apply throughout. Influenced by the education theory and STEM research, I present my proposal for a framework for defining and discussing forms of instruction I identify associated with in-gallery interactive installations (Carroll and Wiebe 2004; Kirschner, Sweller, and Clark 2006; Kuhn 2007; Böttcher and Meisert 2013). In Chapter 3, I provide an in-depth description of the methodology I employed to evaluate instruction associated with in-gallery interactive installations. Briefly, I apply a three-part evaluation approach that includes semi-structured interviews with members of the development teams responsible for each case study installation (Charmaz 2006; Rowley 2012; Kallio et al. 2016), observation of visitor interactions...
(Serrell 1997, 2010; Yalowitz and Bronnenkant 2009; Zwinkels, Oudegeest, and Laterveer 2009; Bevan 2009; Kidd 2014a; Tzortzi 2014; Forrest 2015), and a post-interaction questionnaire offered to visitors upon concluding their interaction experience (Sylaiou et al. 2010; Sheng and Chen 2012; Gonçalves, Campos, and Sousa 2012; Forrest 2013; Zaharias, Michael, and Chrysanthou 2013; Tzortzi 2014).

In Chapter 4, I present the results of my evaluation of the first case study installation, the Gibraltar touch table, from the Paintings Gallery of Het Scheepvaartmuseum, in Amsterdam (NL) (Mol 2013; Schokkenbroek 2013). Similarly, I use Chapter 5 to present results associated with evaluation of the second case study installation, the Painting Lens, from Gallery One of the Cleveland Museum of Art, in Cleveland (USA) (Alexander, Barton, and Goeser 2013; Alexander 2014b; The Cleveland Museum of Art 2015c). I conclude with Chapter 6 by summarising the relevant findings stemming from this research, broadening the conclusions for applicability across different contexts or with different interaction technologies, and considering how the results might influence professional practice within museums.

While other researchers in the field of museology have touched upon this topic (e.g. Economou 1998; Schmitt et al. 2010; Gonçalves, Campos, and Sousa 2012; Ma et al. 2012; Barbieri, Bruno, and Muzzupappa 2017), I present this research as the first dedicated attempt to identify and evaluate the approaches museums take to communicate interaction with an in-gallery interactive installation to their visitors, and the impact of the available instructional forms on the interaction experiences of museum visitors. This research contributes to our understanding of the museum visitor experience, building on existing research about how the museum visitor experience can be influenced by in-gallery interactive installations (Goulding 2000; Chang 2006; Coffee 2007; Templeton 2011; Roppola 2012; Hanko, Lee, and Okeke 2014; Forrest 2015). Furthermore, this research reveals more about the unique nature of the museum context and how its very design can affect the behaviours of visitors, especially when interaction technologies are integrated into the museum context (Chang 2006; Koch et al. 2011; Pujol-Tost 2011; Calcagno and Biscaro 2012; Jafari,
Taheri, and vom Lehn 2013; Nielsen 2015). Although this research may be considered to be somewhat exploratory in nature, the conclusions I derive from my case study evaluations provide useful insights for museums seeking to offer their visitors the most suitable and effective forms of instruction for interaction with their in-gallery interactive installations.
Chapter 2: Literature Review

The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate a specific aspect of a museum visitor experience-related phenomena occurring within the museum context, and as such, it is useful to define the relevant characteristics of this context and its internal complexities. To frame my research and to provide context for it, I structure this literature review chapter around three main elements that influence both the museum visitor interaction experience and the design and development of instructions for interaction with in-gallery interactive installations: the museum context, interaction (in the museum context), and instruction (for interaction in the museum context).

Beginning with an examination of the museum context, I look to theoretical models for the museum visitor experience and identity-related motivations, which serve as a foundation for discussion about how influential the museum context can be on the museum visitor experience (Falk and Dierking 1992, 2013; Falk 2009, 2013). Building on this discussion, I explore the role of interaction within the museum context, including an examination of the various forms of tangible and sociocultural interactions that can occur (Goulding 2000; Heath and vom Leh 2009; Sohn 2011; J. B. Schreiber et al. 2013; Forrest 2013, 2015; Widdop and Cutts 2012). I examine literature from the field of Human Computer Interaction (HCI), which introduces an alternative perspective to the discussion on interaction with computers by visitors in the museum context (Frenkel 1989; Grammenos et al. 2011; Ingram, Wang, and Ribarsky 2012; Pender and Lamas 2014). I look to Interaction Design (ID) as an established design process that promotes usability and user-centred design, acknowledging several museums where this approach has been applied to improve usability of in-gallery interaction technologies (Preece, Rogers, and Sharp 2002; Wiberg 2014; Bakker, van den Hoven, and Eggen 2015). Stemming from aspects of usability within the ID process, I focus the third portion of this literature review on the central theme of this thesis: instructions for interaction within the museum context.
The Museum Context

Although the term “museum context” can include spaces that serve more institutionally-oriented purposes, such as storage depots, conservation laboratories, or a myriad of office spaces, I employ the term here to refer specifically to those parts of the museum that are designed for public use, namely the public galleries and exhibition spaces designed for visitors. I aim to convey how the nature of these public spaces can contribute to and influence the museum visitor experience in different ways. In order to do this, and to form a connection to the procedural instructions related to in-gallery interaction technologies, I first explore the goals and motivations that museums have for integrating interactive technologies into their physical exhibition spaces.

The central philosophy that frames this discussion is constructivism, which proposes that museums ultimately exist to serve some form of educational function in society (Hein 1995, 1998b, 1999, 2005; Lankford 2002; Wilde and Urhahne 2008; Panasuk and Lewis 2012). Within this ideological framework, everything that a museum offers should thereby support this primarily educational function; its collections are a tool for teaching, its staff are stewards of information, and the physical space is designed to promote inquiry and engagement. The constructivist approach was borrowed from educational learning theories and adapted by museologist George E. Hein, who proposed that museums should embrace their educational role by creating learning opportunities that cater to a variety of potential learning styles (Hein 1995, 1998b, 1999, 2005). In the late 1980s New Museology emerged and adapted these constructivist ideas, putting more focus on the purposes of museums with respect to who they represent and how they are represented, in an effort to help make museums more relevant and engaging for their visitors (Vergo 1989; S. Macdonald 1990; Washburn 1991; Carr 1991). Applying a broadly constructivist perspective, it follows that the educational purposes of the museum naturally extend to its exhibitions, collections, and any other presentation of content, including any in-gallery interaction technologies that may be available. As a tool to support educational endeavours, in-gallery interaction technologies are viewed as a way to engage museum visitors with collections-related content in new, technologically-
enhanced ways that museums continue to experiment and innovate with, despite the recognised challenges relating to offering interaction technologies to a range of users, such as system maintenance and troubleshooting, and ensuring accessibility (Pujol-Tost 2011; Sundar et al. 2015; Stillwell 2017).

The presentation of in-gallery interaction technologies within museums, whether included to support constructivist learning-centric goals or some other purpose such as wayfinding or marketing, has been found to fundamentally alter the museum context by its very presence within the public exhibition space (Adams and Moussouri 2002; Pujol-Tost 2011; Hornecker 2011). Assuming a constructivist perspective whereby all in-gallery interactive installations are meant to support an educational purpose, it is necessary to explore the potential influence that the museum context can have on visitor interaction behaviours with in-gallery interactive installations. To support discussion on the museum context and how in-gallery interaction technology can alter the museum context, I would like to introduce the Contextual Model of Learning (Falk and Dierking 1992, 2013), which I use throughout this thesis as a tool for defining and discussing the museum context and the museum visitor experience in relation to in-gallery interactive installations.

Professors in free-choice learning and museum education, Lynn D. Dierking and John H. Falk developed the Contextual Model of Learning as part of their efforts to better understand the varying experiences visitors have in association with museums (Falk and Dierking 1992, 2013). Recognising the complexity of the museum environment and its influence on the experiences visitors were reporting, Falk and Dierking created the model “to help represent the common and unique strands of the museum experience; a framework designed to acknowledge, reveal, and organise its complexity” (Falk and Dierking 2013, 25). The Contextual Model of Learning breaks the museum down into three intersecting contexts that influence the experiences of museum visitors. These contexts are:
The Personal Context – This context is formed by each individual visitor’s personal knowledge and previous experiences that influence their interests, expectations, and motivations associated with museum visits.

The Sociocultural Context – This is the context within which museum visits occur and includes both how individual visitors perceive the role of museums in society and how the cultural differences of visitors influence these perceptions. In addition, this context includes the social dynamics that influence the interactions that take place between museum visitors and museum personnel.

The Physical Context – More than the varied physical environments of museums that visitors elect to enter, this context comprises the collections, displays, interaction opportunities, and the architecture of museums. (Falk and Dierking 2013)

The Contextual Model of Learning is actually an updated model of Falk and Dierking’s original model, the Interactive Experience Model, but with one significant addition: consideration for how the passing of time influences the museum experience (Falk and Dierking 1992, 2013).

According to the authors, by incorporating time into the model, “the visitor’s experience can be thought of as a continually shifting interaction among personal, sociocultural, and physical contexts” (Falk and Dierking 2013, 29). Time is a crucial element in this updated model because it encourages the examination of the museum experience from a much broader scope than a single museum visit affords. Instead, the varied experiences of individuals accumulated throughout their lifetimes has the potential to shape and influence each successive museum visit.

The integration of in-gallery interaction technologies into the museum contexts creates additional variables within each context that need to be considered with respect to this particular examination of the Contextual Model of Learning. Researchers have found that in recent years, interaction technologies have permeated Western society and, in turn, they have entered museums, changing how visitors relate to and experience museums (Kortbek and Grønbæk 2008a; Sayre and Wetterlund 2008; Zaharias, Michael, and Chrysanthou 2013; L. Kelly 2014). Building upon the
personal context of motivations and expectations that visitors bring with them into the museum, these motivations and expectations can now also include those associated with interaction technologies. For example, it has been suggested that the pervasiveness of touch-based interaction technologies within wider society may lead museum visitors to expect any visualisation screen presented in-gallery to be capable of responding to touch-based interaction (Kidd, Ntalla, and Lyons 2011; Burmistrov 2015). The sociocultural context is evident in museums when visitors are faced with a range of potential social interactions associated with multi- or single-user interaction technologies. For example, studies have shown that visitors may observe others interacting with an in-gallery interactive, or they may engage with other visitors in shared interaction experiences (Heath, vom Lehn, and Osborne 2005; Kortbek and Grønbæk 2008b; Walker 2015). The impact of the physical context is predictably related to the physical integration of the in-gallery interaction technology into the museum environment. For example, researchers have found that the height of an interaction device or its placement along the route of an exhibition, among many other physical variables, can influence whether or not museum visitors interact with any available installations (Yalowitz and Bronnenkant 2009; Jarrier and Bourgeon-Renault 2012; Tzortzi 2014; Forrest 2015). The final element, time, influences the museum experiences of every individual with each consecutive visit. For example, research suggests that time builds the expectations a visitor might have relating to the kinds of museums where they expect to find interaction technologies, while increased exposure to interaction technologies may make visitors more confident in their decision to interact with technology in the museum context (Pallud and Monod 2010; Hunt 2013; Achiam, May, and Marandino 2014).

The Contextual Model of Learning is not the only model available that frames interpretations of the museum visitor experience within the museum context. By seeking to better understand the museum visitor experience, designer-turned-museological researcher, Tiina Roppola, identified four activities that she calls “relational processes” that are internally mediated by each museum visitor during their visit:
- **Framing** is the way visitors perceive museums and exhibits against their personal expectations or previous experiences;

- **Resonating** occurs when museum visitors feel some form of connection or relationship with the exhibition or museum environment;

- **Channelling** is the natural pathfinding or guidance museum visitors move along, through the physical exhibition space, as well as collections displays and associated content; and,

- **Broadening** takes place when the museum visitor experiences some form of personal growth gained through some kind of meaningful encounter. (Roppola 2012)

Roppola proposes these four relational processes as a framework for interpreting how museum visitors relate to the museum context, or rather, “how visitors and exhibitions find themselves in relationship with each other” (Roppola 2012, 276). Like the Contextual Model of Learning, Roppola’s four relational processes considers how the context of the museum environment can influence the visitor experience, and as such, the presence of in-gallery interaction technologies within the museum context can likewise influence the relational processes. To illustrate how in-gallery interaction technology could influence the four relational processes associated with the museum visitor experience, consider the following hypothetical situation: a museum visitor may not expect to find interaction technology in the exhibition of the historical museum they are visiting (framing against expectations and previous experiences), yet feel compelled to interact with a touch-table on display (resonating towards areas of interest), and while interacting with that touch-table, exploring a range of visualisations and information related to nearby collections displays (channelling through the available content), this visitor gains both a greater appreciation for the collections presented in the exhibition as a result of their interaction with content accessed via the touch-table and changes their expectation for potentially encountering interaction technology in a historical museum on a future visit (broadening achieved through a shift in expectation and opinion) (Roppola 2012).
The four relational processes set forth by Roppola, which show how the museum context has the potential to influence each relational process that a museum visitor moves through during their visit, in contrast to the Contextual Model of Learning put forth by Falk and Dierking, which examines the role of the museum context in its own right. Critical review of each of the models acknowledges that the interconnectedness of parts within each model demonstrates the complexity inherent in the task of defining the “museum visitor experience” and each of the associated elements that have the potential to bear influence over it, including the museum context. For example, Susan B. Spero, a Museum Studies educator at John F. Kennedy University noted how Falk and Dierking’s model “helps us to organize all of the variables at play in any given time in any particular institution and to offer a structure to make sense of visitor behaviours” (2013, 431). Research analyst for the Smithsonian Institution, Andrew Pekarik and Gary Shank, a professor at the School of Education in Duquesne University, acknowledged that Roppola’s four relational processes are an attempt to show that museum visitor experiences “are not constituted by the components of the exhibits or the goals of the visitors, but instead by the necessary interaction between the two” (2015, 437).

Central to the museum visitor experience, yet missing from the discussion so far, is the museum visitor. Who are museum visitors? Why do they come to museums? What do museum visitors do when they get there? Though broad, these are the kinds of questions behind a great deal of visitor research within the field of museology (e.g. Coffee 2007; Dawson and Jensen 2011a, 2011b; Hanko, Lee, and Okeke 2014). Visitor studies and audience evaluation are tools that can have the potential to identify who museum visitors are and what their preferences are in relation to their museum experiences, however, determining “who” museum audiences are based on demographic data such as age, gender, ethnicity, or educational background is a contested issue among museum professionals when it leads to segmenting audiences using these categories (e.g.: Coffee 2007; Dawson and Jensen 2011a; 2011b; Werner, Hayward, and Larouche 2014). Rather than define museum visitors in this way, I apply John H. Falk’s Visitor Identity-Related Motivation Model to
explore what motivates visitors to come to museums, to engage with in-gallery interaction technology, and to use or not use the associated instructions for interaction (Falk 2009, 2011).

Falk proposes that museum visitors assume one or more of the seven identity-related roles that drive their motivations relating to their museum visit, instead of dividing museum visitors into fixed groups based on sociocultural identity (Falk 2009, 2011). These roles are:

- **Explorer**: Motivated by curiosity and their interest in exploring the museum content.
- **Facilitator**: Motivated to facilitate the experiences and learning of other museum visitors within their group.
- **Professional/Hobbyist**: Motivated by feelings of personal closeness with the museum content due to their interests as a professional or hobbyist.
- **Experience Seeker**: Motivated by the perception that visiting the museum is an important experience; the museum serving as a “been there, done that” destination.
- **Recharger**: Motivated to visit the museum seeking a peaceful, reflective and/or recharging experience.
- **Respectful Pilgrim**: Motivated to visit a museum or memorial in order to pay respects to those honoured by the institution.
- **Affinity Seeker**: Motivated by a sense of personal connection or affinity to visit a particular museum, exhibition, or collection. (Falk 2009, 2011, 147–48)

Falk has faced criticism for excluding traditional demographic characteristics from his analysis of museum visitors, with detractors suggesting his method was limiting or incomplete (Dawson and Jensen 2011a, 2011b). In his defence, Falk acknowledges that museums are moving toward using more psychographic, rather than demographic, categories for defining visitors, but that his model is not intended to be used to segment museum visitors into fixed groups or meant to serve as a complete model for visitor profiling, instead serving as a tool for classifying visitors based on their motivations (Falk 2011). Within Falk’s Visitor Identity-Related Motivation Model, museum visitors are not classified by a single identity-related role because visitors may have the capacity to
take on multiple roles over the course of their museum visit, depending on the varying needs of the visitor or any companions with them on their visit (Falk 2009, 2011). Through application of this model within my research, it is not my intention to pigeonhole visitors into segmented groups, but rather to use the Visitor Identity-Related Motivation Model as a tool for determining the role of motivation in a visitor’s decision to engage with in-gallery interaction technology.

The potential influence of in-gallery interaction technology on these visitor identity-related motivations is, perhaps, more evident in association with some roles than others. For example, an explorer might feel curious to interact with an in-gallery interactive installation to see what information or content it might offer, while a facilitator may provide other museum visitors with some instruction or support for using an interactive installation. Alternatively, other visitor identity-related motivations may not be as easily influenced by the presence of in-gallery interaction technology, while some may even be deterred. For example, a recharger may find interaction technology within an exhibition space to be disruptive to the tranquil experience they desire, while a respectful pilgrim may similarly find the presence of an in-gallery interactive installation to be offensive or inappropriate within a memorial-type of institution.

Finally, it is important to acknowledge a small but significant terminological difference between museum visitors and users. Following the established constructivist ideology, the museological approach that I apply here focuses heavily on the museum visitor as an entity that museums are meant to serve or educate in some manner (Hein 1995, 1998b, 1999, 2005; Lankford 2002; Wilde and Urhahne 2008; Panasuk and Lewis 2012). I view museum visitors as dynamic, variable individuals, each bringing and taking away specific and relevant experiences relating to their museum visit. With the integration of interaction technologies into the museum context, museum visitors have the opportunity to become users of the in-gallery interaction technologies that may be available. When a museum visitor initiates interaction with an in-gallery interactive installation, he or she becomes a user through the act of “using” the interaction technology. This same distinction holds true within this thesis; a museum visitor becomes a user only when some form of interaction
with an in-gallery interactive installation has been attempted, but a user continues to be a museum visitor throughout their interaction experience and afterwards. Whether an attempt at interaction is perceived to be a success or failure by the user does not strictly matter here, rather it is the attempt at interaction that turns a museum visitor into a user.

Interaction (in the Museum Context)

Interaction has traditionally been defined as a set of reactions that occur when there is mutual influence between at least two objects (Wagner 1997; Kung-Ming and Khoon-Seng 2009). Media and communications scholar, Dongyoung Sohn builds upon this definition for interaction by proposing that interactivity relates to the quality of the interaction in a way that has the potential to bridge sensory, semantic, and behavioural dimensions (Sohn 2011, 1325–29). Sohn explores dimensions relating to the quality of the interaction, creating what he calls “an integrative framework to compare and evaluate interaction situations involving human actors as well as both old and new media” (Sohn 2011, 1321). The Syntactic Model of Interaction was put forth by Sohn as a tool for understanding how people perceive their interaction experience, applying sensory, semantic, and behavioural dimensions to frame interaction, whether it is related to digital media or not (Sohn 2011). He defines the following three dimensions relating to interaction quality:

- The Sensory Dimension is comprised of the physical environment where interaction occurs and includes the affordances within that environment that have the potential to contribute to the interaction;
- The Semantic Dimension relates to the recognition of the personal relevance that the interaction may have the potential to afford; and,
- The Behavioural Dimension is associated with the degree of control that may be exhibited in the interaction and how behaviour can influence the interaction (Sohn 2011).

In a broad sense, Sohn’s model in some ways parallels Falk and Dierking’s Contextual Model of Learning, wherein the sensory dimension puts focus on aspects of the physical context, the
*semantic dimension of interaction* relates to the *personal context*, and the *behavioural dimension* connects with elements of the *sociocultural context*. As with the Contextual Model of Learning, the Syntactic Model of Interaction attempts to provide a framework for understanding aspects of human behaviour, more specifically interaction. The Syntactic Model of Interaction, however, does not consider *context* with the same level of significance that the Contextual Model of Learning, or the research that I present within this thesis, does.

Within the wide realm of potential interactions that can occur during a museum visit, some interactions are more appropriate in the museum setting than others. For example, it is typically more appropriate for a museum visitor to look at an exhibited painting rather than attempt to touch it to feel the texture of the layered paint, although there are noted exceptions (Wecker 2015). Researchers have found that museums do not necessarily require signage to direct visitors to behave appropriately within the museum environment, as sociocultural norms generally dictate what interactions are acceptable in a given museum environment (Goulding 2000; Widdop and Cutts 2012; J. B. Schreiber et al. 2013; Forrest 2013, 2015). In their publication on interactivity and collaboration within museums, Christian Heath and Dirk vom Lehn point out that, in relation to visitor interaction with in-gallery interaction technology, there is “some variation in whether and how people use the interactive, and this can be profoundly influenced by the presence and behaviour of others who happen to be in the same area” (Heath and vom Lehn 2009, 12). The focus of my own evaluation is on two forms of museum visitor interaction: those that take place between other people, and those that take place in relation to the physical environment. More precisely, I evaluate how museum visitors interact with other people, including museum personnel and other visitors, when in the presence of in-gallery interaction technologies, but I also examine how museum visitors interact with the physical environment of the museum, especially with any in-gallery interaction technologies that may be available.

Selecting an interaction technology for integration into a museum space requires consideration for usability and Interaction Design (ID), something museums working with in-gallery
interaction technologies already recognise (Hornecker and Stifter 2006; Kortbek and Grønbæk 2008a; Ciolfi and McLoughlin 2012; Xie 2013; Germak and Khan 2017). ID lies within the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and can broadly be described as “designing interactive products to support people in their everyday and working lives [...] creating user experiences that enhance and extend the way people work, communicate and interact” (Preece, Rogers, and Sharp 2002, 6).

Within the context of this thesis, ID here relates to the designing of in-gallery interaction technologies to support museum visitors with their interaction experiences during their museum visit. ID incorporates a process comprising four activities, each guiding the other and repeating to the point of achieving the most optimal design (Preece, Rogers, and Sharp 2002). The first step is to establish interaction goals and determine any product requirements, which is followed by the creation of alternative design options. In the third step prototypes of the product are created, which are then evaluated with users in the fourth step, returning to any previous steps as the design process requires. According to Interaction Designers and researchers, Jennifer Preece, Yvonne Rogers, and Helen Sharp, there are three characteristics of the ID process that are complementary to the four steps:

1. There should be involvement of the target users throughout the development process;
2. Prior to commencement of the ID process, explicit usability and experience goals should be defined and documented; and,
3. It is inevitable that there will be at least one iteration of each of the four steps. (Preece, Rogers, and Sharp 2002, 13)

The ID process emphasises usability and user experience goals, calling for as many reiterations of the four steps as it takes to reach the optimal design of the product, however achieving the ID process as described may be more of an ideal than a reality, as projects are often subject to constraints relating to available budget or scheduling that influence the actual development process (Preece, Rogers, and Sharp 2002, 351). User experience goals for various products commonly include things like enjoyment, fun, entertainment, creativity, pleasing
aesthetics, emotional fulfilment, and overall satisfaction (Kaasinen et al. 2015; Preece, Rogers, and Sharp 2002). The interpretation that Preece, Rogers, and Sharpe offer proposes that “user experience goals differ from the more objective usability goals in that they are concerned with how users experience an interactive product from their perspective, rather than assessing how useful or productive a system is from its own perspective” (Preece, Rogers, and Sharp 2002, 19). As the name suggests, *user experience goals* relate to the user experience, but even professionals within HCI struggle to agree on a single, suitable definition for *user experience* for use in broad applications (Lallemand, Gronier, and Koenig 2015).

*Usability*, unlike user experience goals, directly relates to the functionality of an interactive product, which, with respect to this thesis, relates to functionality of in-gallery interaction technologies. To ensure a consistent interpretation of *usability* across disciplines ranging from mechanical engineering to communications, there is an ISO definition for the term, defining *usability* as “the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of use” (ISO/IEC 1998; Stewart 2009). The ISO definition links usability to effectiveness, efficiency, and user satisfaction, but the definition that Preece, Rogers, and Sharp offer includes further requirements for safety, utility, learnability, and memorability (Preece, Rogers, and Sharp 2002). Expanding on the definition for *usability* even further, HCI pioneer and usability expert Brian Shackel defines usability of an interactive system as “the capability in human functional terms to be used easily and effectively by the specified range of users, given specified training and user support, to fulfil the specified range of tasks, within the specified range of environment scenarios” (2009, 340). Although Preece, Rogers, and Sharp include learnability within their definition of *usability*, Shackel goes further to include the importance of training and user support, which is an element of usability particularly relevant to this thesis and which I explore in more depth in the third section of this chapter.

With consideration for the constructivist goals relating to museums, ID has immense potential for application within the museum sector, not only for the production of interactive
installations, but also for engineering social interactions within museums. The way ID applies a user-centred approach to afford better usability with interaction technologies naturally aligns with the visitor-centred approaches museums claim to practice, providing museums with an opportunity to take advantage of the influential nature of the museum context as a means of facilitating social interactions among visitors. The value of ID within the museum sector has already been recognised by some researchers and a small, but growing collection of publications (e.g. Hornecker and Stifter 2006; Kortbek and Grønbæk 2008a; Ciolfi and McLoughlin 2012; Xie 2013; Germak and Khan 2017).

In 2008, for example, Interaction Designers Karen Johanne Kortbek and Kaj Grønbæk worked with Danish art museum, ARoS, to test and evaluate the application of ID aspects on the museum visitor experience relating to an interactive installation designed to facilitate social experiences among visitors. Kortbek and Grønbæk found that the ID principles they applied were successful in supporting communication related to the exhibited objects and in facilitating engaging interactive experiences among museum visitors (2008a, 2008b). In 2012, Human-Centred Computing scholar, Luigina Ciolfi, and Interaction Designer, Marc McLoughlin, published an article recounting their work for Bunratty Folk Park, an Irish living history museum seeking to encourage more meaningful visitor engagement through the use of interaction technologies. Ciolfi and McLoughlin report their success in creating an interactive system to support social engagement among visitors, but also acknowledge their failure to design a system that would support the interaction experiences of visitors who came to Bunratty Folk Park alone, proposing that further iterations in the ID process would yield adjustments to the design that could improve the user experience for the range of visitors who attend Bunratty Folk Park (Ciolfi and McLoughlin 2012).

**Instruction (for Interaction in the Museum Context)**

The following discussion explores the central subject of this thesis: instruction for interaction in the museum context. In getting to this point, I have been using the term *instruction* without much critical analysis, primarily distinguishing pedagogical instruction away from the procedural
instruction I focus on. For a more precise definition of procedural instruction, I look to the work of Engineering Psychologist, Elsa Eiriksdottir, and Experimental Psychologist Richard Catrambone, who divide their definition of *instruction* into three types, each relating to different levels of abstraction and the type of information conveyed: procedural instructions, principles, and examples.

“Procedural instructions describe how to carry out the task by describing and explaining each step. Principles provide information about rules and regularities governing the task and task domain. Examples demonstrate how a single instance of the task is carried out, usually without explanations.” (Eiriksdottir and Catrambone 2011, 750)

Attempting to apply this terminology to the kinds of instructions that may be found in relation to in-gallery interactive installations demonstrates that these forms of instruction are not mutually exclusive and have the potential to be combined in different ways, depending on the kinds of procedures being instructed or the learning styles preferred by the users. For example, in 2015, the Kröller-Müller Museum in Otterlo offered visitors an opportunity to try their hand at virtually reproducing portions of famous artworks in an installation called the Painting Game (Kröller-Müller Museum 2015). The instructions available to users included each of Eiriksdottir and Catrambone’s three types: users were provided with the *principles* necessary for playing and offered *examples* of the artworks to be digitally reproduced within the game, as well as being offered a clear set of *procedural instructions* to sequentially guide users through the steps needed to e-mail their digital paintings to an e-mail address (Eiriksdottir and Catrambone 2011; Kröller-Müller Museum 2015).

This example also highlights the connection between instruction, purpose, and motivation. In order for users to e-mail their painting, they had to have the *motivation* to seek out and follow the *instructions* that would allow them to achieve their *purpose* of e-mailing their digital creation. Detailed research into how *purpose* and *motivation* influence a user’s decision to interact with an in-gallery interactive installation is not strictly within the scope of this research, however I acknowledge when users are motivated to seek out instruction to support their interaction experience.
The definition for the forms of instruction that Eiriksdottir and Catrambone offer is simply one approach to the subject of instruction that I would like to build upon by recognising the work of Lee Carroll and Eric N. Wiebe, two STEM Researchers from North Carolina State University, who consider instruction in terms of the static or dynamic characteristics of the presentation (2004). According to Carroll and Wiebe, static instruction is primarily text- or image-based, while dynamic instruction has a stronger audio-visual component and often includes audio or video (2004). Evaluating the difference between static and dynamic instructions, Carroll and Wiebe tested subjects’ ability to fold three origami figures after following either static or dynamic instructions, ultimately showing how subjects who were given dynamic instructions were able to complete the task more efficiently, with fewer errors, and subjects were able to recall more of the instructional steps than those subjects provided with the static instructions (Carroll and Wiebe 2004). These results show how powerful dynamic instructions can be for improving user performance, but even so, the nature of the museum context has historically shown a preference for the use of static (and silent) presentation modes within exhibition spaces (Screven 1992; Bitgood 1996; Ravelli 1996, 2006; Whitehead 2016). In relation to in-gallery interaction technologies, however, I consider less of a strict division between static and dynamic instructional forms, and more of a spectrum within which the different instructional forms can fall. Interactive installations that employ touch-screen technology, for example, may have the capacity to present both static and dynamic forms, separately or in tandem.

In this thesis, I propose a novel approach that incorporates an interpretation of Carroll and Wiebe’s definitions for static and dynamic instructional forms, in combination with a definition of instruction that is rooted within educational theory. According to the constructivist approach of educating and instructing, learning can be facilitated by either direct instruction, which presents complete concepts to the learner, or indirect instruction, wherein the learner has to determine the appropriate action based on available information that may be segmented, unstructured, or conceptual in its nature (Kirschner, Sweller, and Clark 2006; Kuhn 2007; Böttcher and Meisert 2013).
Throughout my own research, I employ a framework for defining instructions relating to in-gallery interaction technologies that pairs direct and indirect instructional forms with static and dynamic instructional forms, represented here within Figure 2.1 (Carroll and Wiebe 2004; Kirschner, Sweller, and Clark 2006; Kuhn 2007; Böttcher and Meisert 2013). I find the hybridisation of these two frameworks for defining instruction to be both relevant and suitable for application within this research, but moreover, I propose this combined framework as a means to facilitate and support discussion about instruction in relation to in-gallery interactive installations in the absence of any alternative theory relating to instruction that can be applied to a museum context.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>STATIC</th>
<th>DYNAMIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIRECT</td>
<td>Direct-Static</td>
<td>Direct-Dynamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIRECT</td>
<td>Indirect-Static</td>
<td>Indirect-Dynamic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.1: Framework for defining instruction associated with in-gallery interaction technologies

Of the four instructional forms that I identify, direct-static, indirect-static, direct-dynamic, and indirect-dynamic, each maintain most of their broadly defined characteristics; however, given the specific context of this research and the unique context of the museum environment within which I define these instructional forms, certain modifications are necessary. Here, I propose my own definitions for the four instructional forms relating to in-gallery interaction technologies in order to ensure a clear and consistent understanding of this critical terminology throughout this thesis.

**Direct-static instructions** are instructions that are made available directly to all (potential) users, but are limited to a standardised or fixed set of instructions; only the information provided is available. Within the context of this thesis, an example of direct-static instruction could be a small printed sign that presents a clear set of textual instructions for interaction with an in-gallery interactive. In this example, the instructions are available directly, without the user needing to seek
them out, but as there is no possibility for the user to get supplemental or personally-tailored instruction from the printed text, its characteristic is static in nature. To contrast direct-static instructions, indirect-static instructions require (potential) users to undertake some measure of initiative and/or interpretation to seek and to be able to follow the static forms of instruction that fall into this category. The indirect nature of an indirect-static form of instruction means this category can occupy something of a grey area, as it is within this category that I include things like User Interface (UI) design and the physical design of the installation context as forms of instruction that I evaluate. These instructional forms indirectly imply the potential for interaction, by means of suggestive imagery or context, but do not explicitly provide instructional guidance. With UI design, for example, the integration of familiar icons can inform users of potential areas of on-screen interaction, but these can still require a level of interpretation on a user’s behalf to ensure the correct corresponding interaction is made. For example, a small  icon in the top-right corner of a text window is meant to indicate where a user can touch to close the text window. For those familiar with this pervasive icon, interpreting the  as a place where interaction will achieve closure of the window is natural or even expected (Archer 2014), but for those users who have little to no experience with computers or touch-based interaction technologies, the  icon may be abstract or unfamiliar.

Direct-dynamic instructions are those direct instructions that have the potential for dynamic augmentation. In contrast to static instructional forms, and moving away from the definition of static instruction set forth by Carroll and Wiebe, I define dynamic instructions as those that can be influenced by the interactions of the user with the in-gallery interactive installation and/or other individuals, such as museum personnel or visitors. When a user experiences difficulty interacting, seeking instructional advice from a nearby museum staff member can provide this kind of direct-dynamic instruction to the user, based on their individual interaction needs, for example. Within this definition, I consider collaborative interaction among interacting visitors as a form of direct-dynamic
instruction, whereby each of the collaboratively interacting users has the capacity to instruct and inform each other during their collective interaction experience.

The final instructional form that I define here are *indirect-dynamic instructions*, and given that this instructional form is the conceptual opposite of the preceding descriptions of other *direct* or *static* forms, I offer a supporting example. Within this research, I classify the simple and practically unconscious act of observing other visitors interacting with an in-gallery interactive installation as a form of *indirect-dynamic* instruction. When visitors observe others interacting, they are able to witness a live demonstration of how interaction works, including the possibility to observe which interactions do or do not yield a result. Using this definition, there is no *direct* contact or communication between the observing visitor and the interacting user, while the *dynamic* nature of these instructions is not determined by the observing visitor, but by the interactions of the observed user.

I use the definitions for these four instructional forms to guide my identification and classification of instructions associated with the two case study interactive installations, but I recognise that within these definitions, there is room for some debate about how to classify different kinds. Although I have provided a framework for defining instructional forms, in reality, the lines can be a little blurry between when it comes to distinguishing some instructional forms. For example, identifying an instructional form and differentiating it from others may depend on how much interpretation or communication is needed to ensure a user understands and can achieve interaction with the in-gallery interactive installation. With respect to the two case study installations and the associated instructional forms that I identify and evaluate, I include Figure 2.2, which provides examples for each instructional form that I evaluate and how I classify them.
The current state of research indicates that there is potential for significant contributions to be made to the field of museology, especially where it intersects with increasingly influential disciplines like Human-Computing Interaction and Interaction Design. In recent years, publications on a range of topics address museums and technology, including research into museum visitor encounters with digital collections and environments (e.g.: Wojciechowski et al. 2004; Bannon et al. 2005; Lindgren-Streicher and Reich 2007; Schmitt et al. 2010), technology-mediated learning in museums (e.g.: Knipfer et al. 2009; Kéfi and Pallud 2011; Zaharias, Michael, and Chrysanthou 2013; Feast 2014), and the potential for deploying mobile applications within museums (e.g.: Ciolfi and McLoughlin 2012; Ceipidor et al. 2013; Othman, Petrie, and Power 2013; Petrelli et al. 2013; Li and Liew 2015). With respect to research and evaluation that focuses specifically on instruction relating to interaction with in-gallery interactive installations, the current state of research reflects the limited amount of attention that instruction receives. At present, instruction is often dealt with in relation to broader usability issues associated with in-gallery interactive installation, rather than as a primary focus of evaluation efforts. Here, I present a selection of publications from recent years that show how instruction for interaction with in-gallery interactive installations has been handled and reported upon.
In 2003, Eva Hornecker and Matthias Stifter evaluated the medien.welten exhibition at the Austrian Technical Museum Vienna for use of interactives throughout the exhibition and to identify any interaction design issues (Hornecker and Stifter 2006). The researchers did not explicitly evaluate the instructions provided to visitors to inform them of how to interact with the technologies being evaluated, but their research provided insights into aspects of usability and learnability. Hornecker and Stifter acknowledged that visitors had to “figure out” how to use the in-gallery interaction technologies, relating this to visitor attention span and interaction attempts, but failed to link these observations to any available instructions (Hornecker and Stifter 2006, 138). Examining one particular interactive installation being evaluated within the exhibition, Hornecker and Stifter found that available instructions were mostly used by visitors who engaged in collaborative interaction experiences, noting that visitors “frequently went through tasks together, scaffolding each other by reading out aloud the instructions from the screen and discussing [the interaction]” (Hornecker and Stifter 2006, 140). Although the authors did not provide a detailed account of the different instructional forms available within the medien.welten exhibition, the article indicates that a range of presentation approaches were used across the different in-gallery interactives under evaluation. In particular, the authors asserted the benefit of touch-screen installations as a means for providing visibility to other visitors so that they can observe interactions of others and collaboratively engage in the available interaction experiences; a clear demonstration of direct-dynamic instruction (Hornecker and Stifter 2006, 142).

Computer scientists Franca Garzotto and Francesca Rizzo evaluated the visitor experience related to four interaction technologies that were offered to visitors of a temporary exhibition called The Fire and The Mountain, displayed at the Civic Museum of Como (Italy) in 2006. The authors noted that the in-gallery interaction technologies were designed to create immersive experiences that support group interaction among children and were evaluated for several user experience aspects, including identifying elements that supported learning, but they did not explicitly evaluate the instructions provided to guide users through their interaction experience (Garzotto and Rizzo
Rather than directly analysing instructions related to any of the interactive installations, Garzotto and Rizzo noted that the kinds of technology employed can suggest or facilitate certain interactions, stating that “the shift of an interaction paradigm from an instruction-driven model (in which interaction is mediated by a textual or iconic element that expresses the meaning of the action or trigger) to a physical model is easy and natural,” but that going the opposite direction can prove challenging (Garzotto and Rizzo 2007, 353). The affordances Garzotto and Rizzo recognise would be classified here as indirect-static instructions, as the presentation and context of the technology implies potential for interaction, but as the authors also mention use of icons, text labels, and collaborative interaction, there is evidence that other instructional forms were also used to support visitor interactions with the interactive installations.

To better understand a number of issues relating to the integration of information and communication technologies into museum exhibitions, Digital Heritage researcher Laia Pujol-Tost evaluated in-gallery interactive installations in six UK museums. She notes how museums consider the skills and motivations of their target audiences, the interaction and experience goals they define for their interactive installations, and the communications approaches museums use with their audiences during the design processes of creating in-gallery interactive installations (Pujol-Tost 2011). Pujol-Tost shows how usability issues related to interaction technologies were more often connected with UI design or missing instruction, suggesting that effective design makes use of the affordances of the museum context and the chosen interaction technology, leading to a more intuitive UI that could thereby reduce the need for instructional texts (Pujol-Tost 2011). Her advice for museums that may be considering integrating interaction technologies into their exhibition spaces centres on the application of indirect-static forms of instruction to improve the “intuitiveness of the virtual environment” without overwhelming visitors with other direct-static forms, like instructional texts (Pujol-Tost 2011).

Although there is a growing field of scholarship between the fields of museology, Human-Computer Interaction, and Interaction Design, among others, there continues to be little research
conducted or published on the explicit role of instruction for communicating interaction with in-gallery interactive installations to museum visitors. Broad studies in aspects relating to usability or learnability of in-gallery interaction technologies have their value, but tend to fall short of providing the kind of specific evaluation needed to more fully understand the impact that different instructional forms can have on a user interaction experience with an in-gallery interactive installation within the museum context; this is the gap of knowledge that this thesis addresses.
Chapter 3: Methodology

This thesis explores instructions for interaction that are associated with in-gallery touch-based interaction technologies through two avenues: their design and development, and how museum visitors experience them. To do this, I apply three separate but complementary evaluation methodologies; these are concisely outlined below in Figure 3.1 and described in more detail throughout this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Topic</th>
<th>Evaluation Methodology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design and Development</td>
<td>Interviews with designers and museum professionals involved in the creation of instructions related to in-gallery interaction technologies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museum Visitor Experience</td>
<td>Observation of museum visitors in their interactions associated with in-gallery interaction technologies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post-interaction questionnaire (with consent form) completed by willing participants after their interaction experience.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.1: Summary of research topics and evaluation methodologies

In order to explore the design and development processes involved in the creation of instructions for interaction, I interviewed the designers and museum professionals responsible for the development of the case study in-gallery interactive installations (Charmaz 2006; Rowley 2012; Kallio et al. 2016). Through combining the commonly used evaluation methods of museum visitor observation and post-interaction questionnaires (Sylaiou et al. 2010; Serrell 1997; Hornecker 2008; Yalowitz and Bronnenkant 2009; Bevan 2009; Zwinkels, Oudegeest, and Laterveer 2009; 2010; Sheng and Chen 2012; Gonçalves, Campos, and Sousa 2012; Zaharias, Michael, and Chrysanthou 2013; Tzortzi 2014; Forrest 2013, 2015), I investigated the behaviours and opinions that museum visitors had in relation to their interaction experiences. Following my description of the evaluation methodologies I employed, I provide an explanation of the method I used to select my two case
study installations before closing this chapter with a brief discussion about the measures I have
taken to ensure my evaluation activities have been conducted in an ethical manner. I discuss the
results of these evaluation activities in Chapters 4 and 5.

Evaluating Design and Development

For each case study, I interviewed key members of the development teams who contributed
to the creation of the instructions for interaction. Interviews are an established evaluation approach
typically used for collecting information relating to the design, development, and implementation of
instructions for in-gallery interaction technologies directly from the individuals responsible for their
creation (Templeton 2011; Hall 2013; Mason 2015; Underwood 2016). I employed a semi-structured
interview approach, using an interview template to guide questioning through a collection of key
themes I intended to cover while allowing flexibility to modify each interview based on the
responses of each participant (Charmaz 2006; Rowley 2012; Kallio et al. 2016).

Interview Aims

The interview results provide qualitative data about several aspects relating to the design
and development processes behind creating instructions for interaction with in-gallery interaction
technologies within the museum context. The goal of each interview is ultimately to understand how
these instructions were created and what drives the development process. I employ the use of a
semi-structured interview template to guide each interview through the same lines of questioning
(Rowley 2012; Kallio et al. 2016). The template for each interview includes five separate lines of
questioning that address the process of designing and developing instructions for interaction. The
flexibility of the semi-structured interview supports the exploratory nature of this research, allowing
opportunities for gaining deeper insights by asking questions that naturally arise through the
interview process, even if they are not noted on the prepared interview template (Collin-Lachaud
and Passebois 2008; Rowley 2012; Kallio et al. 2016). For reference, the interview template may be
found in Appendix 1: Design and Development Team Interview Template.
The first line of questioning defines the forms and presentation approaches of the instructions for interaction that museum professionals and designers employ. Instructions do not only vary in form (procedural instruction, principles of interaction, for example), but also the qualities of their presentation approach, as I propose in Chapter 2 (Carroll and Wiebe 2004; Kirschner, Sweller, and Clark 2006; Kuhn 2007; Böttcher and Meisert 2013). Referencing Table 2.2, which illustrates the different types of instruction based on their static/dynamic and direct/indirect presentation approaches, responses of the interview participants demonstrate the range of the instructions for interaction that designers and museum professionals are capable of producing.

The second line of questioning examines the step-by-step process of development: who was responsible for what and when. I aim to identify the moment when instructions for interaction were first considered by the design and development team, moving through the different developmental stages that the instructions evolve through, to the approval of the final design and ultimate implementation into the museum exhibition space. Using the interview responses, I have pieced together a rough timeline for the development of instructions for interaction, showing how the role of instruction fluctuates in importance throughout the development states. Identifying the roles that different team members can play during the development process, my research echoes existing literature on how the various stakeholders can influence the design and development process, as well as the final product (Bradburne 2001; Coffee 2007; Hauser et al. 2009; Walker 2015; Rutkowska et al. 2017).

In the third line of questioning, I asked interview participants about intended users, or target audiences, that they had in mind during the design and development of the in-gallery interaction technology and any associated instructions for interaction. I explored how the design and development team profiled and selected their target audience, defining their user characteristics and potential instructional needs (Falk 2009; Hart, Sutcliffe, and De Angeli 2013; Roussou et al. 2013; Forrest 2015; Schoemaker 2017). Interview responses show how the design and development team
members understood and dealt with interaction goals and user experience goals relating to their interactive installations, including how they tailored these goals for their target audiences.

Questions about target audience selection lead into questions about the intended user experience and interaction goals relating to use of the in-gallery interaction technology (Hall 2013; Mason 2015; Underwood 2016). Although each case study employs the same form of touch-based interaction technology, research shows that the range of possible interactions can vary and may be contingent on the defined user experience goals (Kaasinen et al. 2015; Mason 2015). Instructions may include clear interaction goals (e.g. “touch here” or “pinch to zoom”), but may also indicate user experience goals (e.g. “touch here to learn more” or “learn something new exploring our collections”).

The final line of questioning explores the use of implicit and explicit knowledge during the design and development process. As an evaluation method, interviews provide an opportunity for participants to reflect upon the knowledge, experiences, or assumptions that might have influenced decisions about the forms and presentation approaches used (Hudec 2004; Rowley 2012; Mason 2015). I compare the results of the development team interviews with the results of the museum visitor evaluation to shed light on whether or not the application of codified knowledge may have influenced the user experience. Identification of effectively applied codified knowledge may help to inform best practices relating to the design and development of instructions for interaction with in-gallery interaction technologies within the museum context, just as it has with other disciplines. For example, education scholars Mohammed K. Khalil and Ihsan A. Elkhinder applied and evaluated multiple learning theories in order to determine the most effective approaches for conveying educational material within classrooms (2016), while researchers in public health led by G. Newes-Adeyi evaluated the use of an ecological model for developing a training program relating to the care of women, infants, and children in New York State (Newes-Adeyi et al. 2000; McLeroy et al. 1988).
Interview Participants and Procedure

The teams of people involved in the design and development of any in-gallery interaction technology installation vary with each project, museum, and budget. For example, projects with small or highly restricted development budgets, may limit the team to a few individuals, while larger or more complex projects may require significantly larger development teams that could include multiple external partners. In most cases, museums work with outside firms to coordinate the design, development, and installation of in-gallery interaction technologies, and as such, the development teams include a combination of both museum professionals and a range of IT and design professionals (Soren and Canadian Heritage Information Network 2005; Schokkenbroek 2013; Alexander 2014a; Huang 2014; Mason 2015).

While I have referred to development team members collectively as “designers and museum professionals” up to this point, their roles are much more diverse than this simplification implies. For example, museum professionals may include members of the curation, education, or communication departments (Soren and Canadian Heritage Information Network 2005; Goeser 2013; Mason 2015). External contributors, on the other hand, could include an even wider range of professional expertise, including interaction and User Interface (UI) designers, exhibition designers, user testing and evaluation experts, software designers and programmers, and possibly others, depending on the museum, the size of the project, and the associated budget (Heath and vom Lehn 2009; Roberts 2015).

All development team members who agreed to participate in an interview session did so with the knowledge that the entirety of the interview would be audio recorded for the purpose of this research. To support analysis of the interview responses, complete transcripts of each interview were prepared and coded to reflect the themes of this research (Atkins et al. 2008; Pattison, Ewing, and Frey 2012). All direct quotes from interview participants have been provided with their approval, provided via an approval form tailored to each interview participant (for reference, see
Appendix 2: Interview Quote Approval Form Template). Any potentially sensitive information\(^1\) about
the individual interview participants and/or the museums hosting the case studies has been
redacted.

**Evaluating the Museum Visitor Experience**

Although museums have a long tradition of conducting visitor studies, evaluation of visitor
experience with in-gallery interaction technologies is still comparatively new and, as such, best
practices and standards for evaluation are still being established. As a result, I have elected to tailor
my own approach to support the research aims of this thesis, drawing on two evaluation methods
common to visitor research: observation and a post-interaction questionnaire (Sylaiou et al. 2010;
Serrell 1997; Hornecker 2008; Yalowitz and Bronnenkant 2009; Zwinkels, Oudegeest, and Laterveer
2009; 2010; Sheng and Chen 2012; Gonçalves, Campos, and Sousa 2012; Zaharias, Michael, and
Chrysantheou 2013; Tzortzi 2014; Forrest 2015). Within the field of museum studies, such tailoring of
evaluation methodologies to suit the goals of the research appears to be commonplace, with certain
media researcher Jenny Kidd argues that user evaluation of interactive interfaces tend to take place
in lab-based settings, employing observation or interview techniques to collect quantitative and
qualitative data, and tend to focus on aspects of usability (Kidd, Ntalla, and Lyons 2011; Kidd 2014a,
94–95; Hornecker 2008; Bevan 2009). My own research methodology improves upon this standard
approach by conducting user evaluation with museum visitors within the museum context, rather
than a lab-based setting, while still conforming to a traditional evaluation approach that collects
both qualitative and quantitative data about the museum visitor experience. The context of the
museum environment is incredibly important for understanding how museum visitors behave when

---

\(^1\) In this case, “sensitive information” includes personal data, confidential financial or security information
relating to the host museums, or critical remarks that could jeopardise the professional positions of the
interviewees.
faced with an opportunity to engage with in-gallery interaction technology and associated instructions, and as such, this evaluation took place “in-the-wild” (Hornecker and Nicol 2012).

The combination of visitor observation and a post-interaction questionnaire ensured that I collected a combination of qualitative and quantitative data about the museum visitor experience. I observed visitors to objectively monitor the actions, behaviours, and interactions that they exhibited in relation to the in-gallery interaction technology and associated interaction instructions being evaluated (Serrell 1997, 2010; Yalowitz and Bronnenkant 2009; Bevan 2009; Zwinkels, Oudegeest, and Laterveer 2009; Kidd 2014a; Tzortzi 2014; Forrest 2015), while alternatively, the post-interaction questionnaire offered participants an opportunity to share their personal reflections on their personal interaction experience (Sylaiou et al. 2010; Sheng and Chen 2012; Gonçalves, Campos, and Sousa 2012; Forrest 2013; Zaharias, Michael, and Chrysanthou 2013; Tzortzi 2014). The collective data associated with each evaluated case study installation is analysed and discussed within Chapters 4 and 5, respectively.

Observation Aims

Observation has long been used as a method for evaluating the behaviours of museum visitors in exhibition spaces. Some of the earliest systematic observations of museum visitors were published in 1928 (Robinson, Sherman, and Curry 1928), followed by decades of subsequent methodological development that ultimately led to the development of the timing and tracking method, popularised by visitor studies specialist Beverley Serrell (Serrell 1997, 2010; Yalowitz and Bronnenkant 2009). Researchers typically use the tracking and timing methods within an exhibition space to determine how museum visitors circulate through an exhibition space and how much time is spent with each element or exhibit (Hein 1998a; Yalowitz and Bronnenkant 2009; Zwinkels, Oudegeest, and Laterveer 2009; Tzortzi 2014). The method is characterised by the selection of a visitor to be observed, followed by timed observation of that visitor’s actions as he/she moves through the exhibition space, and has been modified by researchers to observe any number of variables, including social interactions among visitors or other specific behaviours that visitors may
display within the museum context (Serrell 1997, 2010; Ryall et al. 2006; Kollmann 2007; Zwinkels, Oudegeest, and Laterveer 2009; Tzortzi 2014). I adapted this method to observe the behaviours that museum visitors displayed, tracking each on-screen interaction, as well as observing how museum visitors interacted with each other when engaging with the interaction technologies.

I observed and tracked the interactions of museum visitors to achieve three objectives relating to the aims of this thesis. Firstly, I observed if and when museum visitors elected to use interaction instructions associated with the in-gallery interaction technology. This generated data about the use or non-use of interaction instructions by museum visitors, as well as indicating the moments during the interaction experience sequence when interaction instructions may have proven most useful for the visitor. Secondly, I observed the impact of the use or non-use of interaction instructions related to the in-gallery interaction technology on the observed interaction experience of the visitor. I noted when an observed museum visitor exhibited behaviour to indicate their satisfaction or success with their interaction experience (Reeves 2011; Sohn 2011; Gonçalves, Campos, and Sousa 2012; Sillen 2015), suggesting a positive or negative effect of their decision to use or not use any available instruction for interaction. Finally, I observed the different forms of instructions for interaction that were available to museum visitors and noted which forms museum visitors elected to make use of. The data thus acquired demonstrates the preferences that museum visitors displayed for certain forms of interaction instructions, building on existing research on the museum visitor experience and providing an indication of the effectiveness of the forms of interaction instruction available (Damala et al. 2008; Hanko, Lee, and Okeke 2014; Anthony et al. 2016).

**Observation Participants and Procedure**

In order to avoid the Hawthorne effect, wherein recruited evaluation participants alter their behaviour due to their awareness of being a participant in an observation study (Adair 2000; Sedgwick 2012; Sedgwick and Greenwood 2015), I did not recruit museum visitors to participate in this part of the study. Instead, I employed an observation approach that was unobtrusive in order to
collect data that reflects, as much as possible, the natural interaction behaviours of museum visitors, 
(Serrell 1997, 2010; Falk et al. 2004; Yalowitz and Bronnenkant 2009; Sanford 2010). I used uncued 
observation to ensure that I did not interrupt or influence the flow of the museum visitor experience 
(Hauser et al. 2009; Sanford 2010; Forrest 2015), especially during moments of interaction with the 
in-gallery interactive installations I evaluate.

I selected museum visitors for observation based on whether they interacted with the in-
gallery interaction technology, providing they appeared to be older than eighteen. This narrowed 
the sample of participants to intentionally exclude children and youth museum visitors. Differences 
in interaction behaviours between children and adult museum visitors have been noted in many 
studies, including several concerned with in-gallery interaction technologies (e.g.: Roussou 2004; 
McKnight and Fitton 2010; Rennie et al. 2010; Hornecker and Nicol 2012; van Dijk, Lingnau, and 
Kockelkorn 2012). While it may be likely that these user differences could extend to the use of 
interaction instructions, evaluating these differences are not among my research aims for this thesis.
Furthermore, my decision to make use of uncued observation as an evaluation methodology 
prevented me from collecting the informed consent required in advance of any observation of 
museum visitors under eighteen years of age. Given that children and youth museum visitors 
naturally exist within museum exhibitions, and that research has shown that any in-gallery 
interaction technology holds a certain amount of appeal for youth visitors (Roussou, Oliver, and 
Slater 2006; Hornecker and Stifter 2006; Hornecker and Nicol 2012), I occasionally must make note 
of their presence in the exhibition space or in relation to adult visitors that I observe.

For each case study, I observed between 112 and 307 individual museum visitors, collecting 
data during observational periods spread out across the open hours of each case study museum. I 
collected observation data on individual visitors, but when visitors attended the museum with 
others, sharing their experiences with their companions or with other visitors, I made note of the 
social interactions visitors engaged in that may have been facilitated by the in-gallery interaction 
technology or any associated instructions for interaction.
As the research objectives relating to observation do not require meticulous timing of museum visitor behaviours, I adapt the tracking and timing method here to suit my particular evaluation needs, focusing primarily on tracking interaction behaviours while only timing the overall period of interaction for each observed user (Serrell 1997, 2010; Yalowitz and Bronnenkant 2009). I observed the start and end time of each participant’s interaction with the in-gallery interactive installation as a measure for determining whether or not the use of interaction instructions influences the total duration of the complete interaction experience, however I did not record smaller increments of time relating to any on-screen interaction. To facilitate the tracking of museum visitors and their behaviours, I employed an observation template that included sections for observations on individual visitors, as well as a section for general or situational observances (see Appendices 3 and 6 to view the observation templates for each case study).

The templates included space for recording limited demographic observations, such as gender, estimated age, and any companions who may have been with the observed participant. Demographic data collection was limited to characteristics that could be easily collected through both observation and the post-interaction questionnaire. Following standard practice, I used a new observation template for every museum visitor that I observed to ensure each record represented the interaction experiences of an individual user who engaged in interaction (Serrell 1997, 2010; Yalowitz and Bronnenkant 2009; Moussouri and Roussos 2013). The template included lists of each possible interaction that could be made by a user, as well as detailed lists of all forms of instruction for interaction that may have been available. I tailored each list of possible interactions and instructions to each case study installation, but I also included blank spaces to allow for the observation of unexpected outcomes. In line with traditional observation techniques, I observed each participant as closely as possible, while maintaining an appropriate amount of distance to avoid any influence over interaction, to attempt to determine the sequence of interaction with the in-gallery interaction technology, explicitly noting when participants made use of any available
instructional forms during their interaction experiences (Serrell 1997, 2010; Schmitt et al. 2010; Gonçalves, Campos, and Sousa 2012; Bakker, van den Hoven, and Eggen 2015).

**Post-Interaction Questionnaire Aims**

To collect subjective opinions from museum visitors about their experiences interacting with the in-gallery interaction technologies I evaluate, I offered a post-interaction questionnaire to adult visitors who had experienced interaction. Like museum observation, the use of questionnaires to collect visitor opinions has a long history within museological research, and more recently related to the evaluation of in-gallery interaction technologies (e.g.: Sylaio et al. 2010; Sheng and Chen 2012; Gonçalves, Campos, and Sousa 2012; Forrest 2013; Zaharias, Michael, and Chrysanthou 2013; Tzortzi 2014). Utilising this standard evaluation method, I employed the post-interaction questionnaire as an opportunity for participating visitors to reflect upon their interaction experience shortly after its conclusion. The purpose of the post-interaction questionnaire was to collect data exploring five themes:

1. The motivations that participating visitors had (if any) for visiting the museum and interacting with the in-gallery interaction technology;
2. The forms of instructions related to the in-gallery interaction technology that participating visitors claimed to have used during their interaction experiences;
3. Any preferences that museum visitors have relating to forms of instruction associated with in-gallery interaction technologies;
4. The perceived usability of the in-gallery interaction technology; and,
5. Any personal opinions or reflections on the experience of interacting with the in-gallery interaction technology.

The first theme provides insight into the identity-related motivations (Falk 2009, 2011) that may influence a participant’s museum visit or their decision to interact with the interaction technology. My aim is to show how museum visitors who elect to interact identify themselves and
their motivations for interaction. The second and third themes address forms of instructions used during their interaction experience and the forms of instruction that users would prefer to have available with in-gallery interaction technologies. I asked participants to identify the forms of interaction they had attempted during their user experience to determine whether the use of instructions had any influence. The fourth and fifth themes focus on the ways museum visitors perceive the usability of the case study in-gallery interactive installations I evaluate, as well as offering broader opinions and reflections on the interaction experiences of the participating museum visitors. Finally, the post-interaction questionnaire serves to identify the interests of the participating museum visitors and may indicate a correlation between interest in the subject matter and duration of interaction with the case study in-gallery interactive installations.

Post-Interaction Questionnaire Participants and Procedure

The museum visitors who elected to participate in the post-interaction questionnaire agreed to do so with knowledge of the nature and purpose of the research, providing signed consent for their participation. The museum visitors who I approached about participating in the research were those whom I was able to witness interacting with the case study interactives. The questionnaire respondents were within the same sample population that I used for visitor observation; I approached only adult museum visitors, over eighteen years old, to participate in the research. Those invited to participate in this research were free to decline participation at their discretion.

The recruitment of museum visitors to participate in the questionnaire occurred within close proximity to the selected case study installations; within the exhibition space, but not so close as to create any distraction for other visitors. Recruitment only occurred after potential candidates had completed their interaction experience, ensuring each visitor who consented to participate was not influenced by the research. I did not solicit individuals to visit the museum for the express purpose of participating in this research; all candidates for participation arrived in the exhibition space of their own volition. As such, participation in this research did not influence the motives a participant
may have had for visiting the museum or their motives for interacting with the in-gallery interaction technology under evaluation.

For each case study I collected between 53 and 100 post-interaction questionnaires from individual museum visitors. As with the observational research, I offered the post-interaction questionnaire during periods spread across the open hours of each case study museum. Since participation in the post-interaction questionnaire depended on certain requirements, including age, interaction experience, and consent to participate in the research, I approached as many museum visitors who fit this evaluation criteria as possible within each post-interaction questionnaire research period. Once a visitor agreed to participate, I provided the questionnaire and waited nearby to provide any clarification or support to the participant as needed. Where multiple individuals within a pair or group of museum visitors had shared in their interaction experience and offered to participate in my research, I provided each willing participant that met the participation criteria with an opportunity to complete a questionnaire.

The front page of the post-interaction questionnaire included a standard form of consent that each participant signed prior to commencing their involvement in the research. I included information about the purpose and nature of the research, how I intended to use the results, and contact information for myself and for the Ethics Committee of the University of Amsterdam, in case any participant should wish to learn more about my research (Ethics Committee 2012; Lindeboom 2016). Each participant was required to sign and date the consent form in order to participate in the research, and each participant was free to withdraw their consent and conclude their participation in the research at any time. I did not collect any personally identifying information as part of this research and all data is anonymous. I limited the collection of demographic data to only include factors which may influence a museum visitor’s motivations for visiting the museum or interacting with the case study interactive installations, such as gender, age, visitor social groupings (i.e. single visitor, pairs, groups), and ownership of a smartphone, tablet, or touch-screen computer. The demographic data collected through the post-interaction questionnaire was designed to align with
the demographic data collected through observation for comparison purposes, using an established method to show similarities or differences between data collected by observation and responses collected directly from participants (Economou 1998; Roussou 2006; Gonçalves, Campos, and Sousa 2012). Prior to analysis of the post-interaction questionnaire results, I removed all attached consent forms and provided each questionnaire with an identifying number for tracking purposes.

I restricted the post-interaction questionnaire to offer the fewest possible number of questions, employing an established strategy designed to focus the responses of the participants on only what is relevant to the research and to reduce the time required for participation (Economou 1998; Hudec 2004; Carreras and Rius 2011). In both case study museums, I offered the post-interaction questionnaire in English, as well as offering a complete Dutch translation for visitors who participated in the evaluation activities at het Scheepvaartmuseum. For the Dutch version of the post-interaction questionnaire, I worked with a native speaker to translate evaluation materials and to translate participant responses into English. The post-interaction questionnaires for the case studies can be found in Appendices 4, 5 and 7.

Although this research evaluates touch-based interaction technologies, and although there are several applications available that use this technology to support the collection of research data, I employed a traditional pencil-and-paper approach for collecting data with the post-interaction questionnaire (Fanning and McAuley 2014). I consider this to be a methodological choice, as well as a personal preference. Since this research asks participants to reflect upon specific aspects of their interaction experience with a designated interactive installation, I offered a paper questionnaire in an attempt to focus responses on their interaction experience with the evaluated interaction technology, rather than on any other potential interaction technology, even if it could support data collection. Employing a touch-screen tablet for post-interaction questionnaire collection, for example, would have required participants to engage in a wholly separate interaction experience from that which they are meant to reflect upon, potentially influencing participant responses or creating confusion about which interaction experience participants are meant to evaluate (Fanning
and McAuley 2014). Furthermore, I personally find that the input and double-checking associated with manual data entry helps create a familiarity with the data that I am not able to achieve through automated methods of data collection.

**Ethical Evaluation**

When conducting research that requires input from human participants, there are essential considerations that must be made to ensure the ethical integrity of the evaluation methods. In the closing section of this methodology chapter, I describe the steps taken to accomplish the described evaluation activities in an ethical manner. I follow this with a brief look at the steps I have taken to identify and avoid forms of bias in my evaluation activities and the reporting of my results. Finally, with respect to the application of my research results, I examine the necessary considerations and limitations associated with the scope and scale of the research I undertake and present.

The methodology I present here meets the standards for ethical evaluation with human participants set forth by the Faculty of Humanities at the University of Amsterdam (Ethics Committee 2012). Accordingly, the evaluation methodology and related evaluation materials were approved by the Ethics Committee prior to the commencement of the evaluation activities (Lindeboom 2016) and a complete collection of evaluation templates for each case study can be found in Appendices 1 through 7.

**Identifying and Avoiding Bias**

To conduct research of any kind is to risk some form or degree of bias, either in the design of the research, the manner in which it is conducted, or in the analysis and reporting of the collected data (Pannucci and Wilkins 2010). The methodology I describe in this chapter includes a number of practical measures designed to avoid potential bias, while recognising that certain forms of bias are inherent in both the methodology and the subject of this research. I audio recorded each interview and created a written transcript so that any direct quotations can be properly contextualised within the wider interview. To avoid selection bias during the observation of interacting museum visitors, I
evaluated as many visitors as possible, depending on the flow of visitors within the museum context. The most recognisable bias is also one that is entirely unavoidable within this research: the contextual bias of the museum. I conducted all research within the museum context, with museum visitors and museum staff as both participants and subjects of this research. As such, I recognise that this research may not apply to other informal learning contexts, or even to some other museum contexts. Since the subject of this research is relatively new within the cultural sector, it is not yet clear to what degree this contextual bias might apply to results relating to integrated interaction technologies in other museums or other informal learning environments. Although specific results relating to these case study installations may not directly transfer over to other presentation contexts, I acknowledge how the results can apply to broader contexts or to modes of development associated with the creation of in-gallery interactive installations, when appropriate.

Considerations and Limitations

In order to manage this research within reasonable scales of time and scope, I imposed limitations on my research that would otherwise have the potential to exponentially expand the research beyond what is possible within this single thesis. For example, the application of the methodology and results of this research are limited to the cultural sector, which also creates an inextricable contextual bias. My focus on object-based museums means that I intentionally exclude a wide range of informal learning environments from evaluation, while my focus on adult visitors means I exclude children and youth visitors from this research. Adding to this, museums are currently embracing new forms of interaction technologies that do not necessarily employ the same forms of tangible interaction I evaluate here. It may appear that I restrict and limit my research potential by the parameters that I define, but the broader issues relating to communication with museum visitors and encouraging interaction within the museum context could apply to contexts wider than those I evaluate. I do not view the parameters of the research as restrictions or limitations, but rather as potential avenues for future research.
Chapter 4: Case Study 1: *The Gibraltar Touch Table*, Het Scheepvaartmuseum

**Introduction**

Het Scheepvaartmuseum (HSM), also known as the National Maritime Museum of the Netherlands, is host to the first case study in-gallery interactive installation. HSM divides its collections into thematic groupings and uses narrative-rich, object-centric, or experience-based presentation styles throughout the different exhibition spaces of the museum. Throughout the various exhibition spaces of HSM, a variety of integrated interactive technologies are available for visitors to engage with, offering additional information about the collections on display, or opportunities to play games or solve puzzles. Within a more traditional, object-centric exhibition of the maritime painting collection was *the Gibraltar touch table*, the in-gallery interactive installation that is the focus of the research I present within this chapter. I examine *the Gibraltar touch table* within its exhibition context and describe the available forms of instruction intended to support the interaction experiences of visitors. I interviewed members of the development team responsible for the creation of *the Gibraltar touch table* and analysed their methods for communicating instruction for interaction with the installation to visitors through the design of the user interface (UI) and the installation context. To understand the experience of visitors who elected to interact with *the Gibraltar touch table*, I use results from both visitor observation and a post-interaction questionnaire to determine (1) the effectiveness of the available forms of instruction intended to guide the user through their interaction experience with the installation and (2) whether or not the aims set forth by the development team relating to user interaction experiences were achieved. Throughout, it is my aim to identify the ways that HSM communicated instruction for interaction with *the Gibraltar touch table* to their visitors using static and dynamic instructional forms, facilitated through the use of profiles to define and understand their target audience, the creation of an installation context...
that influences user interaction, and by defining goals associated with potential user interaction experiences.

Figure 4.1: Exterior of HSM, together with replica of the East Indiaman Amsterdam (Jeremieleva 2014)

**Het Scheepvaartmuseum: Profile and History**

Located in central Amsterdam, HSM and its collections may be found within the building known as ‘s Lands Zeemagazijn (the Arsenal), the former storehouse of the Admiralty of Amsterdam (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2016a). The building was originally designed by Daniel Stalpaert at the height of the Golden Age and dates from 1656, but it was not until 1973 that the building came to house the National Maritime collections, where they remain today (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2016a).

According to the HSM website at the time this research was being conducted, the museum’s mission was to show visitors how the sea has shaped Dutch culture for nearly five centuries, through the presentation of their collections in exhibits that are intended to be both stimulating and interactive (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2017b). The collections of HSM are made up of roughly 400,000 objects divided into five major categories, each with sub-collections:
1. Ships and Technique: Collections include ship models, half-ship models, technical models, scale models, technical drawings, ship parts, and watercrafts;

2. Maritime and Decorative Arts: Collections include maritime paintings, graphics, drawings, photographs and film, ship decorations, pennants and flags, numismatics, furniture, weapons, garments, and ceramic, silver, and glass objects;

3. Souvenirs: Collections include a variety of objects classified as “everyday objects”, such as tools, engines, and machinery;

4. Nautical Science: Collections include atlases, globes, maps, and instruments related to navigation; and,

5. Library: The library includes literature and publications on subjects relevant to maritime history and nautical science, as well as digital collections hosted on the Maritime Digital repository (Maritime Digital 2016).

Although this division illustrates the range of the objects within the collection, it is not indicative of how the museum displays and exhibits these collections to its visitors. The exhibition spaces are divided into three separate wings, each accessed through a central, glass-covered courtyard. Each wing employs a different presentation style meant to appeal to a variety of visitor interests. The West exhibition wing offers visitors a narrative-rich museum experience, with strong storytelling and gaming elements that incorporate relevant objects from the collections that are on display nearby. The Oost (East) exhibition wing, alternatively, offers a much more object-centric approach to the exhibits, whereby the collections are the focus of the comparatively traditional presentation style. The Noord (North) exhibition wing is designed to be more experience-based; for example, museum visitors can walk through the decks of a replica of the East Indiaman Amsterdam (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2017a), explore the Christiaan Brunings steamship (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2017f), or examine the Royal Barge, de Koningssloep (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2017i). When this research was being conducted, the technological highlight of the North wing was the Voyage at Sea: a multi-room, interactive storytelling installation, which the museum described
as a “thrilling 25-minute virtual adventure at sea”, however this feature was removed in 2019 (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2017c, 2019).

Figure 4.2: Floor plan of HSM. The location of The Paintings gallery in the East wing is indicated with a red arrow (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2017c)

Between 2007 and 2011, HSM closed its doors to visitors in order to undertake significant renovations to the physical building with the intention of offering larger public spaces and better climate control for its collections, in addition to accommodating increasing visitor numbers (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2016c). Arguably, the centrepiece of the renovation was the compass-rose glass roof over the central courtyard: a feature that cost HSM 3 million Euros from the 58 million
Euros provided by the Dutch government for the renovation (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2016a). During this period of physical renewal, HSM also adopted an exhibition approach aimed at incorporating engaging interaction technologies into their thematic and object-oriented exhibitions (Schokkenbroek 2013).

Following the re-opening, the museum was criticised by the national funding body, De Raad voor Cultuur (The Culture Council), for prioritising its potential as a commercial entertainment venue over its role as a museum (Raad voor Cultuur 2012). This criticism was embraced by the national media when, on 25 May, 2013, a fatal shooting took place in the museum during The Amsterdam Society’s “Waterfront” party, ultimately causing Mayor Eberhart van der Laan to impose a three-month restriction on renting the museum as an entertainment venue (De Telegraaf 2013). The fallout of the criticism from The Culture Council and the national media, together with the shooting and internal discord, culminated in a shuffling of museum staff, including the departure in 2014 of director Willem Bijlveld, who oversaw the renovation, along with a number of curatorial staff members, and finally followed by Bijlveld’s replacement, Pauline Krikke, in 2015² (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2014, 2015a; van Rossum et al. 2014).

Under its current management team, Michael Huijser and Vera Carasso, the outlook for the museum appears to be more stable. According to the HSM website, The Culture Council has lent its support to the plans for the direction of the museum that are being developed by the management team (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2017e). It is not yet possible to identify the precise elements of the museum that will change to meet the standards set forth by The Culture Council, as the complete planning documents have not been made publicly available, but presumably the early statement of support from The Culture Council suggests that HSM intends to adopt an approach that puts greater emphasis on their role as a museum.

² Pauline Krikke left HSM in January 2016 to focus on her political career, leaving the position to be filled by Hans Gerson as interim director until the position was ultimately filled by Michael Huijser in July 2016, with the addition of Vera Carasso following in 2017 (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2015a, 2016b, 2018).
In early 2019, the museum began taking steps towards renewing their exhibition approach once more. According to a press brief released by the museum, the redesign of the exhibition spaces will reflect a new motto recently adopted by HSM: “water connects worlds” (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2019). While HSM continues to employ interaction technologies throughout the exhibition spaces, this renewal aims to put greater emphasis on displaying collections and highlighting the architectural features of the monumental building the museum occupies (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2019). As a result of this most recent refurbishment, the Gibraltar touch table was removed from the exhibition space when its associated painting was repositioned in a new gallery. Although the exhibition spaces are changing and evolving to align with a new exhibition approach, the museum that I describe and discuss throughout this chapter specifically refers to HSM as it was when this research was being carried out, in 2016 and 2017, prior to commencement of the 2019 renewal.

**Digital Strategy for Interactive Exhibition Spaces**

The 2007-2011 renewal period was initiated with the aim of making the building more suitable to meet the needs of a “modern” museum, prioritising interactive technologies to explore new approaches for engaging exhibition design and storytelling. HSM adopted a digital strategy that incorporates a wealth of multimedia and interactive technology elements to provide their visitors with a wide range of potential experiences. According to Linda Mol, Head of Exhibitions and Interpretation at HSM throughout the renewal period, the strategy for the exhibition spaces was to offer “different exhibition formats, for different target groups, in different parts of the museum building, designed by different exhibition design teams, creating different atmospheres in each of the galleries” (Mol 2013). HSM employed this strategy with the intention of offering a higher

---

3 At the time of writing, HSM has not offered justification for their decision to renew the exhibition spaces, beyond that expressed in their press release relating to their new mission statement (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2019). I refrain here from speculating about the reasoning behind the removal of the Gibraltar touch table or other technologies from the exhibition spaces, however it is worth acknowledging the shift HSM appears to be making away from in-gallery interactive installations and towards more traditional, object-centric displays once again.
number of variables meant to influence the museum visitor experience, providing options that could engage the variety of visitors they sought to attract. The exhibition space was intentionally divided into the experience-driven North wing, the object-centric galleries of the East wing, and the more narrative-based exhibits in the West wing, with each exhibition space designed to accommodate the needs of their associated target audience groups, which I describe below. The way that interactive technologies were meant to support this strategy is especially relevant to the research I present here, with respect to the different instructional forms that may be provided for particular user groups.

The addition of multimedia and interactive technologies into HSM exhibition spaces served as a means to two ends. Firstly, the highly visual interactive technologies were meant to bring to life the collections of the museum and the narratives related to the maritime history on display. This was particularly evident in the thematic exhibits, such as The Tale of the Whale exhibit in the West wing, where multiple touchscreens offered visitors an assortment of engaging games and puzzles relating to the narrative about whaling practices throughout history (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2017j). The second way HSM used multimedia and interactive technologies was to offer visitors layered information about the collections. The depth of content that the museum offered within each exhibit varied, but the provision of interactive technologies provided visitors with an opportunity to access the available information at their own discretion. The interactive installations containing levels of informative content were especially prevalent within the object-oriented exhibition spaces, where such interactive installations were intended to serve as a means for visitors to explore available content suited to their personal interest. By layering content and by giving visitors control to choose the information or content they accessed through their interactions with a range of interactive installations, HSM aimed to offer elements in each exhibition space that met the needs of the different audiences they sought to target. For example, although The Paintings gallery was targeted towards an expert audience with an interest in the collections, the exhibition space also included two large touch tables and several stationary audio listening devices, going beyond the
traditional object-and-description exhibition approach (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2017g). According to Ernst van Keulen, a member of the Education Department within HSM, “If we do it in the right way, we can help our visitors come to the Maritime Museum, not only to look at the art, but also to hear the historical stories too”, proposing that the role of technology was to support and broaden the visitor experience by providing additional information on the collections, rather than merely being a novelty added to the exhibition space in a superficial attempt to attract visitors to the museum.

While HSM also offered a number of tangible interactives that did not use any technology at all, such as the full scale, and boardable, replica of the East Indiaman Amsterdam that museum visitors are encouraged to explore (Figure 4.6), the museum employed a variety of interactive technologies, with touch-based interaction being the most commonly available interaction mode within HSM (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2017a). For example, the most unique interaction experience available to HSM visitors was the Voyage at Sea (Figure 4.5), which combined physical interaction with multimedia storytelling in an effort to engage visitors with maritime history and provide context to the museum and its collections (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2017l). In the Navigational Instruments gallery (Figure 4.3), an interactive book allowed visitors to turn the pages of a ship’s log, by means of a sensor-device placed above a physical book onto which images were projected, to hear and see the story of how the seas were navigated (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2017d). Visitors to The Photo Albums exhibit were able to press physical buttons to hear audio clips of sailors relating maritime tales (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2017h), while in The Yacht Models, visitors could slide a movable screen on a track around the exhibition to view information about the different ship models on display (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2017k). Throughout the museum, touch-screens and touch tables offered visitors touch-based interactions similar to those commonly employed on smartphones or tablets, such as tap-to-select or swiping left and right. These are the kinds of interactive technologies and associated interactions that I evaluate as part of this research.
Figure 4.3: Navigational Instruments exhibit

Figure 4.4: Yacht Models exhibit (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2017k)

Figure 4.5: The Voyage at Sea (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2017l)
The renewal period was an important moment for the adoption of the digital strategy employed within the exhibition spaces of the museum, but it also signalled a shift in the kinds of visitors HSM would target and the numbers of visitors who attend the museum. Prior to the renewal period, HSM saw annual visitor numbers below 200,000 per year, according to Chief Curator, Joost Schokkenbroek (2013, 156). While the renewal was meant to prepare HSM for 300,000 annual visitors, when the museum re-opened after its four-year closure, 480,000 visitors came to experience the museum in the first year of its re-imagined state (Schokkenbroek 2013, 155).

Subsequent years have seen these visitor numbers decline, but HSM continues to welcome over 300,000 visitors annually (Stichting Nederlands Scheepvaartmuseum Amsterdam 2013, 2014; Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2015b).

The increase in visitor numbers is a noteworthy accomplishment for HSM, but perhaps more significant are the types of visitors who attend the renewed museum. Before re-opening in 2011, the typical HSM visitor could be described as male, around sixty years old, who is a maritime history enthusiast that seeks new information or validation of his existing knowledge (Schokkenbroek 2013, 2014; Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2015b).
The renewed museum now aimed to target three visitor groups: “the family with (grand-) children, the irregular museumgoer who could be persuaded to visit the museum through the organisation of non-museum events, and the (semi-) expert, who has a keen interest in both the individual object or artist as well as in the contextualisation of historical artefacts as part of historical phenomenons [sic]” (Schokkenbroek 2013, 156). As Mol pointed out, HSM attempted to target these visitor groups in different ways, in different exhibition spaces throughout the museum (Mol 2013). For example, The Paintings and The Yacht Models exhibitions in the Oost wing were very object-oriented and provided information targeted more towards an expert audience, while The Tale of the Whale and Life on Board exhibitions were more narrative-driven, using storytelling and gaming elements aimed at appealing to families visiting with children.

Within the HSM annual reports, visitors are only defined by the type of ticket used for entry, with tickets priced for adult, youth, or concession, as well as school groups of various levels (Stichting Nederlands Scheepvaartmuseum Amsterdam 2013, 2014). Relying on the limited description of visitors within the annual reports, it is not possible to characterise these visitors using more traditional demographic characteristics, like age, gender, or where a visitor is from. However, HSM employs an external research and strategy company, Motivaction⁴, to regularly conduct visitor research within the museum to gain a better understanding of who their visitors are and how best to reach their target audiences. Motivaction conducts on-site visitor research several times each year, providing results to the museum that are used to classify visitors into predetermined visitor types, known as personas, which the museum uses as guidelines to design for their target audience groups within different exhibition spaces. The concept of personas is common in the fields of marketing and user-centred design, where knowledge of potential target audiences or users is critical for

⁴ Motivaction brands itself as an “independent research and consultancy agency” that conducts a range of research activities into “values, motives, and lifestyles of people and organizations”, extending into a variety of sectors and disciplines (Motivaction International 2018a). Within the cultural sector of the Netherlands, audience targeting and application of the personas approach is particularly popular, having been employed by museums such as the Van Gogh Museum (Van Gogh Museum 2017, 68; Motivaction International 2018c), Rijksmuseum Boerhaave (Rijksmuseum Boerhaave 2017; Motivaction International 2018b), and the Nederlands Openluchtmuseum (Nederlands Openluchtmuseum 2013, 12).
successfully meeting their needs, but more recently personas are being used by museums to attempt to understand their audiences and to tailor exhibition design and content to their needs (Rutkowska et al. 2017; Cabrero, Winschiers-Theophilus, and Abdelnour-Nocera 2016; Mara and Mara 2015; Hart, Sutcliffe, and De Angeli 2013; Roussou et al. 2013; Pender and Lamas 2013; Templeton 2011).

Based on the findings of the visitor research carried out by Motivaction, HSM classify their visitors into three dominant personas. Each persona is given a name to identify a group of visitors who share a similar set of characteristic traits and behaviours that may influence their visitor experience. Each persona includes detailed descriptions of each visitor type, which I paraphrase here based on responses provided by the interviewed development team members. “Dick” visitors are typically older, well-educated male visitors who have a particular interest in the maritime history surrounding the collections, but will not necessarily engage with any in-gallery interactive installations. “Simone” visitors are most often considered to be female adults, moderately educated, who visit the museum with others, typically their children, and who will interact with in-gallery interactive installations to support the visitor experiences of their companions. Finally, “Mickey” visitors are typically young adults who are well-educated, with an interest in visiting cultural exhibitions and events, and who feel comfortable engaging with in-gallery interactive installations.

Depending on the wing or gallery within the museum, different personas were used as a way to define the target audiences that guide the exhibition design or content accessibility. For example, the West wing included elements directed more towards “Simone” visitor-types, while the more traditional approach used in the East wing included elements that may be more suitable for “Dick” visitor-types.

Defining museum visitors using the personas and designing the exhibitions to target visitors who fit within one persona group or another can have both risks and benefits. While the persona groups may be a useful tool for HSM to guide the development and design of exhibitions, interactive installations, and even marketing content, it is important to note that HSM uses these persona
groups merely as guidelines for understanding their broad visitor types. According to van Keulen, the *personas* are not used as a steadfast framework for classifying all of the visitors who come into the museum into the narrow visitor descriptions that accompany each *persona* group. Similar to visitor demographics based on age, gender, or cultural background, *personas* may likewise reduce visitors into target groups that are too restrictive for the actual range of visitor types they claim to represent (Lewalter et al. 2015). It is possible that visitors may not fit into any of the target *persona* groups, or perhaps may identify with multiple *personas*, which could influence how these visitors experience the museum during their visit. While visitors who neatly fit within one of the defined *personas* may be able to easily locate the exhibitions within HSM designed for their particular target *persona* group, entering a space designed for a contrasting *persona* may not yield the kind of engaging museum experience HSM intended.

Figure 4.7: The installation context of the *Gibraltar touch table* within the *Paintings* gallery

**Case Study Installation: The Gibraltar Touch Table**

Although HSM offers many interactive installations throughout the museum, the installation that I evaluate here is a large touch table associated with the Cornelis Claesz. van Wieringen painting, “The Battle of Gibraltar” (1622); henceforth, I refer to this installation as the *Gibraltar*
touch table. Although it was removed from the permanent exhibition in the renewal of 2019 (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2019), The Gibraltar touch table offered visitors additional information related to the van Wieringen painting in an interactive manner. By selecting different information points on the touch table, referred to here as target spots, users could access short text panels that explain significant elements of the painting. For example, selection of the target spot next to the sailors retrieving the Dutch flag from the water explained the actions being depicted in the painting and their symbolic importance, while selection of a target spot over an image of burning sails explained the risks associated with on-board fires during a naval battle. According to exhibition curator, Saskia Oranje, the purpose of interaction with the target spots on the touch table “is purely to gain information … a stimulation to watch more closely to the painting, to understand what it is about.” Each information window would provide users with a close-up image of the relevant portion of the painting selected, in addition to the short informational texts limited to a few sentences in length. The information offered via the target spots ranged from historical content relating to the specific battle depicted in the van Wieringen painting, to explanation of the symbolic imagery depicted in the painting, to more general information about the Dutch navy and its role in naval conquest. As the Gibraltar touch table was meant to offer visitors an opportunity to access curated information provided within the interactive installation, HSM presumably aimed to make this information as easy to access as possible for the visitor, in terms of both the accessibility of the language used in the available texts and with respect to the simplicity of the interaction required to access the information. That said, however, it is not within the scope of this research to comment on the quality of the informational content available or its role within the historical narrative associated with the van Wieringen painting that HSM offers.

The Gibraltar touch table was installed in The Paintings gallery, directly inside of the doors that provided entry to the exhibition space; it was one of the first things visitors would see upon entering the room. The van Wieringen painting and the Gibraltar touch table were located next to one another, allowing visitors an opportunity to view the original painting and interact with the
touch table to access the available information about the scenes depicted in the painting within the same field of view.

Figure 4.8: The Gibraltar touch table, in front of “The Battle of Gibraltar” by Cornelis Claesz. van Wieringen (1622)

The installation context of the Gibraltar touch table is significant for this research, as it had the potential to influence the visitor interaction experience with the installation, including the use or non-use of instructions for interaction. The Paintings gallery was situated on the second level of the East wing, so for many visitors, it was not the first exhibition space they entered when visiting the museum. With several alternative interactive experiences on offer in each exhibition space within the museum, visitors were likely to encounter other interactive installations prior to their encounter with the Gibraltar touch table. These two factors of the installation context may contribute to whether or not a visitor would make the decision to interact with an interactive installation. For example, if a visitor had already engaged with several other touch-based interaction technologies, interaction with another installation may seem easy to achieve and motivate interaction. Alternatively, another visitor may feel fatigued by their visit and lack the personal motivation to engage with any further interaction technologies during their visit. I recognise that the museum context plays a role in influencing visitor behaviour, especially interaction behaviours, but identifying and evaluating the precise factors that may influence whether a visitor decides to interact with an
in-gallery interaction technology or not is outside of the scope of this particular research. Instead, this research focuses on museum visitors who elected to engage with the Gibraltar touch table, looking at their interaction behaviours and use or non-use of related instructions for interaction, noting the influence of the installation context when relevant to any evaluation results.

The Gibraltar touch table was a free-standing interactive touch table with a 55” (138.8 cm), 1080p HD display and a 2-point optically-driven touch-based interaction overlay, installed into a table-style housing specifically designed for the installation (van Keulen, Oranje, and Kiss the Frog 2017). Hidden within the table, and accessible via a small, locked service latch, was a Windows PC that ran the application software, written in ActionScript 3/Adobe AIR (van Keulen, Oranje, and Kiss the Frog 2017).

In the interviews with members of the development team, each noted different benefits of using touch-based interaction with the Gibraltar touch table, including the ubiquity of touch-screen technology in wider society, the relatively low cost of development and maintenance, and the simplicity of the technology, in that interaction does not require additional input devices, such as a mouse or keyboard. Although technical specifications relating to the software and hardware of the Gibraltar touch table may not seem directly relevant to the visitor-based research I present here, the technology selected and employed by the development team is intrinsically linked with the presentation of the final interactive installation and, therefore, the interactive experiences that visitors had with it.

Figure 4.9: The "Touch to Start" attractor screen
According to the development team responsible for designing and implementing the *Gibraltar touch table*, the on-screen UI was intended to be clean and simple, relying on familiar icons to support user interactions with, what is meant to be, an intuitive interface. Prior to any user interaction, the touch table displayed an attractor screen that offered a single line of instruction, scrolling across the screen from left to right, alternating between Dutch and English translations of the same phrase: “touch the screen to start” (Figure 4.9). Once a user initiated interaction, a visual reproduction of the van Wieringen painting would appear on-screen, displaying fourteen separate target spots, or “hot spots”, to indicate where additional content may be accessed. It is important to note that the complete van Wieringen painting was not visible on-screen at any time, as the painting is physically larger than the dimensions of the touch table screen could accommodate. Therefore, users had to drag the on-screen image to the left or right in order to view the complete image and access all of the target spots; the reasoning behind the selection of a touch table screen that could not fit the dimensions of the full van Wieringen painting was not offered by any member of the development team. When a user would select a target spot, a text-based window appeared on-screen, superimposed over the primary image of the van Wieringen painting. A close-up portion of the painting was framed within the text-based information window, offering a closer look at the details of the painting to which the text referred. In addition to the on-screen target spots, in the top right corner of the screen, users had the possibility to select NL or EN to switch between Dutch or English languages. Finally, a small information icon offered additional instructions for interacting with the *Gibraltar touch table*; details of this instruction panel are described in greater length below.

The installation made use of single-input touch-based interaction technology, rather than multi-touch interaction technology. This means that the installation would only respond to a single source of input at a time, limiting interactivity to either “tap to select” for opening or closing target spots and text windows, or “hold and drag” to pan the on-screen image to the left or right. This differs from the multi-touch interaction available on most commercially available smartphones and tablets, which allow users to make interactions like “pinch to zoom” that require multi-touch input.
of two or more fingers to execute the interaction. Without multi-touch interaction technology, interaction with the Gibraltar touch table could only accommodate the interactions of a single user at a time, and only single-input from the sole interacting user. Although the large size of the touch table and its central positioning in the room allowed multiple users to view the on-screen content, control of the interactions was ultimately guided by the interactions of an individual user making single-input interactions.

Figure 4.10: Text window of a selected target spot

The interaction experience with the Gibraltar touch table was non-linear, meaning that users were able to interact with as many or as few of the target spots as they choose and there was no intended sequence for which target spot should be selected and when. According to Oranje, visitor interaction with the touch table was not a necessary component of the visitor experience to The Paintings gallery, but rather an option for visitors to engage with at their own discretion. As she says, “we realised that not everyone would use the touch table, but watching someone else do it, that is also very nice. You can stand around it with a lot of people, that’s why it is so huge.” Visitors were able to approach the touch table at their leisure, before or after viewing the van Wieringen painting, or were able to move through The Paintings gallery without ever interacting with the touch table,
instead perhaps watching other visitors interact and viewing the selected on-screen content, or maybe choosing not to pay any attention to the touch table at all.

**Forms of Instruction Associated with the Gibraltar Touch Table**

Here I describe the forms of instruction associated with the *Gibraltar touch table* using the four forms of instructions defined in Chapter 2; *Direct-Static, Indirect-Static, Direct-Dynamic,* and *Indirect-Dynamic.*

**Direct – Static: The “Touch to Start” Screen**

Integrated into the UI was an attractor screen, designed and implemented with the intention of drawing visitors into interactions with the *Gibraltar touch table* through the provision of a scrolling text, which alternated between Dutch and English, offering the same instruction: “Touch the screen to start” (see Figure 4.9 above). The attractor screen only appeared when interaction with the *Gibraltar touch table* had been suspended for over 90 seconds and disappeared as soon as a user would initiate their interaction experience. As a result, when *The Paintings* gallery was busy and several consecutive visitors interacted with the touch table, it may not have been enough of a break between visitor interactions to initiate the attractor screen, effectively limiting the availability of this instructional form to visitors.

Although the attractor screen may not have been seen by all potential users, the nature of the instruction it provided was both *direct* and *static.* The instruction was plainly stated for those visitors who had the opportunity to see the attractor screen: “Touch to Start.” For those visitors who initiated their interaction experience before 90 seconds had passed after the preceding user, this instructional form was not available to them. Once a visitor touched the screen and began their interaction experience, a subsequent text window appeared that explained the connection between the touch table and the van Wieringen painting, encouraging the user to explore the image of the painting on the touch table to learn more.

**Indirect – Static: Instruction 1 and UI**
The UI included a small instruction icon in the upper right corner of the touch table screen that, when selected, offered users a small window containing a limited set of two instructions for interaction: “Drag your finger to move” and “Tap to select.” Each instruction was accompanied by a small illustration that depicted the suggested interactions, prefaced by the question, “How does it work?” (See Figure 4.11 below). The instruction option was the only form of instruction that provided complete information about how interaction worked and the possible interactions that users could make with the installation. Furthermore, it was the only form of instruction that was available to absolutely all users who chose to interact with the Gibraltar touch table. While the instruction icon remained on-screen as a fixed element of the UI design, whether or not a user made the decision to access the instructional information it offers is what makes this particular form of instruction indirect. The use of the instruction icon also required users to properly interpret this icon as a source of instruction, rather than as a source of information about the interactive touch table or the van Wieringen painting it displays.

Figure 4.11: Instructions available through selection of the instruction icon.
The UI included icons that were meant to help instruct users through their interaction experience with the *Gibraltar touch table*, including the familiar \( \text{\ding{210}} \) to close icon, found in the upper right-hand corner of text windows, and the \( \text{\ding{128}} \) instruction icon described above. By relying on icons familiar to those who have experience interacting with computers, these integrated design elements could help to guide users through their interaction experience. The use of these icons relied on the assumption that users would be familiar with the icons and their function; this assumption may not have been accurate for all users who interacted with the *Gibraltar touch table*. I categorise the UI as *indirect* instruction due to the interpretation required to connect the on-screen UI with the interactions or outcomes that the UI elements may be associated with. For example, \( \text{\ding{210}} \) indirectly suggests that touching it will close the text window, but does not instruct this interaction as *directly* as a button that reads “Touch to Close” would.

**Direct – Dynamic: Collaborative Interaction and Advice from Other Visitors or Museum Staff**

The *direct-dynamic* instructions for the *Gibraltar touch table* may\(^5\) have been available from three potential sources: collaborative interaction with other visitors, advice from other visitors, or advice from museum staff. The design of the touch table and its installation context were intended to support visitor-to-visitor collaboration, with one another and with the touch table. As a way of supporting the interaction experience with the touch table, collaborative interaction with other visitors allowed multiple users to work together through their interaction experience, learning from each other and the interactions that were or were not successful. Visitors who participated in collaborative interaction could work together to achieve interaction success, but this *direct-dynamic* instruction very rarely occurred outside of the user’s visiting group.

Advice may also have been provided by other visitors who had experience interacting with the *Gibraltar touch table*, or possibly by HSM staff members. This form of instruction not only

---

\(^5\) I say *may* here due to the *dynamic* nature of the instructions: depending on the availability of visitors or museum staff within close proximity to the in-gallery interactive installation, this *dynamic* form of instruction *may* or *may not* have been available for visitors to make use of, even if the development team had designed an installation context to facilitate these kinds of *dynamic*, interpersonal instructions,
required the availability of other visitors who have interaction experience, it required social interaction among visitors. Similarly, a museum staff member had to be present in The Paintings gallery offering instruction for interaction, otherwise this form of instruction was not available to visitors. In the case of HSM, staff members typically entered The Paintings gallery as guides for tour groups, limiting the availability of this instructional form to most other visitors. During gallery tours, staff members would use the touch table as a source of information during their presentation of the van Wieringen painting, effectively demonstrating the available interactions as part of the tour, but when the tour group would move on, it was not always possible for members of the group to attempt their own interaction experience without losing track of their tour group.

**Indirect – Dynamic: Watching Other Visitors**

When visitors watched other visitors interacting with the Gibraltar touch table, they may have indirectly made use of the dynamic experiences had by the interacting visitors through their observations. The museum, as a stakeholder in the design of the interaction experience, supported this form of instruction through the open design of the installation context, but because this form of instruction is based on human behaviours, the museum had little control over when observation of other interacting visitors occurs and what interactions may have been observed.

Not all visitors elected to watch other interacting visitors prior to initiating their own interaction experience. For some visitors, particularly those who visited the gallery during quieter periods, the opportunity to watch other interacting visitors may not even have presented itself. For visitors who would intentionally watch other interacting visitors prior to making their first interaction, there was no way to ensure consistency of what was being observed; some users may not have made use of all possible interactions, misleading later users about what interactions may be possible. These characteristics are what make watching other visitors as a form of instruction both indirect and dynamic.
Results of Evaluation

Here, I lay out the results from my evaluation of the Gibraltar touch table. I begin by introducing the development team members responsible for the creation of the Gibraltar touch table, defining their roles in the development process. My analysis of the responses collected from the interviews with the development team members indicates their goals for the in-gallery interactive installation and offers insight into the development process. I follow this discussion by presenting the visitor evaluation results, beginning with an introduction of the demographic data relating to the visitors who participated in the two evaluation methodologies I conducted: on-site observation periods and post-interaction questionnaires. I present results from the combined evaluation efforts, described in Chapter 3, and offer my analysis of the impact that the different instructional forms had on the visitor interaction experience with the Gibraltar touch table.

Development Team Interviews and Analysis

The internal team was made up of members from the education and curatorial departments. Since HSM offers a wide variety of in-gallery touch-based interactive technologies spread throughout
the different exhibition spaces of the museum, they contracted a single development company, *Kiss the Frog*, to ensure that consistent UI and interaction design elements could be employed throughout, to create continuity and facilitate a “learning by experience” approach to interaction as visitors move from one interactive installation to the next.⁶

**Ernst van Keulen**, *Education Department, het Scheepvaartmuseum* is responsible for ensuring visitors to the museum are able to easily explore the collections and access any available, relevant educational information they desire.⁷ As a member of the team responsible for the renewal of the museum from 2007 to 2011, van Keulen supported the adoption of interactive technologies in the permanent exhibition space as a means to engage visitors with the educational content that the collections have to offer. His role in the development of *the Gibraltar touch table* was to coordinate the educational content and ensure the usability of the interactive technology for a range of museum audiences.

**Saskia Oranje**, *Exhibition Curator, het Scheepvaartmuseum* worked as an Exhibition Curator for HSM from 2004, but left in 2017 to take a position as the Head of Research and Presentation for the Nationaal Archief. She was responsible for translating the scientific information held with the collections of HSM into content appropriate for the different audiences drawn to the museum.⁸ At HSM, she worked with curators of the various collections departments and members of the Education Department to determine the most suitable means to convey the information relevant to the target audiences for each exhibition wing. During the renewal of the museum, Oranje was an advocate for the use of interactive technologies throughout the different galleries. She had a central role in the development of *the Gibraltar touch table*, coordinating the concept with curators,

---

⁶ *Kiss the Frog* was the primary design agency responsible for producing the in-gallery interactive technology installations throughout the entire HSM during its 2007-2011 renewal period.

⁷ My interview with van Keulen took place in a meeting room of HSM between 16:00 and 17:00 on Wednesday, 7 September, 2016.

⁸ My interview with Oranje took place in the café of HSM, Restaurant Stalpaert, between 10:00 and 11:15 on Wednesday, 20 July, 2016.
designers, and the technical development team to achieve the final installation as it appeared during my evaluation within *The Paintings* gallery.

**Remco Molenaar, Project Leader, Kiss the Frog** served as Project Leader for the 18 multi-media installations that the company contributed to the museum renewal, including the *Gibraltar touch table*. Molenaar has extensive experience creating in-gallery interactive installations for museum contexts both within the Netherlands and internationally, and leading the technical development team. In this role, he is responsible for communicating the needs of the museum to the technical team that designs and programs the interactive installations. With respect to the development of the *Gibraltar touch table*, his role was to work with the museum to create a concept for an interactive installation that would offer visitors an additional layer of information related to the van Wieringen painting. Molenaar oversaw the development of the interaction and UI design of the *Gibraltar touch table* to ensure the final installation provided visitors with an opportunity to easily interact with the informational layer.

Despite using the same interview template for each interview conducted, participant responses varied and naturally influenced the flow and line of questioning; as such, it was not always possible or useful to follow the template in a rigorous manner. Ultimately, the interview template provided a guideline for questioning throughout each interview. The interview template concentrates on five areas of questioning: general project development, target audiences, interaction design, instructions for user interaction, and application of codified knowledge in the final installation. In the discussion I offer here, I re-frame the interview responses using five categories that are more complementary to the responses offered by the interview participants: target audiences and target users, the installation context, the intended interaction or user

---

9 My interview with Molenaar took place in a meeting room at the *Kiss the Frog* offices, between 10:00 and 11:30 on Tuesday, 23 August, 2016.
experience, the design and implementation of instructions for interaction, and user testing and evaluation.

**Target Audiences and Target Users**

Each of the members of the development team responsible for the *Gibraltar touch table* commented on the importance of the audience, the potential users of their installation, in the design and development process. Using the visitor research conducted by *Motivaction* and the three *persona* visitor groups HSM uses as guidelines for audience targeting, the development team were able to direct the design of the *Gibraltar touch table* to align with the specific *persona* defined for *The Paintings* gallery; the “Dick” visitor type. Oranje and van Keulen both acknowledge that the use of the “Dick” visitor type led the development team to a more traditional, object-centric exhibition approach, with less emphasis on interactive technologies and a greater focus on the display of collections. Broadly characterised as older, well-educated males with an interest in maritime history, the “Dick” visitor types may not necessarily engage with in-gallery interactive installations, hence there were far fewer interactive options within *The Paintings* gallery than in other areas of HSM. Within the available interactives, their aim was to keep the UI and interaction design simple. The focus of the development team was to create a simple interaction experience for the visitor, and to provide visitors with an opportunity to access an additional information layer about the van Wieringen painting – the primary purpose of the *Gibraltar touch table* as an in-gallery interactive installation.

While members of the development team suspected that some museum visitors may interact with the *Gibraltar touch table* simply because of the availability of the in-gallery interaction technology in *The Paintings* gallery, they also recognised that the opportunity to interact with the in-gallery technology may not be reason enough for the “Dick” visitor-types to interact. Since the “Dick” visitor type is characterised by an interest in maritime history, the *Gibraltar touch table* is a resource for additional details about the van Wieringen painting. As Molenaar says, “The [technical] setup is not something added, like ‘Let’s have a touch-screen in the exhibit as well.’ No, it is actually
a source of information.” According to van Keulen, this approach could add a new dimension for visitors most attracted by the aesthetic appeal of the collections, providing an opportunity to connect the artworks with their associated historical stories. The development team simplified the UI and interaction design to ensure the installation could be easily used by their target audience, as well as other users within the wider spectrum of visitor types.

By dividing the entire museum into different wings and galleries, each with their own targeted audience, HSM takes a unique approach to the “everything for everyone” trap that some museums fall into with their exhibition design. The personas they define may be broad enough to describe certain visitors to HSM, and they have proven useful as a tool throughout the design process of the renewal, but the development team recognises that their museum visitors are rarely so easily classified. For van Keulen, Falk’s work related to visitor identity-related motivations (Falk 2009, 2011) has helped with his personal understanding of how visitors behave in the museum, saying, “For me, Falk helps me to understand what people do. And it helps our understanding of why things are successful and other things aren’t.” Ultimately, the members of the development team each acknowledged that visitors who fall within the “Dick” visitor persona are the target audience of The Paintings gallery, and to some extent, are the target users for the Gibraltar touch table; however, they also recognised the need to offer an in-gallery interactive installation that could appeal to wider audiences.

Understanding the identity of HSM visitors is not as cut-and-dried as their definitions of the personas are and requires some measure of flexibility in their interpretation and application. Reflecting upon the use of the personas in the development process, van Keulen remarked that “We think about them, and after a while, we found out that ‘Dick’ also has children, and then [the definition of the persona] starts to change a little bit. It is exactly what Falk tells us. He says that you have your own identity, you are a person, but you wake up in the morning and you are not going to start your day because you have an identity, you start your day doing things because you have [motivations and responsibilities]. You are still you, but here we have to behave different and we
have to make different choices; we have to shift.” For van Keulen, the personas are a tool for broadly classifying visitors, rather than a precise method of categorising each and every visitor. Instead, he prefers to combine the prescribed personas with the theories of Falk to acknowledge that visitors are not so easily classified by their age, interests, or ethnicity, but rather that visitors are motivated by a multitude of factors, internal and external, that guide their behaviours within the museum (Falk 2006, 2008, 2009, 2011). In acknowledging this, van Keulen’s opinions about the use of personas by HSM and his consideration of Falk’s theories align with many of the criticisms of Falk’s work, which tend to focus on how segmenting visitors into types or identities may be too reductionist, and which call for broader, more flexible categorisations of visitors that requires a more contextualised model for visitor research (Bickford 2010; Christidou 2010; Dawson and Jensen 2011b; McCray 2010; Tinworth 2011). If all users should be able to easily use the interactive installation, then the importance of designing to meet the needs of a particular persona group seems somewhat irrelevant to the design process relating to usability of the interactive installation.

**Installation Context**

Although the Gibraltar touch table was centred within the first exhibition space of The Paintings gallery, prominently placed in front of the van Wieringen painting with which it is associated, the development team viewed the interactive installation as a supplement to the more traditional museum visitor experience; visitors could enjoy The Paintings gallery even if they choose not to interact. Concerning the visitors who do choose to interact, the development team had realistic expectations for the range of interaction experiences that different visitors may have. As Oranje suggests, “If they touch only three [target] spots, it is OK. If they touch one, it is OK, or if they touch ten or two.” The non-linear design of the content allowed users to access as many or as few target spots as they desire, providing the opportunity to interact for as little or as much time as they like. The size of the touch table and its positioning in the room also allowed visitors to The Paintings gallery to benefit from the on-screen content without having to interact, or they could easily move past the touch table altogether. For HSM and the development team members, this in-gallery
interactive installation offered their visitors an opportunity to access a deeper level of information about the van Wieringen painting, ideally without disrupting the visitor experience for those visitors who may not wish to engage with the technology.

The installation context of the Gibraltar touch table was incredibly important for encouraging or influencing interaction by visitors. The physical environment of The Paintings gallery was much more reserved, much more traditional than other parts of the museum; here, objects were on display behind a barrier and physical interaction with the exhibition environment was largely forbidden, with limited exceptions. The Gibraltar touch table was one such exception, whereby visitors were encouraged to touch the interactive touch-screen and explore the on-screen representation of the van Wieringen painting. The proximity of the touch table to the painting was an important aspect of the complete installation, as it allowed users to easily compare the on-screen visuals to the real painting, just by looking up; a deliberate feature of the design, according to the development team. The proximity of the touch table to the painting was even more remarkable shortly after the re-opening, when selection of an on-screen target spot would trigger adjustments in the lighting of the van Wieringen painting. Oranje and van Keulen both acknowledged that the lighting shift, though impressive, was disruptive for other visitors looking at the painting, so the museum elected to disable this feature. Even without this lighting feature, the proximity of the Gibraltar touch table to the van Wieringen painting created an intentionally close connection between the painting and the on-screen information.

The responses of the development team demonstrated an understanding that the installation context influenced the associated social context of an exhibition space, especially when the target audience may be less likely to engage with the available interactive technologies. According to Oranje, the design of the installation context was intended to facilitate a range of visitor behaviours. She noted that even visitors who elected not to interact with the touch table would still be able to view the onscreen content. The size of the touch table was large enough to accommodate visitor-to-visitor interaction and to allow visitors to watch others interact, without
imposing on the interactions of other visitors. This facilitated the direct-dynamic and indirect-dynamic forms of instructions described above, whereby visitors are instructed or advised in their interactions by watching other interacting visitors or by receiving advice from the other visitors or from HSM staff.

Within The Paintings gallery, there were eight separate audio guide trigger points, where visitors were able to initiate audio tracks on a personal listening device provided by the museum. The audio guide tour was introduced in 2015, after the renovation was completed, to provide overviews of the museum galleries in different languages. The audio guide offered visitors an opportunity to carry this piece of mobile technology with them throughout their visit, even into The Paintings gallery, where there were fewer interactive installations to engage with. Their introduction raised potential problems for the interactives in the gallery. As van Keulen argues, “These audio guides make people suddenly from social beings into something that can just listen. [...] This whole social atmosphere in the exhibitions, where people are just listening like this, while they were planning on doing something else. We very much believe in the social interactions in the exhibitions. This is a bit disrupting.” The first trigger point was placed next to an informational text panel directly in front of the van Wieringen painting, in between that and the Gibraltar touch table. During the observation periods, I found that 49.51% of visitors observed who engaged with the Gibraltar touch table also brought an audio guide with them into The Paintings gallery (152/307 total observed visitors). Ultimately, my observations suggest that, for visitors who were interested in the interactive technology or the informational layer that it offered, the audio guide did not seem to influence their interaction with the Gibraltar touch table; however, further research would be useful for understanding how visitors experience these two technologies in tandem or in sequence.

**Design and Implementation of Instructions for Interaction**

The responses from the interviewed members of the development team indicate that the design and implementation of instructions for interaction with the Gibraltar touch table were primarily influenced by three factors:
1. the touch-based interaction technology as a means of providing access to informational content,
2. the consistency of the UI and interaction design employed throughout the museum, and,
3. the simplicity of the single-input interaction design used with the Gibraltar touch table.

This discussion primarily focuses on the direct-static and indirect-static instructions that were integrated into the design of the Gibraltar touch table, with little focus here paid to the direct-dynamic and indirect-dynamic instructional forms.

To create a consistent UI design that could work across a number of interactive installations, the designers at Kiss the Frog drew on their years of experience designing interactive installations for museum contexts, their understanding of the target audience defined by HSM, and the interaction principles that are already commonly associated with the selected interactive technology. When asked about the design principles employed in the UI of the Gibraltar touch table, Molenaar suggests, “This is very much to do with the bigger parties in the world driving this market, if you like: the Googles, the Apples, the Windows… They are responsible for a lot of interaction principles, I would say.” Following the established, fundamental approaches to interaction design, it was assumed that visitors who might engage with the technology would use their existing experience with touch-based interactive technologies to support a “learning by experience” approach. For example, the UI of the Gibraltar touch table included a small ✕ in the upper right corner that was meant to indicate to users that touching this icon would close the selected text window, the same feature that has been widely employed in Windows programming since the release of Windows 95 (Archer 2014).

The same process works by having a universal approach to the design of the different interactives across the museum. As van Keulen explains, “If I learn that the switch to change the language to English will be in the upper right corner, it will always be in the upper right corner. [...] If I do something here and learned it, then the ideas for how to get information should be the same on the other side [of the museum].” This consistency of UI and interaction design was used as a means
to reduce the amount of instruction required for interaction through the repetition of design across the interactive installations throughout the museum. In many of the exhibition spaces of HSM there were touch-based interactive technologies available for visitors to engage with, the majority of them being single-input touch-screen interactive of varying sizes.

According to the interviewed members of the development team responsible for the Gibraltar touch table, the interaction design and elements of the UI were formed around their assumptions for the ways visitors might interact with an in-gallery touch-based interactive installation in The Paintings gallery. Recognising that their target audience for The Paintings gallery was characterised as being somewhat reluctant to engage with in-gallery interaction installations, the development team had the expectation that many visitors would still naturally attempt to interact with the screen. When asked how design was used to draw visitors into interaction with the Gibraltar touch table, Molenaar says, “Well, often a screen itself is already enough to draw attention... It is like a TV; if it is on, people will watch it.” While the presence of technology does its part to draw visitors into interaction, the development team also included the “Touch to Start” attractor screen that served to instruct visitors on the interaction with the touch table. According to Molenaar, the attractor screen instruction was one of a few instructional redundancies incorporated into the design: “In terms of redundancy, already you have the screen attracting you, so something is happening [to draw the visitor to interact], and then you have the text also saying ‘touch me and we’ll have a good time.’” The “Touch to Start” screen was the only direct-static form of instruction that was available to visitors within the Gibraltar touch table, but not all visitors had the opportunity to view its instructions, as it would only appear on-screen after a 90-second period of inactivity.

Although interaction with the Gibraltar touch table was designed to be as simple as possible to facilitate access to the informational layer, an additional indirect-static form of instruction was included in the upper right corner of the touch table screen: the ić information option. This small icon, which was intended to be interpreted as an indicator of additional information or instruction, opened a small window that provides two lines of instructional text, along with two accompanying
illustrations of the required interactions: “Drag your finger to move” and “Tap to select”. Without intentionally selecting the 🔄 icon, these instructions would not appear. It was assumed that most visitors would have experience with touch-based interaction technologies and would attempt interaction on their own, only accessing the 🔄 instruction option if they felt it was necessary. Molenaar suggests, “You have people who have touch-screens, but if you have someone who has never touched a touch-screen before, then he can choose that button to get to see more information.” The indirect-static instruction was accessed via the 🔄 icon, once again relying on the correct interpretation of existing interaction and UI design principles, while reducing the amount of on-screen text until the instructions are selected using the 🔄 icon. Although it may have been reasonable to assume that most visitors would have sufficient experience with touch-screens to interact with the Gibraltar touch table relatively easily, by using the 🔄 icon and placing it in the upper right corner of the large screen it could have been easily overlooked by users or possibly misinterpreted as a source of information about the painting, rather than a source of instruction.

When asked to reflect upon the design of the Gibraltar touch table, the interviewed members of the development team were generally quite pleased with the final installation, but acknowledge one significant shortfall; the option to swipe the on-screen image to the left and right was not immediately obvious to many users. Oranje acknowledges this oversight, saying, “If you take a look at the table, you only see part of the painting, so I thought it would be obvious that you can slide, but [based on my observations] it is clearly not obvious [to users].” She notes that this could have been remedied through the addition of arrows on the left and right sides of the screen, indicating that the image can move to the left or right to reveal more content, but there were concerns that the addition of instructional texts or icons into the UI could potentially overwhelm some users. As such, the development team elected to limit the on-screen elements to only those necessary for accessing the informational layer of content, aiming for a more “intuitive” interface design, rather than one that instructs the user through each and every step of their potential interaction experience. Assumptions made about how visitors would interpret the on-screen UI
could have been evaluated through user testing in the installation context, but according to members of the development team, there was little time or budget remaining for extensive user testing prior to the re-opening of the museum.

**User Testing and Evaluation**

Over the course of the development of the *Gibraltar touch table*, a limited amount of user testing was conducted by members of the development team, including paper prototype testing and limited user testing with a combination of internal HSM staff and a small number of external individuals. According to Oranje, there was little time or budget allocated for user testing during the course of the development process, saying, “We always plan to test it and somehow there is never any time, never any money. We did test all of our concepts of the exhibition with Motivaction. [...] We did listen to our potential clients. We did not really get to test each individual installation, no. [...] We do test it ourselves, and I ask people who are not involved in the development to test it. I do a little bit of testing, but I should do it more often and to a higher degree.” Although Oranje recognises the importance of testing for producing a functional installation, time and financial constraints, as well as the need to ensure the usability of the many other interactive installations that were being developed for the re-opening of the museum, seem to have been the primary factors behind the lack of user testing of the *Gibraltar touch table* in its installation context. Furthermore, as HSM was also taking its first steps towards integrating such a high volume of interactive installations within their exhibition spaces during the renewal period, when the *Gibraltar touch table* was being developed, it seems likely that HSM staff were underprepared for the level of user testing required to produce each of the interactive installations throughout the various exhibition spaces of the museum. As my interviews with the development team took place a little over five years after the *Gibraltar touch table* was created and installed, the precise causes for the lack of user testing were not easy for the interviewed development team members to define, due to the time that had passed between the actual development phases of the touch table installation and the critical reflection of this specific development process that I was seeking. That said, however,
Oranje’s comment suggests that allocating appropriate time and budget for user testing may still be something that HSM can improve upon within their current and future exhibitions that incorporate new interactive installations.

Speaking more generally from the technical development side, Molenaar suggested that user testing is an important aspect to achieving a functional and satisfying interaction experience, but argued that timing and financial constraints are often at the directive of the stakeholder who has commissioned their services. “Often enough, testing is the first thing that drops out if the budget is tight. We always try to do some sort of testing. I mean, we have different levels. The paper prototype is a very low-cost way of testing; it is something we do with bigger jobs as well. [...] It has to do with the culture [of the stakeholder], but also the budget and seeing the importance of testing.” While Oranje acknowledges the importance of user testing and her desire to conduct more user testing, and of a higher calibre than they were able to conduct prior to the re-opening of the museum, Molenaar’s statement about whether the stakeholder views user testing as important is equally relevant. Given the extended development period allotted for the renewal of HSM, and taking into account the considerable financial resources available for the renewal (Het Scheepvaartmuseum 2016a), it seems that thorough user testing of the in-gallery interactive installations may not have been enough of a priority to devote the necessary time or financial resources to. With significant portions of the renewal budget directed towards preparing HSM as an entertainment venue and the installation of the compass-rose glass roof, compared to the relatively limited financial resources that would be required to conduct effective user testing, the early criticism of The Culture Council of HSM for prioritising its role as an entertainment venue, rather than as a museum, is particularly appropriate for this case study installation (Raad voor Cultuur 2012). If HSM had placed greater importance on prioritising user testing during the development of the Gibraltar touch table, then it is possible that usability issues that impacted the visitor interaction experience, like the interactive lighting scheme or the missing on-screen arrows to indicate the possibility to swipe the image left or right, may have been recognised and resolved prior to the re-
opening of the museum. Nonetheless, each of the development team participants seems reasonably pleased with how the Gibraltar touch table functioned, despite the remaining usability issues that could have been identified and avoided through user testing, suggesting that they do not consider these issues to negatively influence the functionality of the installation. However, if circumstances were such that HSM could have followed the advice of their experienced technical development company, Kiss the Frog, and ensured sufficient time and budget remained available for in-gallery user testing, the usability issues may have been avoided altogether.

Visitor Evaluation: Observation and Post-Interaction Questionnaire Results

The results of my visitor evaluation provide insight into the user experience interacting with the Gibraltar touch table and the forms of instruction that visitors do or do not use in association with their interaction experience. Through a combination of uncued visitor observations and the post-interaction questionnaire, I can show the forms of instructions that visitors used, the impact of the use or non-use of instructional forms, and indicate how the user experience did or did not align with the interaction experience intended by the development team.

The following results and subsequent analysis pertain directly to the evaluation activities conducted in The Paintings gallery of HSM between 11 March and 17 December, 2016. Due to the approaches that both HSM and Motivaction, their external visitor research company, use to define and categorise the visitors to the museum, relying on ticket purchase pricing and persona visitor types, it is not possible to definitively say whether or not the sample of visitors that I evaluate here is representative of all visitors to the museum. Furthermore, these results only relate to HSM visitors who entered The Paintings gallery and made intentional interactions with the Gibraltar touch table. Nonetheless, these results relate specifically to the sample of visitors that I evaluated through observation or through participation in the post-interaction questionnaire and, therefore, may not be indicative of visitors to the wider museum.

Between 11 and 23 March 2016, I undertook ten observation periods within The Paintings gallery of HSM. I spent a total of 40.32 hours on-gallery, observing visitors and collecting observation
reports on the interactions of 307 individual users. I collected post-interaction questionnaires between 24 March and 17 December 2016, over a span of 23 collection periods, requiring a total of 89.25 hours of collection time, to collect a total of 100 post-interaction questionnaires. I had unlimited access to the interactive installation during opening hours of the museum, allowing for a wide range of observation periods. The collection of the post-interaction questionnaires was delayed between April and October, due to the development of technical issues with the Gibraltar touch table that affected the on-screen visualisation and the interactive elements; the instruction, in particular, was obscured by the on-screen graphic interference. Though the repair period was lengthy, creating a temporal gap between the collection of the observation reports and post-interaction questionnaires, the repairs to the Gibraltar touch table were such that the table retained its original appearance and functionality; no repairs to the installation were made that altered the physical appearance of the touch table or the interaction experience.

**Demographic Results**

**Total Participants:**

*Total Observed Users: 307*

*Total Post-Interaction Questionnaire Participants: 100*

*Total Combined Evaluation Participants: 407*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>Post-Interaction Questionnaire</th>
<th>Combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.13: Total number of participants, by gender

---

10 For all in-text percentages, I have rounded up to show only the first decimal figure. For figures and detailed results, I have rounded up to the second decimal figure. As a result of this, some in-text totals may exceed 100%.
Gender:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Observation Results</th>
<th>Post-Interaction Questionnaire Results</th>
<th>Combined Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>145 (47.23%)</td>
<td>39 (39%)</td>
<td>184 (45.21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>162 (52.77%)</td>
<td>61 (61%)</td>
<td>223 (54.79%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The combined results of both evaluation methods show a relatively even representation of both female and male participants, however closer examination of the results of each methodology shows greater range than the combined results suggest. Male participants outnumber female participants between 5.5% and 22%, depending on the methodological source of the result. The reason that the results demonstrate a greater number of male to female participants is not clear from this somewhat limited examination of the comprehensive evaluation results, but the subject matter of HSM, in general and with respect to the contents of *The Paintings* gallery, may be a factor.
**Age:**

![Percentage of Participants, by Age Group](image)

The results relating to the age of the participants show a relatively even representation; however, there are more participants in the 25-34 and 55-64 age groups, respectively, in both evaluation methodologies. The age group with the fewest percentage of participants varies across each evaluation methodology. Observation results show the 18-24 age group as having the fewest participants (5.2%), while the post-interaction questionnaire had the fewest participants in the 65+ age group (11%). Overall, the 18-24 age group is the least represented in the combined evaluation results, with only 6.9% of participants representing this demographic.
To calculate the combined results for visitor grouping, I code the results of the post-interaction questionnaire to match the visitor groupings of the observation results. I add each “Alone” result to the “1” grouping of the observation results, add each “With a Friend or Family Member” to the “2” grouping, and so on. I count the “2” visitor grouping from the post-interaction questionnaire results with the “2” grouping from the observation results in the combined results; I list these results separately from the “With Friend or Family Member” to stay true to the responses from the participants.
I provide results separately here for the number of children grouped with observed users, a demographic result not explicitly collected through the post-interaction questionnaire. It may be possible that post-interaction questionnaire participants include children in their assessments of their own visitor groupings, but I do not count these separately. Although I explicitly do not evaluate museum visitors under the age of 18, I acknowledge their presence with observed adult users and recognise their potential to influence the sociocultural context of the museum visit for the visitors who participate in this research. The observation results for the number of children accompanying observed visitors are:

- 0: 282 (91.86%)
- 1: 12 (3.91%)
- 2: 11 (3.58%)
- 3: 2 (0.65%)

It is clear from these results that The Paintings gallery is not a part of the museum where visitors under the age of 18 seem to visit. Only 8.1% of visitors to The Paintings gallery were accompanied by children under 18 years old.

The most striking statistic relating to visitor grouping is the combined 63.6% of visitors who attended the museum as a visiting pair. A further 16.6% of participants in the combined results were in groupings of 3 or more visitors. These results demonstrate the social nature of museum visits; only 19.9% of participants visited The Paintings gallery alone. The results associated with visitor groupings indicate the sociocultural context within which the evaluation occurred, but may also influence the experience of the evaluated participants in their interaction experience with the Gibraltar touch table, as well as in The Paintings gallery.

**Visitor Motivations:**

Due to the unobtrusive methodology applied during the observation periods, it was not possible to discern the nature of the motivations behind their museum visit. As such, the results relating to visitor motivations come from responses to the post-interaction questionnaire. Rather
than rely on the limiting parameters of the persona groupings that HSM and Motivation apply, I use Falk’s identity-related visitor motivation types in Question 1.5, asking participants to select as many visitor types that best describe them (Falk 2009, 2011). Participants were encouraged to select as many responses as they felt applied to them and every visitor participating in the post-interaction questionnaire provided at least one response to the question on visitor identity-related motivation. Since participants were able to select as many responses as they felt applied to them, the results below include a percentage of the total participants that selected each possible response. Sorted from most to least common responses, participants of the post-interaction questionnaire self-identify as:

- Motivated by curiosity and an interest in exploring the museum collections: 79 (79%)
- Motivated by an interest in the museum collections as a professional or hobbyist: 20 (20%)
- Motivated by a personal connection or affinity to visit a particular object, exhibition or collection within the museum: 12 (12%)
- Motivated to visit the museum for a peaceful, reflective or recharging experience: 10 (10%)
- Motivated by the perception that visiting the museum is an important experience (a “been there, done that” destination): 8 (8%)
- Motivated to facilitate the experiences and learning of others I am visiting the museum with: 8 (8%)
- Motivated to visit the museum to pay respects for those who are honoured and remembered by the museum: 3 (3%)

The results show that visitors most often consider their motivation for visiting the museum as being driven by an interest to explore the museum collections. While this applies in a more general sense for 79% of participants, 20% were similarly motivated to visit the museum due to their interest in the collections as a professional or hobbyist. The motivation to explore the collections of HSM or an interest in the collections as a professional or hobbyist may also influence each participant’s motivation to interact with the Gibraltar touch table, or any other in-gallery interaction.
technology found within HSM. For these participants, the Gibraltar touch table may be viewed as a means of gaining more information about the van Wieringen painting, aligning with the purpose that the development team intended for the installation, being the source of an additional information layer about the painting. Certainly, motivation to explore the collections, and presumably also content related to the collections, may influence the personal context of the visitor experience. These results relate more to the motivations that participants have for visiting HSM, rather than their motivations for interacting with the Gibraltar touch table, but they may offer an indication for the way visitors behave within HSM and their reasons for entering some galleries over others, or their decisions to engage or not engage with the available interactive installations.

**Familiarity with Touch-Based Interaction Technologies:**

To offer some insight into the expectations museum visitors might have when they approach in-gallery touch-based interaction technologies, I asked participants in the post-interaction questionnaire whether or not they own a touch-based interaction device, such as a smartphone, tablet, or iPad (Question 1.3). Out of one hundred museum visitors who provided their signed consent to participate in the post-interaction questionnaire, two participants failed to provide a response to this question, as such results for this question are based on the responses of 98 participants. Of the participants who offered a response to Question 1.3, 89.8% stated that they owned some form of touch-based interaction device, indicating a high percentage of museum visitors who have existing familiarity with touch-based interaction technology (88/98 total responses). This familiarity may influence the expectations visitors have for the kinds of UI design and interactions they expect to experience during their interaction, but moreover, it may influence their decision to use the available instructions that guide interaction with the in-gallery touch-based interaction technology or not. The responses of the participants support the assumptions that the development team had about how many of their visitors would already be familiar with touch-based interaction technology, validating their decisions to design the UI using ubiquitous interface elements, such as the symbol to close text windows.
A comparatively limited number of participants indicated that they did not own any form of touch-based interaction device. In fact, only ten participants stated that they did not own any form of touch-based interaction device, amounting to 10.2% of participant responses (10/98 total responses). The participants who do not own a touch-based interaction device were primarily male (70%; 7/10 total responses), with fewer females represented (30%; 3/10 total responses). Results show that participants in the three oldest age groups were more likely not to own a touch-based interaction device than the youngest three age groups; with 90% of responses coming from participants 45 years of age and older (Age 45-54: 30%; Age 55-64: 30%; Age 65+: 30%).

Isolating the complete questionnaire responses of the ten participants who do not own any form of touch-based interaction device for separate analysis, none of the responses or comments provide any indication that these ten participants had difficulty during their interaction experience with the Gibraltar touch table. This may suggest that, despite not owning a touch-based interaction device of their own, museum visitors were still able to achieve successful interaction with the Gibraltar touch table.

**Interactions with the Gibraltar Touch Table:**

The duration of interaction periods by observed users ranges from less than one minute, up to twelve minutes of interaction with the Gibraltar touch table, demonstrating a considerable array of interaction durations across interacting visitors. The majority of observed users interacted with the touch table for one minute or less, with 102 users interacting for at least one minute, and 86 users interacting for less than one minute (combined, this is 61.2% of total observed users; 188/307 observed users). The longest interaction of twelve minutes was achieved by only one observed user (U30), who interacted for a full three minutes longer than the second longest observed interaction. Determining the mean duration of interaction is somewhat problematic because interactions less than one minute long were not recorded using smaller increments. If each interaction less than a minute is counted as being a minute long, then the mean interaction duration is 1.86 minutes long; nearly twice as long as the median and the mode, which are both one minute.
The interactions that visitors made with the *Gibraltar touch table* varies greatly across the museum visitors who were observed interacting. The total number of interactions observed across all users adds up to 3065. Dividing this number with the total number of observed users suggests that the average number of interactions per user can be estimated at 9.98 interactions \(3065/307=9.98\). The mean number of 9.98 interactions is higher than the median, which is 8 interactions, and higher than the mode of 6 interactions, which were made by 30 observed users. The highest number of interactions carried out by a single observed user was 43 (U163), while six observed users engaged in only a single interaction with the *Gibraltar touch table* (U15, U111, U158, U166, U223, and U280). The 9.98 interactions that the mean suggests is likely skewed by a handful of observed users who engaged with the touch table for twenty interactions or more; the results show that over 60.9% of users made 9 or fewer interactions (187/307 observed users).

During observation periods, I closely monitored and recorded the number of interactions with target spots, or hot spots, to determine how many interactions were made in order to access the informational layer offered by the *Gibraltar touch table*. Observed users were most often seen interacting with two target spots; 21.2% (65/307 total observed users). The mean number of target spots used by observed visitors is 4.2, which is higher than the median of 3 target spots, and certainly higher than the mode of 2 target spot interactions. While there were only 14 possible target spots to interact with, three observed users engaged with 15–17 target spots, suggesting that there was repeated interaction with one or more target spots. Nine of the observed users were able to interact with the *Gibraltar touch table* without touching any of the target spots, limiting their interactions to closing text windows that were open from a previous user, changing the language, or making the first interaction to move away from the “Touch to Start” attractor screen.
If the mean results of these findings can be considered to reflect the “average” observed user, then the 9.98 interactions the user is making would be achieved in 1.98 minutes, including the selection of 4.16 target spots. The table provided (Figure 4.17) offers a visualisation of the collected data showing the mean, median, and mode for the duration of observed interactions, the number of interactions observed, and the number of target spots used. The mean results are consistently higher than the median or mode results, likely influenced by some of the more extreme results, such as the user who made 43 interactions (U163), or the user who interacted for 12 minutes (U30).

**Use of Instructional Forms:**

To examine the use of instructional forms by evaluation participants, I divide the presentation of results into the responses from participants who completed the post-interaction questionnaire and data collected from the visitor observation periods.

In the post-interaction questionnaire, I use two separate questions that ask participants to reflect upon their interaction experience with *the Gibraltar touch table* and their use of any of the available instructions. In the section of the post-interaction questionnaire that focuses on interaction with the touch table, Question 2.2 broadly asks, “How did you know how to use the touch table?” In the section of the questionnaire that looks at instructions for using the touch table, Question 3.1
asks more explicitly about the *Gibraltar touch table*, asking, “What kinds of instructions did you use with the *Gibraltar touch table*?” For both questions, participants were encouraged to select as many responses as they feel applies to their personal interaction experience.

The responses to Question 2.2 show what participants consider to have influenced their use of the *Gibraltar touch table*, identifying their inclinations towards the “Touch to Start” screen and for eschewing instructional forms to instead use a trial-and-error approach to interaction. A total of 99 participants provided responses to Question 2.2, with one participant declining to provide a response to this question. Over half of the participants identified with the response, “I saw the screen that says ‘Touch to Start’” (54.6%; 54/99 responses), indicating the importance of the attractor screen as a means of instructing visitors to interact with the touch table. Participants also strongly identified with the trial-and-error approach, with 34.3% of participants selecting the response, “I tried a few things until I figured it out” (34/99 responses). The on-screen instruction option was used by 17.2% of participants (17/99 responses). Only 5.1% of participants acknowledged seeing other visitors using the touch table (5/99 responses), and zero participants said they received instructional support from museum staff. Five participants provided written responses to this question, each of them indicating their preference for the trial-and-error approach (E.g. Q44: “Just trying.”; Q50: “It was obvious.”; or, Q92: “I just did it.”). By adding these results to the other 34 participants who attempted a trial-and-error approach, the results show that 39.4% of participants expressed a preference for attempting interaction without relying on instructional forms, instead electing to learn by experience (39/99 combined responses).

Participant responses to Question 3.1 define more specifically which of the available instructional forms users rely on for their interaction experience with the *Gibraltar touch table*, and once again, participants show their preference for the “Touch to Start” screen and for avoiding instructional forms in favour of taking a trial-and-error approach to their interaction experience. A total of 98 participants provided responses to Question 3.1; two participants declined to provide any response to this question. As with the responses to Question 2.2, the majority of participants
indicated that they had seen the “Touch to Start” screen (57.1%; 56/98 responses). Also significant are the 43.9% of responses from participants who claimed that they did not make use of any instructions (43/98 responses). These results may suggest that some participants might not consider the “Touch to Start” screen to fall within their definition of “instructions” for interaction with the touch table. With respect to the available instructions on-screen, only 13.3% of participants claimed to use the [1] instruction option (13/98 responses). Only 7.1% of participants acknowledged seeing other visitors using the touch table (7/98 responses), and again, zero participants acknowledged receiving instructional support for their interaction from the museum staff. Three participants provided written responses, each indicating their preference for the trial-and-error approach (E.g.: Q24: “Just experimented”). Adding these results to the other users who acknowledge their use of the trial-and-error interaction approach, the results show that 46.9% of participants prefer to attempt interaction on their own, learning by experience rather than relying on any available instructional forms (46/98 combined responses).

Unlike the subjective responses of the participants to the post-interaction questionnaire, the data that comes from the observation periods is more objective and nuanced. To bring order to the presentation of the observation results, I arrange the results according to the forms of instructions and their application in the Gibraltar touch table. The results I describe now are limited to those that demonstrate use of the available forms of instructions by observed users. I offer limited analysis of the results here, reserving more in-depth cross-analysis of these results and their correlation to the interaction experiences observed for discussion following later in this chapter.

**Direct – Static: “Touch to Start” Screen**

The most obvious *direct-static* form of instruction available for the Gibraltar touch table was the “Touch to Start” attractor screen. Despite the timed nature of the instructional attractor screen, appearing only after 90 seconds of inactivity, the observation results show that 38.8% of observed users began their interaction experience by interacting with the “Touch to Start” attractor screen (119/307 total observed users). The opposite of this result shows that 61.2% of observed users did
not have the opportunity to view the “Touch to Start” screen upon initiating their interaction experience with the Gibraltar touch table (188/307 total observed users). The responses to Questions 2.2 and 3.1 of the post-interaction questionnaire, which show that between 54.6–57.1% of participants acknowledged seeing the “Touch to Start” attractor screen, differ from the observation results. The variation across these results could be due to differences in the interpretation of the questions and possible responses in the post-interaction questionnaire, or potentially signal a shift in the visitor interaction flow across the evaluation periods used for each methodology. While visitor exposure to the “Touch to Start” attractor screen seems pervasive enough, the exact influence of the attractor screen on the user experience with the touch table requires additional investigation to better understand whether or not visitors actually perceive the instructional nature of its message. Previous research on visitor attention associated with interpretive and non-interpretive labels may suggest that the availability of this instructional label on an interactive touch screen, its movement across the screen, or its competition with other visual elements or object on display within the gallery space could influence whether or not visitors actually see the “Touch to Start” label as an instruction, or if they merely overlook its instructional purpose and engage with the technology based on their assumptions or expectations that touching the screen will initiate some kind of interactive experience (Bitgood and Patterson 1993; Bitgood 1996). Presumably, those visitors who did not have the opportunity to view the “Touch to Start” screen were able to observe other visitors interacting with the touch table prior to initiating their own interaction experience, however the 90 second delay between inactivity with the screen and the appearance of the “Touch to Start” instruction may have been long enough that users who conclude their interaction experience were able to move through The Paintings gallery, away from the Gibraltar touch table, before the “Touch to Start” screen appeared for the next potential user.

**Indirect – Static: Instruction ① Option, UI Design**

Similar to the results from the post-interaction questionnaire, the observation results for use of the ① instruction option show that only 10.8% of observed users sought out the additional
instructional information (33/307 total observed users). This is slightly lower than the 13.3–17.2% of post-interaction questionnaire participants who claimed to use the instruction option during their interaction experience. The demographics of the 10.8% of observed users who accessed the instruction option show that visitors in the two oldest age groups make up over half of this sample group (57.6%; 19/33 observed users over 55 years old). These results suggest that the majority of visitors who used the instruction option fall within age demographic that characterises the “Dick” visitor type that the Gibraltar touch table was designed for. The members of the development team interviewed stated that they incorporated the instruction option to support the experiences of users who may not be familiar with touch-based interactivity, rather than suggesting that this instructional form was included specifically to benefit the “Dick” target persona. The results, however, suggest that “Dick” persona visitors who seek out this form of instruction most often may have been doing so because they are most unfamiliar with this form of touch-based interaction technology.

Although I consider the UI design to be a form of indirect-static instruction, using observation to evaluate the use of UI design, as an instructional form, on the interaction experience proved inconclusive for this case study. The simplicity of the target spot interaction design and the familiarity of other on-screen computing icons suggests that the majority of, if not all, users made use of both their intuition for interaction and their experiences with commonplace elements of UI design to help guide their interaction experience. The limited number of users who accessed the instruction option may suggest that the UI design and the interaction design were simple and intuitive enough for most users to engage with the Gibraltar touch table, without feeling compelled to seek out further instruction for interaction.

Direct – Dynamic: Advice from Other Visitors or Museum Staff, Collaborative Interaction with Another Visitor

The two forms of direct-dynamic instructions available with the Gibraltar touch table had markedly different results for their use among visitors, compared to the other available instructional
forms. I begin with the results relating to instructions or advice that users were observed receiving, looking also at the results relating to advice from HSM staff members, before exploring the observation results relating to users and any collaborative interaction with other visitors.

Observation results show that remarkably few users received advice or instruction from other museum visitors to guide their interaction with the Gibraltar touch table; this behaviour was observed on only two occasions, relating to only 0.7% of observed users, (2/307 observed users). Interestingly, both users were within the 55-64 years age grouping, however, the extremely limited size of this sample challenges any worthwhile interpretation of the meaning of these results. It is, conversely, possible to suggest some reasons why only 0.7% of participants were observed using this form of instruction. Firstly, the more traditional nature of The Paintings gallery as the installation context may not have been conducive to creating an environment where visitors feel comfortable engaging with other visitors; the traditional exhibition environment of The Paintings gallery contrasted dramatically with the more non-traditional, interactive environments found within other gallery spaces of HSM, like those found within the more experience-based North and West wings. Furthermore, the installation context of The Paintings gallery was quieter and more sophisticated, encouraging an atmosphere of quiet reflection, rather than overly loquacious experiences among visitors. If visitors did not feel comfortable speaking openly with each other in the space, they may not have felt comfortable providing others with instructional support for their interaction. Secondly, the design of the installation context allowed visitors to observe one another interacting with the touch table and, since the interaction and UI design were quite simple, this may have reduced any need for visitors to engage in visitor-to-visitor interaction.

I am unable to provide results for visitors who received instructions or advice from museum staff to support interaction with the Gibraltar touch table, as this was never observed during the observation periods, save for a few specific examples that fell outside of the defined observation methodology. For example, when the museum offered guided tours that moved through The Paintings gallery, the Gibraltar touch table would often be used as a tool for presenting
informational content shown on-screen while discussing the van Wieringen painting. When the guide would use the information offered by the touch table, the interaction with the touch table would typically be demonstrated for the visitors. Once the tour group would move on, it may have been possible for visitors from the group to linger behind to continue their own interaction experiences with the touch table. For visitors who were not part of a tour group, the availability of instructional support directly from museum staff appears to be an exceptionally irregular occurrence, as HSM staff rarely entered The Paintings gallery without an accompanying tour group. Members of the security staff moved through the exhibition space regularly to monitor safety and visitor flow, but they typically did not engage with visitors unless approached.

The most frequently observed form of direct-dynamic instruction was the collaborative interaction that visitors engaged in within their own visiting groups. 50.8% of observed participants engaged in some level of collaborative interaction with another visitor (156/307 observed users). The basic demographics of these users show that, at 56.4% (88/156 observed users), slightly more females engaged in collaborative interaction than male users, who comprise 43.6% (68/156 observed users). As Figure 4.18 illustrates, the age group distribution of these users shows peaks
among users in the 25-34 and 55-64 age groups, comprising 28.2% and 26.9% of observed users in this sample of participants, respectively (25-34: 44/156 observed users; 55-64: 42/156 observed users). Visitors in the 18-24 age group were least often observed engaging in collaborative interaction with another visitor, making up only 2.6% of observed users in this sample of participants (4/156 observed users). This age group distribution of observed users in this sample is somewhat consistent with the broader age group distribution across all observed users, as demonstrated above in Figure 4.15: Percentage of participants, by age.

**Indirect – Dynamic: Watching Other Visitors Interact**

The accessible design of the installation context and the purposefully large format of the Gibraltar touch table were intended to support an environment where visitors could watch one another interact with the technology. These measures contributed to the reasonable success of this instructional form, as the observation results show that the indirect-dynamic approach of simply watching other visitors interact with the touch table was observed in 14.0% of users (43/307 total observed users). The difference between the passive approach of watching other users interact and the much more active approach required to engage in giving or receiving instructional advice directly may be influenced here by both the physical context of the quieter, more traditional environment of The Paintings gallery, and by the arguably more restrained social context that The Paintings gallery created through the design of its installation context.

The basic demographic breakdown of the 43 users who were...
observed watching other visitors interact with the Gibraltar touch table prior to their own interaction shows a relatively consistent representation of sexes and age groups. There were slightly more female users observed, at 53.5% (23/43 observed users), with male users making up 46.5% (20/43 observed users). As Figure 4.19 shows, the distribution of observed users in this sample is highest in the 55-64 and 65+ age groups, with 30.2% and 27.9% of users represented, respectively (55-64: 13/43 observed users; 65+: 12/43 observed users). Similar to the age group distribution observed across users who engaged in collaborative interaction, the 25-34 age group are also well represented in their use of this indirect-dynamic instructional form, comprising 20.9% of users in this sample (9/43 observed users). Once again, the age group distribution of observed users in this sample is relatively consistent with the broader age group distribution across all observed users, as demonstrated above in Figure 4.15: Percentage of participants, by age.

**Discussion**

I use five sub-headings to act as a framework for this discussion: a comparison of instructional forms that were available and instructional forms used, a comparison of the observed use of instructional forms with the reported use of instructional forms, the actual impact of instructional forms on the user experience and their ability to interact, an examination of the instructional forms visitors used compared to the instructional forms that visitors would like to have had available, and an examination of assumptions and intentions of the development team compared with the interaction experiences of users.

**Instructional Forms Available vs. Instructional Forms Used**

Here, I discuss the instructional forms that were available with the Gibraltar touch table through their classification within two categories; static and dynamic instructions. The design of the UI, the “Touch to Start” attractor screen, and the instruction option, are all forms of static instructions that the development team intentionally integrated into the Gibraltar touch table. Alternatively, the dynamic instructional forms, such as the potential for collaborative interaction,
watching other users interact, or receiving advice from other visitors or HSM staff are forms of instruction that may not have been available to all visitors who approach the Gibraltar touch table. In contrast to the static instructional forms, the museum can, and in some cases has, designed the installation context so that these dynamic forms of instruction could be available to visitors, but because of their dynamic nature, they cannot be considered reliable sources for instruction. Since the dynamic forms of instruction require either active or passive visitor-to-visitor interaction or behaviours, determining the impact of these instructions on the broader interaction experience of users can be complicated. Another way to consider these two categories of instructional forms would be to look at them in terms of their social or personal uses. By the definitions I propose, dynamic instructional forms require multiple visitors or users to function as instructional options and can, therefore, yield more social interaction experiences, while static instructions are integrated into the personal interaction experience and may not require other visitors or users in order to fulfil their instructional purposes for an interacting user.

Post-interaction questionnaire responses suggest that between 39.4% and 46.9% of participants that engaged with the Gibraltar touch table tended to rely on a trial-and-error approach to their interaction experience, while the observation results show that 21.8% of observed users did not appear to have made use of any instructional forms available (67/307 observed participants). Despite the differences in the results relating to this trial-and-error approach, which I discuss in more depth below, the results relating to the use of static and dynamic instructional forms vary and do seem to depend, to some extent, on the availability of the instructional form within the installation context. This assessment is particularly evident when examining the results relating to the dynamic instructional forms that call for social interactions among visitors. For example, the observation results show that only 0.7% of observed users received advice from other visitors to guide their interaction experience, while 14.0% of observed users took the opportunity to watch and learn from other visitors interacting with the Gibraltar touch table prior to commencing their own interaction experience. These two forms of dynamic instruction rely heavily on visitor behaviour and
the opportunity for visitor-to-visitor interaction, influenced greatly by the social context of the exhibition space.

In contrast, 50.8% of observed users were seen to engage in collaborative interaction with another visitor, with 97.4% of these users engaging in collaborative interaction within their own visiting group of two or more other visitors (152/156 observed users to engage in collaborative interaction). Although these results show that a very small percentage of observed visitors engaged in collaborative interaction with other visitors outside of their own visiting group, they highlight the greater likelihood that collaborative interaction is exponentially more likely to occur between visitors who attend the museum together than it is with visitors who are not already familiar with each other. The results suggest the limits of the success of the more social forms of dynamic instructions on users, namely that users prefer to exploit social instructional options when they can do so with visitors they are familiar with, rather than engaging with visitors with whom they have no pre-existing social relationship. However, observation of other interacting visitors, known or unknown, does seem to be more commonplace than other dynamic instructional forms that call for social interaction among potentially unfamiliar visitors. These results are consistent with other research into the social uses of touch-based interaction technology by multiple users within the museum context, which also found that users tend to prefer to engage in shared interaction within their social groups, to some extent avoiding interaction with visitors outside of their immediate social groupings (Peltonen et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2011).

Unlike the dynamic forms of instruction and their reliance on (social) visitor behaviour for availability, the static forms of instruction are more fixed in their very nature and suited better for personal interaction experiences by individual users, especially given the single-input touch-based interaction employed by the Gibraltar touch table that supports the interactions of a single user at one time. Due to their integrated design into the Gibraltar touch table, the ① instruction option and the UI design were available to all users equally. That said, however, they still required a degree of interpretation in order for users to properly take advantage of the instructional guidance they
offered. The ① instruction option, while providing users with textual and pictorial information about the instructed interactions, required that users seeking this instructional guidance would not only locate the appropriate icon amidst the visually stimulating on-screen content that the interactive installation offers, but that users would properly interpret the ① icon as a source for instructional information. The responses to the post-interaction questionnaire show that between 13.3% and 17.2% of participants claimed to make use of this instructional form, while observation results indicate that only 10.8% of users actually accessed the ① instruction icon during their observed interaction experience. Despite the consistent availability of this static instructional form, results indicate that its use was relatively limited among those visitors who interacted with the Gibraltar touch table.

The narrow use of the ① instruction option among users could have several explanations, including the correct or incorrect interpretation of the ① instruction icon and the information that it might offer, users not noticing this icon on a screen that already has multiple pulsating target spots superimposed onto the visualisation of the van Wieringen painting, or perhaps the user’s preference for attempting a trial-and-error interaction approach. The precise impact of the ① instruction icon on the interaction experience and how users interpret the ① instruction symbol, in this and other in-gallery interactive installations, would make a compelling piece of supplemental research and could also provide deeper insight into the use of familiar icons in UI design that I am not able to infer from these evaluation results. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that users tend to prefer static instructional forms that facilitate more personal interaction experiences over the dynamic instructional forms that may require social interactions with other visitors, with the exception of collaborative interaction. To some extent, the observation of other interacting visitors could be viewed as a kind of parasocial interaction approach, whereby an observing visitor may feel involved enough in the interactions of the observed user that social engagement or collaborative interaction is not necessary for the observer (Sohn 2011).
Although I include the “Touch to Start” attractor screen within the category of static instructional forms, due to its integration into the design of the Gibraltar touch table, I recognise that the availability of this instructional form is also subject to the interaction behaviours of other visitors who engage with the touch table. According to Molenaar, the addition of the “Touch to Start” attractor screen was meant to serve two purposes: to protect the touch table screen from “screen-burn”, whereby an on-screen visual becomes permanently burned onto the diodes of the screen, and to attract visitors towards engaging in an interaction experience with the touch table. As the attractor screen only appeared after 90 seconds of inactivity, accessibility to this instructional form was reduced when several visitors to The Paintings gallery interacted with the touch table in a consecutive fashion. Despite the fact that the availability of this instructional form comes down to infrequent visitor interaction with the touch table, which is also subject to visitor flow through the exhibition space, the observation results show that 38.8% of observed users viewed the “Touch to Start” screen prior to commencing their interaction experience, and between 54.6% and 57.1% of post-questionnaire participants reported seeing this instructional form. Although availability of this static instructional form was subject to visitor interaction with the Gibraltar touch table, results suggest that it served its intended purpose for attracting and instructing visitors to interact with the touch table reasonably well.

Observed Use of Instructional Forms vs. Reported Use of Instructional Forms

Among the results I have presented, there are some discrepancies between the observed use of various instructional forms and the reported use, depending on whether the results originate from observation or post-interaction questionnaire data. In some cases, the variation in the results may be due to differences in the methodologies I employ for evaluation. For example, only 38.8% of observed users viewed the “Touch to Start” attractor screen, while between 54.6% and 57.1% of post-interaction participants included the “Touch to Start” screen among the forms of instruction they claim to have made use of. As I mentioned above, there may be many reasons for the variation
among these results, however since the availability of the “Touch to Start” screen depended on user interaction with the *Gibraltar touch table*, it is possible that the methodological approach for visitor observation may have some influence here. During observation periods, it was possible to observe the interaction behaviours of visitors who engage in shorter periods of interaction, including those visitors who would interact for less than a minute. As such, it was not uncommon to be able to observe a number of consecutive users in a row, at times without the 90-second break of inactivity that would allow the “Touch to Start” attractor screen to appear.

By contrast, the invitation to participate in the post-interaction questionnaire was extended to those visitors who engaged in an interaction experience that was approximately one minute or longer, and made with sensitivity to the experiences of the visitors being approached and the *social context* of the exhibition space for each potential participant. The results I derive from the post-interaction questionnaire may, therefore, indicate a correlation between in-gallery visitor flow, the opportunity to view the “Touch to Start” attractor screen, and the influence of the *social context* on providing an appropriate moment to approach visitors about their participation in the post-interaction questionnaire. With respect to the results relating to use of the “Touch to Start” attractor screen, there does not seem to have been any significant correlation with any of the demographic data collected using either evaluation method.

As I explained in Chapter 3, my choice to use a *post-interaction* questionnaire is due to my desire to avoid any possibility that I might influence the interaction behaviours of the participants I evaluate using this methodology. I also acknowledge that I only approached potential post-interaction questionnaire participants *after* they had completed their interaction experience with the *Gibraltar touch table* as an effort to avoid the Hawthorne effect, so that their interactions were not altered or influenced by their awareness of the subject of my evaluation or that they did not alter their personal responses to provide answers that they believed I was seeking (Adair 2000; Sedgwick 2012; Sedgwick and Greenwood 2015). For the most part, I believe this strategy was
successful and results for each methodology are relatively consistent; however, certain results relating to the use and non-use of instructional forms require further analysis.

Between the two evaluation methodologies, the observation results show that 21.8% of observed users did not appear to make use of any instructional form, while the responses from the post-interaction questionnaire suggest a higher degree of self-sufficiency among users. When asked, in Question 2.2, “How did you know how to use the touch table?” a total of 39.4% of participants provided a response indicating their preference for the trial-and-error approach, preferring not to make use of any of the available instructional options. Similarly, in Question 3.1, participants were asked more directly, “What kinds of instructions did you use with the Gibraltar touch table?” a total of 46.9% of participants claimed not to use the available instructions, instead opting for the trial-and-error approach, or, as one participant put it, they “just experimented” (Q24). While there is some intentional variation in the phrasing of these two questions, which may explain the different results, the post-interaction questionnaire results are still remarkably different from those of the observation periods.

The reasons for the inconsistencies between these results are not entirely evident and cannot solely be explained by the methodological differences of the data collection. Rather, I wonder if perhaps participants in the post-interaction questionnaire may have, either intentionally or accidentally, excluded forms of instruction they might have used from their responses in order to appear more self-sufficient, or technologically competent, with respect to their interaction behaviours. Alternatively, it may be possible that participants of the post-interaction questionnaire were not able to reflect upon their interaction behaviours and their use or non-use of instructional forms with the same level of accuracy and awareness employed for the data collection by the external observer during the observation periods.

The results of the post-interaction questionnaire show that participants favoured the trial-and-error approach to their interaction experience, compared to the observation results, however, there is also some discrepancy between the results relating to the use of the instruction option
between the two methodologies. The observation results show that only 10.8% of users engaged with the 1 instruction option, while the post-interaction questionnaire results indicate that between 13.3% and 17.2% of participants made use of the 1 instruction option during their interaction experience. The variation between the observation and post-interaction questionnaire results may not be considered substantial, but it is possible that they may indicate some degree of the Hawthorne effect (Adair 2000; Sedgwick 2012; Sedgwick and Greenwood 2015). Although post-interaction questionnaire participants were not recruited for participation in this research prior to their interaction experience with the touch table, they were thoroughly informed of the nature and purpose of the post-interaction questionnaire as part of my invitation to participate in the research; the details of the research were also provided on the consent form attached to the post-interaction questionnaire that all participants signed prior to filling in their responses. It may be the case that some participants felt compelled to respond that they had used the 1 instruction option to somehow validate my research, however this notion is not possible to verify without having complete observation reports for each user who also participated in the post-interaction questionnaire. Unfortunately, it was not possible for me, as an independent evaluator, to simultaneously create a detailed observation record of a user’s interaction experience with the Gibraltar touch table while, at the same time, prepare to approach potential candidates for participation in the post-interaction questionnaire without disrupting the social context of the exhibition space for other museum visitors within The Paintings gallery.

Whatever the reason behind the differences between the observation and post-interaction questionnaire results on the use of the 1 instruction option, it is interesting to acknowledge the way these results measure up to the results indicating user preferences towards the trial-and-error approach to interaction. As post-interaction questionnaire participants were able to select more than one response to each multiple-choice question, none of the participants who claimed to use the 1 instruction option also selected that they preferred the trial-and-error approach in Question 2.2; although, paradoxically, one user (Q62) did respond to Question 3.1 that they had both used the
 instruction option and that they did not make use of any instructions, without providing further explanation for their remarkable ability to use one instructional form while simultaneously claiming not to have used any instructions.

**Impact of Instructional Forms on User Experience and Ability to Interact**

The results that I have already presented provide insight into the forms of instructions that visitors use in relation to their interaction experience with *the Gibraltar touch table*, but determining the actual impact of the use of instructions requires further analysis and correlation between different sets of results. Since, according to the development team, interaction with the touch table was designed to be simple, requiring only single-touch input interaction with a limited number of available target spots, I focus this discussion on the use of the swipe left/right function in order to demonstrate the potential influence that different instructional forms have in guiding users to make this particular interaction. It was possible for visitors who interacted with *the Gibraltar touch table* to learn about the swipe left/right function through (a.) the use of the instruction option, (b.) through watching other visitors interact, (c.) by engaging in collaborative interaction with another visitor, or (d.) by receiving direct advice from another visitor. I recognise that users may also have discovered the swipe left/right function through the trial-and-error approach to interaction or perhaps expect that this form of interaction may be possible, either through prior knowledge already gained through interaction with *the Gibraltar touch table* or other similar interactive installations, however my focus here remains with the impact of the described instructional forms.

Most of these instructional forms rely on interactions made by or with other visitors, and the interactions they make may not necessarily include any indication that the swipe left/right interaction is possible. Only the instruction option provided users with clear instructions to swipe the on-screen visual of the van Wieringen painting to the left or right to reveal additional target spots. Neither the “Touch to Start” attractor screen, nor its associated introductory window,
provided any indication that the swipe left/right interaction was possible, and as such, the “Touch to Start” screen is not included in this discussion.

Despite the seemingly straightforward interaction design of the touch table, only 29.3% of observed users made the swipe left/right interaction during their interaction experience (90/307 observed users). The inverse of this result shows that 70.7% of users did not make use of the swipe left/right function (217/307 observed users). The swipe left/right interaction is the only interaction that was not clearly evident from the on-screen UI design, therefore the limited use of this interaction may suggest that few users are making use of the available instructional forms that direct users to this interaction. Results show that users tend to prefer taking a trial-and-error approach to their interaction experience, however only 3.6% of observed users made the swipe left/right interaction without using any of the available instructional forms (11/307 observed users), suggesting that some form of instruction is necessary for users to discover the swipe left/right function.

![Figure 4.20: Use of instructional forms and swipe left/right function](image)

Figure 4.20 presents the percentage of observed users to use the different instructional forms, together with the percentage of those users to also made use of the swipe left/right function.
The table clearly illustrates the effectiveness of the different instructional forms in guiding users to the swipe left/right function during their interaction experience with the Gibraltar touch table. While only 10.8% of observed users selected the ① instruction option, 5.9% also used the swipe left/right function (18/307 observed users), suggesting that the ① instruction may have been an effective form of instruction for 54.6% of the users who used this form of instruction and also made the swipe left/right interaction (18/33 observed users). Results relating to advice from other visitors as an instructional form are extremely narrow, yet may indicate that this direct-dynamic form of instruction could be an effective means of instruction; further research into this instructional form with a much larger sample group would provide more accurate results. Of the many visitors who were observed engaging in collaborative interaction with another visitor, totalling 50.8% of those observed, only 17.9% also made the swipe left/right interaction (55/307 observed users), suggesting that only 35.3% of users to engage in collaborative interaction were effectively instructed to the swipe left/right through this direct-dynamic instructional form (55/156 observed users). Observation of other interacting visitors has a similar level of effectiveness as an instructional form for guiding users to the swipe left/right function; of the 14.0% of users to use this instructional form, only 3.9% also swiped left/right (12/307 observed users), indicating that observation of other interacting users was only effective in instructing the swipe left/right function for 27.9% of those who used this indirect-dynamic instructional form (12/43 observed users). Of the 21.8% who engaged in interaction without any instruction, only 3.58% also made use of the swipe left/right function. If the trial-and-error approach is considered to be a form of self-guided instruction, then these results indicate that this method was only effective at achieving the swipe left/right interaction for 16.4% of its users (11/67 observed users), making it the least effective method for users to learn about the swipe left/right function.

These results merely provide suggestions as to the effectiveness of each instructional form for guiding users to the swipe left/right function on the Gibraltar touch table. Although the observation results cannot identify exactly which instructional form influences visitor interaction
behaviours, they can clearly show what interactions visitors made with the *Gibraltar touch table* and indicate visitor preferences for using certain instructional forms through analysis of their interaction behaviours. Theoretically, participants in this research had the opportunity to access multiple instructional forms during their interaction experience, therefore it is possible that users who managed to achieve the swipe left/right interaction could have been influenced by multiple forms of instruction. Results from observation periods on the number of instructional forms that users made use of suggest that most users relied on a single form of instruction to support their interaction experience. The data shows that 44.6% of observed users relied on a single instructional form, with 30.3% using two instructional forms, and only 3.3% of participants making use of three forms of instruction (133/307; 93/307; and 10/307 observed users, respectively). These results suggest that, for the majority of users who made use of the available instructional forms, only a single form of instruction seems to have been preferred or may have been considered necessary to provide the guidance they felt was needed to support their interaction experience.

Overall, the results relating to use of instructional forms and the swipe left/right function, and the limited use of this function among observed users, indicates a lack of communication about the possible interactions that could have been made with the *Gibraltar touch table*. Given that visitors seem to prefer taking a trial-and-error approach to their interaction experience, offering supplemental sources of text-based instructional forms may not have been the most ideal way to inform users of the potential interactions that can be achieved. Rather, as Oranje suggested, integrating on-screen elements or icons that would have informed users of the possibility to swipe the image to the left or right, such as using on-screen arrows on either side of the screen, for example, may have increased the number of users who made this interaction. She acknowledges that, “[interaction] should feel natural to you. Only by looking at it, you should have the feeling, the understanding. [...] Intuition that leads you through.” Furthermore, Oranje agreed that adding more textual instruction may not be the most ideal solution for instructing users to the swipe left/right interaction. Molenaar likewise recognises that offering clear visual cues to guide the user to the
appropriate interaction, at the appropriate time, can support the user through intuitive interaction, ideally limiting the need for on-screen instructional texts. Although the ⬜ instruction icon was added as a redundancy, what the development team did not seem to anticipate was the effectiveness of the ⬜ instruction option for guiding users to the swipe left/right function, despite its limited use, and the assumption that most users would have some pre-existing experience or familiarity with touch-based interaction. Even though 89.8% of post-interaction questionnaire participants responded that they owned a touch-based interaction device, such as a smartphone or tablet, any pre-existing knowledge of the interaction possibilities with similar touch-based interaction technologies does not seem to have been sufficient to intuitively guide users to the swipe left/right interaction on the Gibraltar touch table.

Instructional Forms Used vs. Instructional Forms Users Want

The results of the museum visitor evaluation offers important evidence on the behaviours and preferences that visitors had during their interaction experience with the Gibraltar touch table and their use or non-use of the available forms of instruction available to support their interaction experience. Particularly informative are the results of the visitor observation periods, which provide valuable data on visitor interaction behaviours with the interactive installation, collected without influencing these behaviours. Whereas the observation results offer insight into the actual interaction behaviours of users, the post-interaction questionnaire provides participants with an opportunity to reflect upon their interaction experiences and provide their opinions about their interaction with the Gibraltar touch table. Moreover, while the results of both evaluation methodologies yield results relating to the different instructional forms that users did or did not make use of during their interaction experiences, only through the post-interaction questionnaire were participants able to offer insight into the forms of instruction that they would like to have had available during their interaction experience with the Gibraltar touch table.
Within the post-interaction questionnaire, I included two questions that ask participants to reflect upon their personal need for instruction, in relation to their interaction experience with the *Gibraltar touch table* and, in a much more general way, in relation to other in-gallery interactive installations found within other museum exhibition spaces. In Question 3.2, I ask participants to provide their opinion on which forms of instructions they would like to have had available with the *Gibraltar touch table* to support their interaction experience with this particular interactive installation. In Question 3.3, I ask more broadly about touch tables in museum exhibitions, asking participants to suggest which kinds of instructions they would personally like to have available when they encounter touch-based interactive technologies in museums. For both questions, I offer the same multiple-choice responses: someone from the museum to show me how it works, pictures showing how the interaction works, video or animation showing how interaction works, clear and easy-to-understand design using familiar icons, a step-by-step guide to interaction, and I include an open space for participants to offer their own written response.

The responses for Question 3.2, which specifically concerns the instructions for the *Gibraltar touch table*, 46.4% of participants selected that they would have liked to have had a clear and easy-to-understand design using familiar icons (45/95 responses; five participants failed to provide a response), suggesting that they would rather rely on visual cues and their own previous experiences with similar interactive technologies than seek out explicit instructions for their interaction experience with the *Gibraltar touch table*. Other participants indicated their preferences for other visual forms of instructions, with 10.5% in favour of pictures that show how interaction works, 8.4% preferring a step-by-step guide to interaction, and 5.3% seeking video or animated instructions (10/95; 8/95; 5/95 responses, respectively). Only 1.1% of participants suggested that they would like to have someone from the museum available to show them how interaction with the touch table works (1/95 responses). The written responses, offered by 44.2% of participants (42/95 responses), suggest that the design of the installation requires no further instruction. In fact, 88.1% of written responses acknowledged that the design of the installation was simple enough not to require
instruction for interaction (37/42 written responses). Only three of the written responses offer suggestions for instruction they would like to have with the Gibraltar touch table; Q50 suggested adding a sliding symbol to indicate the slide left/right function, Q66 suggested that the language change option could be clearer and would like additional language options, while Q75 recommended adding a small printed sign to invite visitors to touch the screen. The responses overwhelmingly indicate the preference visitors have for relying on the UI design and their familiarity with other touch-based interaction technologies, rather than seeking out instructions that could guide users through their interaction experience with the Gibraltar touch table. Furthermore, the responses align with the results that demonstrate the participants’ propensity for taking a trial-and-error approach to interaction, which likely relies on the use of visual cues and previous experience with similar interactive technologies to guide their interaction experiences.

Asking participants to reflect in a more general sense on the kinds of instructions for interaction that they prefer to find with touch-based interactive installations in other museums and exhibition spaces, the results from Question 3.3 are largely consistent with the results of Question 3.2, showing that the majority of participants prefer to find an in-gallery interactive installation that is designed in such a way that it is clear and easy-to-understand, using familiar icons (60/95 responses; five participants failed to provide a response). Participants also favour visual forms of instruction, with 21.1% of participants suggesting they prefer pictures that demonstrate the required interactions, while 10.5% prefer a step-by-step guide to interaction, and 4.2% would like video or animated instructions for interaction (20/95; 10/95; 4/95 responses, respectively). Only 2.1% of participants suggested that they would like to have someone from the museum to demonstrate how interaction works (2/95 responses). A total of 22.1% of participants provided written responses to this question, and once again, the participants used this opportunity to strongly suggest that good design of a touch table interactive installation should require no instruction for how interaction works (21/95 responses). As Q11 advises, “if they don’t work without instructions, they are obsolete.”
The results from these two questions about visitor preferences for instructions show that what the participants want, or rather what they expect, are interactive installations that naturally guide users to the possibilities of interaction through clear, intuitive design. This is likely the primary reason that so many participants attempted to interact with the *Gibraltar touch table* using a trial-and-error approach, rather than seeking out the available instructional forms prior to commencing their interaction experience. The simplicity of the interaction design that the *Gibraltar touch table* employed, requiring single-touch input to access the target spots that provide users with information about the van Wieringen painting, seems to have met the expectations of most users who engaged with the interactive installation. However, as the evaluation data implies, and as members of the development team recognise, additional design measures to indicate the swipe left/right function in a manner that does not require users to access supplemental instructions would be helpful for users, as only a third of observed users actually managed to discover the swipe left/right function during their interaction experience. In fact, the development team acknowledges the importance of clear UI design for supporting the interaction experiences of their users, ultimately agreeing with what Q50 suggests with regards to incorporating some kind of symbol or icon into the UI as a way to instruct users about the swipe left/right interaction. Furthermore, the instruction option, which the development team included primarily as a redundancy rather than as a necessary source of instruction, served as an effective form of instruction for those who accessed it, but for users who did not feel the need to seek out additional instructions, it remained concealed behind the icon.

**Development Team Intentions/Assumptions vs. User Interaction Experience**

During my interviews with the members of the development team, different team members identified a number of goals or intentions they had for the user interaction experience with the *Gibraltar touch table*, in some cases indicating their assumptions for how users would engage with the interactive installation. They intended that interaction with the touch table be simple and easy
to achieve for a wide range of potential users, while at the same time, providing an interaction experience that members of their target audience for The Paintings gallery would be able to engage in. Presumably the quality of the informative content offered by the Gibraltar touch table similarly reflects these goals, providing content suitable for a range of potential users, as well as those within the target persona group.

Generally, the decision by HSM and the development team to employ an interactive touch table within The Paintings gallery, which had an arguably more traditional object-centric exhibition approach than other parts of the museum, seems to have worked well for the visitors who entered this exhibition space and who participated in this research. In an effort to gauge participant opinion about the usability and enjoyment of their interaction with the Gibraltar touch table, participants in the post-interaction questionnaire were asked to respond to two open-questions about their interaction experience. In Question 4.1, participants were asked whether or not they found the touch table “easy-to-use” and Question 4.2 asked participants whether or not they enjoyed their interaction experience. Each question offered participants an opportunity to respond with an affirmative or negative response, as well as an opportunity to provide a more elaborate written response.

The overwhelming majority of post-interaction questionnaire participants found the Gibraltar touch table easy to engage with, with 99% of participants responding that the touch table was “easy-to-use”, and accompanying written responses offering insight into why participants felt this way (99/100 responses). 77.6% of written responses mention the clarity, intuitiveness, or simplicity of the design, with a further 7.9% making specific mention that the design supported a trial-and-error approach (59/76; 6/76 written responses, respectively). Only 4.0% of written responses made any mention of the instructions for interaction with the touch table, while 10.5% made a link between the touch table and other touch-based interaction technologies, such as smartphones or iPhones (3/76; 8/76 written responses, respectively). Two participants did answer “No” to the question; however, one failed to provide a written response (Q9), while the other
suggested the language change option could have been more obvious (Q1). Overall, these results suggest that participants generally acknowledge the simple design of the touch table as the central factor that contributes to the ease-of-use of the touch table, confirming that the intended interaction experience designed by the development team aligns with the actual interaction experiences of users.

The results of the responses to Question 4.2, about whether participants found their interaction experience with the Gibraltar touch table to be enjoyable, and why, shows a similarly positive outlook on the behalf of the participants, with 99% of participant responses indicating that participants had enjoyed their interaction experience (98/99 responses). Of the participants who responded positively, 44.9% identify the educational or information elements associated with the touch table as contributing to their enjoyment, with 17.4% re-stating their opinion that the touch table was “easy-to-use”, and an additional 4.1% mentioning the design of the interactive installation in their written response (44/98; 17/98; 4/98 written responses, respectively). Only 4.1% of participants explicitly indicate the interactive technology itself as a factor that contributes to their enjoyment of the interaction experience they engaged in with the touch table (4/98 written responses). Only a single user responded that they did not enjoy their interaction experience; Q9, who said, “Nee, want it ben 80 jaar”, which translates to, “No, because I am 80 years old.”

Unfortunately, Q9 failed to provide further detail as to the exact reasons behind this age-related lack of enjoyment, but the response suggests that even members of the “Dick” persona target audience that the development team were using during the design process may not find their interaction experience with the Gibraltar touch table entirely enjoyable.

The most striking assumption that the development team made about their users relates to the swipe left/right function and their expectation that users would intuitively make the connection between the size of the van Wieringen painting in front of the Gibraltar touch table and the limited

---

11 Puzzlingly, one participant, Q1, responded both “Yes” and “No” to this question, without providing further explanation for their duplicitous response.
view of the painting visible on-screen. This expectation seems to originate from a combination of the design of the installation context, the potential interactions that can be made with this kind of interactive technology, and the close proximity of the van Wieringen painting to the touch table, which, collectively, was meant to encourage visitors to make the connection between the on-screen visualisation and the possibility to swipe the image to the left or right to reveal more of the painting. Ultimately, this assumption seems to have backfired, as few users of the *Gibraltar touch table* intuitively made the swipe left/right interaction to access the full array of on-screen target spots. Although instructions were available, both *directly and indirectly* that could indicate the possibility for the swipe left/right function, results show that few users deliberately made use of the available instructional forms and fewer were receptive to the instruction to swipe left/right to expose more of the on-screen painting. Despite the fact that the members of the development team recognise this oversight of the design, no changes were made to the *Gibraltar touch table* to remedy this design flaw, enduring until the removal of the installation in 2019. I was not offered any justification for why this usability issue had not been corrected by the development team, but I would suspect that making such a relatively minor technical adjustment to the *Gibraltar touch table* was not considered to be a high priority for HSM, since the interactive installation worked reasonably well, even if users did not discover the swipe left/right function, and since HSM continues to prioritise the (re-)development of exhibition spaces and interactive installations throughout the museum, which likely requires substantial resources and budget.

**Conclusions**

As the evaluation results have shown, the development team behind the creation of the *Gibraltar touch table* at HSM have managed to communicate instruction for visitor interaction with the *Gibraltar touch table* using a combination of *static* and *dynamic* forms of instruction. However, the effectiveness of the strategy used by HSM to communicate instruction for visitor interaction could have benefitted from more rigorous user testing throughout the development process and
once the interactive installation was fixed within its final installation context, and the correction of any user interaction issues identified through testing and visitor evaluation. As I conclude here, there are three main issues that affect the potential impact of the touch table: the influence of the installation context on user interaction, the importance of communication of instructions for interactions, and finally, the effect that the available instructional forms had on the interaction experiences that users had with the *Gibraltar touch table*.

### Influence of the Installation Context on User Interaction

The installation context that the *Gibraltar touch table* was presented in does appear to have influenced user interaction with the touch table, just as the presence of the *Gibraltar touch table* influenced visitor flow through *The Paintings* gallery. The physical proximity of the *Gibraltar touch table* to the entry of *The Paintings* gallery could occasionally create a bottleneck, interrupting the flow of visitors through the exhibition space. When there were several visitors who may be interested in interacting with the touch table, or when a tour group entered the gallery, other visitors may have been blocked from viewing the paintings on display or the touch table itself. The physical size of the *Gibraltar touch table* could allow multiple visitors to surround the touch screen and view its available content, but when visitor flow through *The Paintings* gallery was substantial, it may have been difficult for interested visitors to access the paintings or on-screen content they were seeking. The addition of the audio guide trigger, placed directly in front of the van Wieringen painting, could similarly disrupt the flow of visitors through the gallery. In some cases, visitors listening to their audio guides would block access to the *Gibraltar touch table*, preventing other visitors from commencing their own interaction experiences; a problematic feature of the audio guides that has been recognised by HSM and warrants further research.

Although the interaction design of the *Gibraltar touch table* could only accommodate the interactions of a single user at a time, the size of the touch table and its position in the centre of the room was designed to allow multiple visitors to view the on-screen content. Observation results
indicate that this approach was successful, proving that visitors were able to watch each other interact and even interact together in a collaborative fashion, even though users had to take turns interacting with the on-screen content. Collaborative interaction seemed to be a popular interaction approach, especially for visitors who entered the gallery in visitor groups of two or more people, but few visitors appeared willing to interact with other visitors outside of their own visiting group, a result consistent with earlier research on collaborative interaction with interactive technologies in public spaces (Peltonen et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2011). Results also show that visitors rarely exchanged advice on how interaction with the touch table works. However, the installation context could allow visitors the opportunity to watch other visitors interact with the touch table, serving as a functional indirect-dynamic instructional form that could support the interaction experiences of visitors who engaged in interaction with the touch table. The differences may be partially explained by the preferences individual users have for engaging in either social, personal, or even parasocial approaches to their interactions with in-gallery interactive technologies (Peltonen et al. 2008; Sohn 2011). For users who prefer a more personal interaction experience, collaborative interaction or engaging in discussion about the usability of the installation may be unlikely to occur, while these kinds of interaction may be preferred for users who like to engage in more social interaction experiences, and for visitors who observe the interactions of other users, a more parasocial interaction experience may be sufficient.

Compared with other galleries within HSM, The Paintings gallery had more of a “look, but do not touch” feel that is consistent with the object-centric approach found in many traditional museum exhibition spaces. Encouraging interaction by its very existence and through the “Touch to Start” attractor screen, the presence of the Gibraltar touch table in The Paintings gallery did not seem to negatively impact the exhibition atmosphere for visitors who were not interested in engaging with the interactive touch table, unless the gallery was unusually crowded, when physically moving past the interactive touch table could be challenging for some. For those visitors who did choose to interact with the Gibraltar touch table, it seemed to effectively serve its purpose as a
source of supplemental information about the van Wieringen painting it depicted. Although the development team recognised that there were certain shortcomings of the design, they generally seem quite satisfied with the interactive installation they offered in The Paintings gallery and were aware of the positive feedback that their visitors provided, when asked.

**Importance of User Testing**

To produce a high-quality product, usability evaluation is a necessity to ensure the needs of the user are being met and that the product functions as intended (Shackel 2009; Stewart 2009; Speicher 2015). When it comes to interactive technologies designed for installation within the context of museum exhibition spaces, usability testing with real museum visitors, within the final installation context, can ensure that visitors are able to interact with the installation and that it functions, as intended, to meet the interaction goals set forth by the development team responsible. According to the members of the development team interviewed about the Gibraltar touch table, the course of usability testing that took place prior to the re-opening of HSM and the availability of the touch table to visitors in The Paintings gallery was restricted to paper prototype testing and limited user testing, mostly by HSM staff and a few other external participants. User testing was primarily conducted outside of the final installation context, due to the development timeline of the project and the availability of the exhibition space for in-gallery testing, which was difficult to arrange as a result of the work being done to prepare for re-opening of the museum in 2011.

Members of the development team also indicated financial concerns as a cause for the limited amount of user testing, namely that the budget allocated for user testing was not sufficient to allow for thorough user testing within the installation context. Given the very large budget for the physical renovation of the museum, it seems HSM did not prioritise user testing of the in-gallery interactive technologies to the extent that they perhaps should have.

Despite the limited amount of user testing conducted during the design and development phases of the project, some evaluation activities, formal and informal, have been conducted since
the re-opening of HSM that have indicated certain flaws in the design of the *Gibraltar touch table*. One such fault, which was ultimately corrected, was the dynamic lighting of the van Wieringen painting to generate a spotlight on the actual maritime painting in front of the interactive installation when a user interacting with the touch table selected a target spot. According to the development team, the intention was that this lighting change would draw the attention of the user interacting with the touch table to view the actual painting, rather than keeping their focus solely on the interactive technology. In principle, this is an interesting approach for encouraging visitors to look closer at the museum object, perhaps creating a greater appreciation for the painting on display, but in reality, the dynamic lighting change on the van Wieringen painting was disruptive for those visitors who were not interacting with the *Gibraltar touch table* or aware of its influence on the lighting presentation associated with the painting. Oranje and van Keulen both acknowledge the visitor feedback that HSM received once the museum was open to visitors and agreed that suspending the dynamic lighting feature was the best solution for ensuring the visitor interaction with the *Gibraltar touch table* would not interfere with the experiences of those visitors who were focused on the painting and not the interactive installation. Although HSM took a bold step to attempt this dynamic interaction approach, and were relatively quick to remove the feature once they found that it was having a negative impact for some visitors, user testing of this feature in the installation context may have provided early insight into the visitor response so that the dynamic lighting system could be suspended or adjusted prior to the re-opening of the museum. Furthermore early user testing of this feature could have potentially saved HSM not only from receiving undesirable feedback about the *Gibraltar touch table* and its negative influence on the visitor experience, but also could have saved HSM financial resources that were spent on the acquisition and installation of specialised lighting required for this feature which has since been suspended.

The other design flaw that could have been identified and possibly prevented through a rigorous course of user testing, of course, relates to the swipe left/right function. With this particular interactive feature, user testing could have identified the error in the assumption made by the
development team that users would critically compare the actual size of the van Wieringen painting with the on-screen visualisation and attempt to move the on-screen image to the left or right. The flaw in the assumption that users would behave in a specific way to discover the swipe left/right function aside, the development team also chose not to incorporate additional on-screen features, like left or right arrows, so as to maintain the simplicity of the on-screen UI and not potentially risk overwhelming users with too many on-screen elements. When selected, the ① instruction option informed users of the swipe left/right interaction, but this does not seem to be a form of instruction that was direct enough for guiding the majority of users to make the swipe left/right interaction; it required users to seek out this instruction, to correctly interpret the meaning of the ① icon as a source for instruction, and to follow the instructions that were offered once they selected the ① instruction option. While some users certainly could follow the behaviour patterns that the development team had assumed, discovering the swipe left/right interaction through critical examination of the van Wieringen painting with the on-screen visualisation, user testing in the installation context would have shown that most visitors who interact with the touch table require clear and direct instruction to be properly informed of the availability of this particular interactive feature. Although this fault in the UI design was identified by the development team once the Gibraltar touch table became available for visitors, no changes to the installation were made to correct it. The reasons for not correcting this issue were not elucidated during the interviews with the development team members, leaving me to speculate that HSM considered the installation to be functional enough for its visitors and may not have wished to spend further resources, financial or otherwise, correcting what HSM may have deemed to be a relatively minor usability issue. Considering that 70.7% of observed users did not discover the swipe left/interaction, failure to make this relatively minor change to the UI could be interpreted as a somewhat complacent attitude towards the usability of the Gibraltar touch table for visitors.
Impact of Instructional Forms on the User Interaction Experience

The results of this research show that, due to the simplicity of the design of the Gibraltar touch table and the limited number of interactions available, users did not need to use many, if any, instructions in order to be able to have a satisfying interaction experience with the touch table. Within this chapter, I have presented the range of instructional forms that are available to users who wish to engage with the Gibraltar touch table, using the data collected through visitor observation and a post-interaction questionnaire to demonstrate the impact of the different instructional forms on the user interaction experience. The data indicates that some forms of instruction appear to have been more popular among users than others, such as user participation in direct-dynamic collaborative interaction with other visitors, or access to the direct-static “Touch to Start” attractor screen, but the actual effectiveness of these instructional forms remains unclear as they are subject to unpredictable, highly variable visitor behaviours. For example, access to the “Touch to Start” attractor screen required at least 90 seconds of inactivity with the Gibraltar touch table for this instructional form to appear on-screen, while the interactions that may have occurred during collaborative interaction, though instructive, may not have achieved the full range of possible interactions that were offered by the touch table. The same may be said of the indirect-dynamic instructional form of watching other visitors interact with the touch table, as this form similarly relied on the variable interaction behaviours that other visitors interacting with the touch table engage in.

The form of instruction that had the strongest evident impact on the interaction experience of users for achieving the range of available interactions is the instruction option, although it was also one of the least utilised forms of instruction observed among users who engaged with the Gibraltar touch table. The results show that the use of the instruction option was the most effective instructional form for instructing users to make the swipe left/right interaction, as Figure 4.20 demonstrates. However, the limited use of this instructional form among all participants in this research suggests that supplemental measures to instruct users of the swipe left/right interaction
would have been advantageous for encouraging a wider set of users to make this interaction, which would expose more of the on-screen visualisation of the van Wieringen painting and associated on-screen target spots, thereby providing access to more of the information layer offered by the touch table.

Overall, the impact of the instructional forms that were available with the Gibraltar touch table is influenced by the instructional needs of each user who approaches the touch table and, to some extent, their preference for having a personal, social, or parasocial interaction experience. The results of visitor observation show that 21.8% of users were able to interact with the touch table without seeking out any of the instructional forms, while the results of the post-interaction questionnaire indicate that between 39.4% and 46.9% of participants claim to not have used any of the available instructional forms during their interaction experience. With so many users opting for this trial-and-error approach to interaction, it seems that the development team were successful in designing an installation clear and simple enough that many users were satisfied to interact without needing to seek out additional instructional measures to guide their interaction experience, allowing these users to engage in a primarily personal interaction experience. Even for those users who did make use of the available instructional forms, the majority of those observed made use of only a single instructional form, with fewer users seeking out two or more instructional forms to support their interaction experience. Although not definitive, these results suggest that for the users who only elect to use a single form of instruction, whichever form it may be, it was enough to satisfy their instructional needs and allow them to interact with the Gibraltar touch table in a gratifying manner.
Chapter 5: Case Study 2: *The Painting Lens*, Gallery One at the Cleveland Museum of Art

**Introduction**

The host museum of the second case study is the Cleveland Museum of Art (CMA), located in Cleveland, Ohio, USA. Although labelled as an “art museum”, the collections held by the CMA also include objects of historical and cultural significance from the past six centuries. To provide visitors with an introduction to the diverse collections on display, the CMA developed an interactive exhibition space, known as Gallery One. Within Gallery One, a range of in-gallery installations employing touch-based or gesture-based interactive technologies were developed to allow visitors the opportunity to engage with a curated sample of the CMA collections. Here, I focus my research on one of the touch-based interactive installations presented within Gallery One: a touch-screen installation referred to as *the Painting Lens*.

I examine this particular interactive installation within its presentation context and describe the available forms of instruction that are meant to support the interaction experiences of visitors. I interviewed members of the development team responsible for the creation of *the Painting Lens* and analysed how they intended to communicate instructions for interaction within the installation to visitors through the design of both the user interface (UI) and the installation context. To evaluate the experiences of the visitors who elected to interact with *the Painting Lens*, I used results from both visitor observation and a post-interaction questionnaire to determine the effectiveness of the available forms of instruction intended to guide users through their interaction experience with the installation and whether or not the aims set forth by the development team relating to user interaction experiences were achieved. My aim throughout is to identify the ways the CMA communicated instruction for interaction with *the Painting Lens* to their visitors. I explore how the CMA invested time and resources to understand their audience, defined clear goals for user
interaction experiences, and conducted user testing to ensure their user interaction experience goals were achieved.

Figure 5.1: The Armor Room in the 1916 Building (Daderot 2012)

*The Cleveland Museum of Art: Profile and History*

In 2016, the CMA was named as the second-best art museum within the US by Business Insider, outranked only by the Metropolitan Museum of Art (Grebey 2016), but the CMA website describes the museum as “one of the top comprehensive art museums in the nation” (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2015d). It is particularly renowned for the breadth of its collections, specifically those within the Egyptian and Asian departments, but also includes significant offerings in its American and European art departments (Time Out 2015).

The initiative to create a museum for the people of Cleveland was conceived in 1913, but the museum did not officially open its doors to the public until 9 June 1916 (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2015d). Situated on the north side of Wade Lagoon, the CMA was initially housed in a neo-classical, white marble building designed by Hubbell & Benes, now known as the 1916 Building (The
Cleveland Museum of Art 2015d). Over the past century, the exhibition space has grown substantially from the original 1916 Building, including expansions in 1958, 1971, and 1983 (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2015d). More recently, the entire museum has undergone another large-scale renovation and expansion project that increased the exhibition space by 33 percent, including the addition of Gallery One (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2015h).

According to the mission statement of the CMA, the museum aims to “help the broadest possible audience understand and engage with the world’s greatest art while honouring the highest aesthetic, intellectual, and professional standards” (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2015d). The collections of the CMA total nearly 45,000 objects, comprising nineteen departments that cover over 6000 years of creative human expression (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2015c), including:

1. African Art
2. American Painting and Sculpture
3. Egyptian and Ancient Near Eastern Art
4. Greek and Roman Art
5. Art of the Americas
6. Chinese Art
7. Contemporary Art
8. Decorative Art and Design
9. Drawings
10. European Painting and Sculpture
11. Modern European Painting and Sculpture
12. Indian and South East Asian Art
13. Islamic Art
14. Japanese Art
15. Korean Art
16. Medieval Art
17. Photography
18. Prints
19. Textiles
Figure 5.2: CMA, Level 1. The location of the Paintings Lens is marked with a small red star within the green area of Gallery One (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2015f)

The CMA is open to the public six days of the week and is able to offer free admission for its visitors to the permanent collection thanks to financial support from individual donors, foundations, and commercial enterprises in Ohio, in addition to community support from the Cuyahoga Arts and Culture program, which funds local cultural activities, and government support via the Ohio Arts Council (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2015c). The display of the collections is done within thematic groupings, exhibited in the permanent galleries throughout the four wings of the CMA: the 1916 Building, the East Wing, the West Wing, and the North Building (see Figure 5.2). The museum also produces multiple temporary exhibitions each year, for which there is often a visitor entry fee, despite the dedicated sponsorship often associated with such temporary exhibitions. In 2016, to celebrate the centennial of the opening of the CMA, a series of special loans were exhibited in the
permanent galleries throughout the year, and the CMA also arranged a program of temporary exhibitions and community engagement events (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2016d).

Figure 5.3: The Reinberger Gallery in the 1916 Building (Rabesphoto 2008)

The CMA offers an array of activities, tours, workshops, and events, both in the museum and in the community, to engage its local audience (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2014). In 2009, the museum formed a Research and Evaluation department to generate a greater understanding of the visitors who come to the museum: who they are, what they enjoy, and how receptive they are to the messages being conveyed (Weaver 2012). Although the Research and Evaluation department is quite active within the museum, their results and reports are primarily internal documents, and therefore, are not available for external use without permission.  

Partial results have been published and/or referenced across several articles and reports (e.g.: Alexander, Barton, and Goeser 2013; Alexander 2014a; 2014b; Chun, Gasparotti, and Cairns 2014a; 2014b), which I present when relevant. Reports relating to evaluation activities conducted during the development phases of the Painting Lens specifically were not made available, however reports summarizing evaluation results relating to Gallery One, Studio Play, and the ArtLens app were provided.
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12 Partial results have been published and/or referenced across several articles and reports (e.g.: Alexander, Barton, and Goeser 2013; Alexander 2014a; 2014b; Chun, Gasparotti, and Cairns 2014a; 2014b), which I present when relevant. Reports relating to evaluation activities conducted during the development phases of the Painting Lens specifically were not made available, however reports summarizing evaluation results relating to Gallery One, Studio Play, and the ArtLens app were provided.
Evaluation department, including timing and tracking visitor interaction, usability testing, one-on-one interviews, Google Analytics tracking, and long-term participant evaluation, interviewing participants up to two years after their visit to determine any long-term impacts (Bolander and Stockdale 2015; Bolander 2015a, 2015b, 2015c).

Since re-opening its doors in 1969, the CMA has welcomed an impressive total of over 44 million visitors (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2016f; K. N. Schreiber 2019). While numbers for visitor attendance in 2019 are not yet available, visitor numbers for 2018 reportedly increased 31% from the previous year, welcoming 769,435 visitors and surpassing the museum’s previous record for annual visitors (K. N. Schreiber 2019). Like so many other museums that aim to provide engaging museum experiences for the widest possible spectrum of potential visitors, the CMA claims it is their goal to offer something for everyone, in nearly every space within its walls. Although the CMA considers the demographic make-up of its visitors to be broad, there are certain audience groups that the museum identifies as target audiences for certain events or programming within the museum. For example, the CMA has, in the past, offered a range of tours for visitors with an array of interests; the twice-monthly Stroller Tours were designed for parents and their toddlers to have a shared museum experience that may have included crying infants, while the seasonal Art and Fiction Book Club included discussion about literature and artworks, and was probably better suited for adult visitors without accompanying children (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2014, 2016h, 2016a). More recently, the CMA has published a plan aimed at improving their diversity, equity, and inclusion through better involvement and representation of the cultures presented in the museum and the members of the local community, with associated exhibitions and programming developed to support their goals (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2019).
Between 2002 and 2013, the museum underwent an ambitious expansion and renewal project intended to dramatically increase the available exhibition space, create new public spaces for education and community engagement programs, restore the 1916 Building, and create the exhibition space known as Gallery One (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2013a). On the CMA website, Gallery One is described as a 1,115 square meter exhibition space that serves as an “interactive learning centre” (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2015g, 2015i). The purpose of Gallery One, in its original form, was to offer visitors an introduction to the broad spectrum of ideas, themes, materials, and time periods exhibited in the permanent galleries of the CMA, while simultaneously offering a range of interactive installations to support visitor engagement with the collections (Alexander 2014b). The curated selection of artworks on display were chosen to represent the departments found within the permanent collections, giving visitors an impression of the range of the collections held by the museum, ideally without overwhelming or intimidating them (Alexander, Barton, and Goeser 2013).

The design of the Gallery One exhibition space included three sections:

1. *Studio Play:* To the left, after entering Gallery One, was the interactive space designed for younger museum visitors, known as Studio Play. Here, the target audience was primarily families with children, but the interactives were designed to be usable by visitors of all ages.
The space included several interactive elements that offered visitors a range of engaging games and creative interactive experiences. For example, the “Line and Shape” interactive experience asked visitors to draw lines and shapes on the touch-screen, which would be rapidly analysed and matched to a piece from the permanent collections that would then be shown on-screen, or the “Reveal and Zoom” interactive, which allowed visitors to use an interactive video wall to examine artworks in detail through gestures and motion-tracking technology (Alexander 2014b; The Cleveland Museum of Art 2015j). Studio Play was temporarily closed to the public in the spring of 2016 in order to initiate the renewal of the space and install new interactive technologies, which unfortunately coincided with my own evaluation activities and may have influenced the visitor flow through Gallery One during the evaluation periods.

2. **Thematic Exhibition Space:** The main exhibition space within Gallery One was sub-divided into six curated thematic areas, each associated with an interactive touch-screen, called a Lens: the Sculpture Lens, the Lions Lens, the Stories Lens, the Globalism Lens, the 1930’s Lens, and the Painting Lens. Each Lens offered visitors the opportunity to engage with curated visual, textual, and video content associated with the thematic collections on display. The interactive appeal for the Lenses was also due to the different interactive experiences they offered, with each Lens offering between one and five interactive experiences. *The Sculpture Lens*, for example, used a Kinect sensor to compare the faces visitors would make with portraits and sculptures from the collection in the “Make a Face” interactive game, while *the Painting Lens* offered visitors a chance to virtually paint in the style of Jackson Pollock or Joan Mitchell in the “Make Your Mark” interactive option. (Alexander 2014b; The Cleveland Museum of Art 2013a, 2015e)

3. **Collection Wall:** Beyond the thematic exhibition space, close to the Ames Family Atrium, lies the Collection Wall: the largest touch-based interaction wall in North America (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2013a; Alexander, Barton, and Goeser 2013; Alexander 2014b).
The 12-meter-long multi-touch MicroTile wall presents images from the permanent collection, changing every 40 seconds, allowing visitors to mark favourites, sort through the collections, and create their own tours. The Collection Wall uses dynamic content from the CMA’s digital asset management systems and refreshes every ten minutes, ensuring visitors can have access to the latest content and providing the museum with updated metrics for visitor preferences. Visitors who mark favourites on the Collection Wall can also use the museum’s ArtLens app to upload them into their iPad or iPhone on one of eight docking stations. (Alexander 2014b; The Cleveland Museum of Art 2013a, 2015b)

Figure 5.5: Gallery One, the Collection Wall

Although not confined to the exhibition space within Gallery One, the mobile ArtLens application was often associated with it and remains a feature of the re-worked ARTLENS Gallery (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2016b). Here, I separate the ArtLens app from my description of the rest of Gallery One simply because it lacks a singular, dedicated physical space. Unlike the other interactive installations, which were fundamentally associated with the physical exhibition space of Gallery One, the ArtLens app is intended to support the visitor experience throughout the collective exhibition spaces of the CMA, as well as functioning off-site.

As the original epicentre for interactive technologies within the museum, Gallery One was the logical location to provide support for downloading and using the ArtLens app through the presence of a full-time Help Desk where visitors could get information, technical support, and rent iPads pre-loaded with the application. On May 25, 2016, CMA released an update for the app, calling
it ArtLens 2.0, which offers a new interface, a faster download time, and access to content relating to the collections that the museum continues to generate and update regularly (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2016b).

In the autumn of 2016, the version of Gallery One that is described and evaluated here, closed for renovations that involved reconsideration of the thematic groupings, the interactive elements, and the collections on display. In June 2017, Gallery One was provisionally re-opened under the new name, the ARTLENS Gallery, with its internal elements renamed and rebranded: the ArtLens Studio (formerly Studio Play), the ArtLens Wall (formerly the Collection Wall), the ArtLens Exhibition (formerly the central, thematic exhibition space), and, keeping its original name, the ArtLens app (Alexander, Wienke, and Tiongson 2017). Intended as an evolution of the interactive museum experience first tested in Gallery One, the new ARTLENS Gallery employs technologies that focus more on intangible, gesture-based interaction facilitated through sensors and iBeacons, instead of the touch-based interaction offered in the previous iteration (Alexander, Wienke, and Tiongson 2017); however, the ArtLens Wall remains within the updated ARTLENS Gallery as one of its main touch-based interactive installations. While the developments within the ARTLENS Gallery space may provide opportunities for future research, the original iteration of this interactive exhibition space, Gallery One, is the subject of the evaluation and analysis I present here.

The introduction of the first iteration of Gallery One into the CMA was arguably a successful endeavour for the museum, significantly increasing visitor attendance to the museum and bringing recognition to the CMA in the form of museum and design awards (Alexander 2014b, 2014a; Chun, Gasparotti, and Cairns 2014d; Cisco Systems 2014; Alexander, Wienke, and Tiongson 2017). Although the new ARTLENS Gallery exhibition space is a compelling development within the CMA, time and visitor feedback will determine whether this second iteration is as successful as the original Gallery One. Certainly the most significant difference between the two iterations is the move towards gesture-based interaction within the updated ARTLENS Gallery, differing from the use of touch-based interaction that was primarily employed within Gallery One. According to the team of
CMA staff and external developers responsible for the ARTLENS Gallery, the move towards gesture-based interaction is not due to visitor dissatisfaction with the touch-based interaction technologies that were previously employed, but rather as a way to bring a greater degree of interactive intimacy between visitors and the curated selection of artworks presented within the exhibition space, using new, more physically-immersive forms of interactive technology (Alexander, Wienke, and Tiongson 2017; The Cleveland Museum of Art 2017b, 2017a). The continued use of the ArtLens Wall and the ArtLens app, which both rely primarily on touch-based interaction, shows that touch-based interaction technology still prevails within the CMA, despite the new interaction approaches that have been integrated into the renewed ARTLENS Gallery (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2017b).

Substantial changes were made to Gallery One to evolve the entire concept into the new presentation of the ARTLENS Gallery, but the same physical space within the CMA has been used for both iterations. To simplify and focus the following discussion, I refer to the relevant exhibition space as Gallery One, as this is the iteration which I evaluate and examine here. When necessary, I distinguish between the two iterations by their individual titles, using either Gallery One or the ARTLENS Gallery, as the following discussion requires.

**Case Study Installation: The Painting Lens**

As one of six interactive Lenses within Gallery One, *The Painting Lens* offered users the opportunity to explore content relating to four artworks curated around the theme of painting associated with the Lens, and to engage in up to five additional interactive experiences. The goal or purpose of each of the interactive options varied, with some offering informative content and others requiring users to engage in creative expression. Although a great deal of consideration was evidently put into the design of each interactive option, it is not within the scope of this research to comment on the quality of the available educational content or whether each interactive option was successful in achieving its intended pedagogical purpose.
In terms of its technical specifications, *The Painting Lens* was a free-standing touch-screen integrated within the exhibition space of Gallery One, offering a 46” (106.68 cm) interactive 1080p HD display and a 32-point, optically-driven multi-touch overlay, physically installed into a landscape-oriented, ADA approved housing (Alexander, Barton, and Goeser 2013). All of the Lenses within Gallery One ran on Windows PCs, housed in a remote server room accessible through the exhibition space, and used software written with a combination of ActionScript 3/Adobe AIR and C++/openFrameworks (Alexander, Barton, and Goeser 2013).

Figure 5.6: *The Painting Lens* and associated artworks within Gallery One

The location of an interactive installation, its physical context, and what visitors experience in the physical and sociocultural contexts of the museum, has the potential to influence the museum visitor’s interaction experience with the technology (Falk and Dierking 1992, 2013; Falk et al. 2004). *The Painting Lens* was found within the thematic exhibition space of Gallery One relating to the exhibition sub-theme of painting, but for the purposes of this analysis, consideration for the installation context of *the Painting Lens* includes not only the immediate physical installation space, but also how *the Painting Lens* figured into the wider visitor experience of the CMA and Gallery One.

Although I do not explicitly evaluate the visitor experience prior to entering Gallery One as part of this research, I acknowledge the possibility that the experiences visitors may have before entering Gallery One could have influenced their interactions within the exhibition space, or at least may have influenced their expectations for interaction. Visitors could access Gallery One either via
the main visitor entry in the North Building, called the “North Entrance” shown at the bottom of Figure 5.2, or by entering through the Ames Family Atrium, called “Atrium” at the centre of Figure 5.2. Both paths had the potential to yield different visitor experiences prior to their entry to Gallery One. The North Entrance path offered visitors an opportunity to immediately immerse themselves in an environment rich in both artworks and engaging interactive technologies, while entry via the Atrium path had the potential to offer a more traditional “look, don’t touch” visitor experience, focusing primarily on the display of the CMA collections.

When entering through the North Entrance, visitors to Gallery One would first encounter a text panel on the window of the doorframe welcoming them into the museum and providing an introduction to Gallery One. The text asked visitors to consider how and why art is made, introducing Gallery One as a space for interactive exploration of artworks, cultures, and technologies. For visitors entering this way, the first direct-static form of instruction related to the in-gallery interaction technologies was presented within the brief welcome text: “You are welcome to touch the interactive screens, but please don’t touch the art” (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2013b). Once inside Gallery One, a large presentation screen, known as the Beacon, displayed images from the digital collection and screenshots taken from the different interactive lenses available within the interactive exhibition space, designed as a measure to draw visitors into the exhibition space and conspicuously demonstrate the potential of the interactive elements within the gallery (Alexander, Barton, and Goeser 2013; Alexander 2014b). Opposite from the Beacon, to the left, was Studio Play, while straight ahead lay the thematic exhibition space, offering original artworks and a range of interactive experiences, including the Painting Lens.

For visitors who entered via the Atrium, passage through the glass sliding-doors would first bring visitors into the space containing the Collection Wall. As a large interactive installation, the Collection Wall continues to invite and encourage touch-based interaction with the technology and the visual representations of the collections it presents. In addition to the Collection Wall, the room also includes the ArtLenses Help Desk and a number of touch-screen tablets that allow visitors to
access the “Ask an Expert” portion of the museum’s website, if they desire (Alexander 2014b; The Cleveland Museum of Art 2015b, 2016c). When entering Gallery One from this direction, the thematic exhibition space was found in the room just beyond the Collection Wall, with the Painting Lens being the first interactive to the right.

Challenging the usual “look, but don’t touch” conventions of the museum context, Gallery One integrated touch-based interactive technologies with traditional collections displays, using limited signage to remind visitors where physical interaction within the environment was and was not appropriate. Signage informing visitors not to touch the artworks on display were especially visible in locations where objects were within close physical reach, in addition to the short instruction incorporated into the introductory signage to Gallery One, noted above (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2013b). For some visitors, this approach of integrating touch-based interactive technologies in the same physical context as the hands-off presentation of museum objects has the potential to send mixed messages about where and when visitors are permitted to interact with their environment, both within Gallery One and potentially the permanent galleries as well.

In the attempt to support the interaction experience of museum visitors, each of the on-screen user interfaces for the interactive Lenses within Gallery One employed a consistent set of icons and elements. They each used the same basic arrangement of interactive options on the “Home” screen; the artworks associated with each of the Lenses were mirrored on-screen, with additional interactive options arranged down the right side of the screen. Interaction with any of the artworks mirrored on the home-screen initiated the “Look Closer” option, intended to allow users the opportunity to explore deeper information and visuals associated with the selected artwork. By employing consistent UI elements across each of the Lenses, visitors, in principle, only have to learn how the interactive parts of the UI work once.
However, no two interactive Lenses within Gallery One shared the exact same UI layout, nor were any of the interactive experience or content options available within each Lens identical, but consistent design elements applied to all of the Lenses seek to create a sense of uniformity and familiarity to support the interaction experience. For example, the “Home” button and accompanying icon was fixed on-screen in the same location, on each Lens, in every possible interactive experience or content screen, creating a sense of continuity across interaction experiences. Additionally, the UI made use of common icons and on-screen elements already ubiquitous within the technologically-inclined Western society within which the CMA resides. For example, the placed in the top-right corner of text windows indicated that a window could be closed, or the < and > arrows indicated access points to additional content (Archer 2014). This application of familiar symbols and icons is a clear attempt to allow users to guide and influence their own interaction behaviours, relying on their pre-existing knowledge of these icons; indicating how the personal context can contribute to a museum visitor experience that includes interactive technologies.

Interaction with the Painting Lens was touch-based and the employed technology could facilitate multi-touch gestures, allowing visitors the opportunity to make familiar touch-screen
gestures, such as “pinch to zoom”, as well as accommodating interactions from multiple users at a time. For example, in the “Make Your Mark” interactive option, visitors had the opportunity to try their hand at a form of computer-generated painting. Unlike single-touch or single-input interactive technologies, the multi-touch capability of technology used by the Painting Lens could support collaborative interactions among visitors. Interactions with the virtual canvas were not restricted to a single virtual paintbrush; users could paint with two hands at once, or they could collaborate with other users to create a shared artwork.

The size and positioning of the touch-screen sought to further encourage collaborative interaction experiences among visitors engaging with the Painting Lens. The centrality of the installation in the exhibition space, rather than being pressed up against a wall, was intended to allow multiple visitors to approach and interact with the touch-screen at a time. The landscape-orientation of the screen also endeavoured to allow more visitors to have physical access to the screen at a single time than portrait-orientation would have allowed.

**Interacting with the Painting Lens**

Interaction with the Painting Lens offered users five different potential experiences, from accessing more information about the paintings associated with the Painting Lens, to providing more creative interaction opportunities. By selecting any of the four artworks presented on the home-screen, users could “Look Closer” at each artwork, accessing informative texts, images, and videos about the artwork or its creator. A visual representation of each selected artwork remained on-screen and a menu of any accompanying interactive options would appear on the left side of the screen. Users were able to manipulate the visual representation of the artwork by dragging it, rotating it, or pinching the screen to zoom in and out.

The other interactive experiences available in the Painting Lens included opportunities to explore curated educational content or to engage in more creative forms of interaction. For those seeking more information about painting as a medium, the Painting Lens offered users an opportunity to “Choose a Reason” why a presented artwork may have been made using a simple
multiple-choice voting system, users could select the “Change Perspective” option to alter or manipulate the number of vanishing points on an on-screen painting, or users could “Discover Tempera” as a painting technique by swiping through interactive layers of information that revealed the complete process used. For visitors seeking a more creative interaction experience, users could “Remix the Picasso”, using the collage technique employed by Picasso to resize and reposition elements of Still Life with Biscuits (1924) on a blank virtual canvas. The most creative interaction option allowed users an opportunity to “Make Your Mark” by selecting a virtual painting style and a limited colour palette to experiment with on their own blank virtual canvas. With the “Remix the Picasso” and “Make Your Mark” interactive options, users also had the possibility to e-mail their completed compositions to an address of their choosing.

Interaction was encouraged and supported by a range of instructions available within Gallery One and associated with the Painting Lens directly. One of the two entrances into Gallery One displayed a brief written direct-static instruction meant to inform visitors that interaction with technologies was possible within the exhibition space. Despite being on public display at the entrance of Gallery One, this text panel did not always receive attention from visitors and, for visitors who entered through the Atrium, it may have been missed altogether. Excluding this direct, instructional introduction text, the rest of the installation context offered largely indirect instructional cues. For example, there were no signs or texts associated with any of the Lenses to directly indicate the potential for interactivity with the technology, or the ability to access informative content or engaging interactive experiences. The reasonable distance between the artworks and the interactive Lenses within Gallery One helped to define a physical context where interaction with the Lenses was appropriate for visitors to engage in, but may have also caused some visitors to miss out on the interactive installations altogether.

The open design of the physical installation space allowed visitors to support each other’s interaction experiences through collaborative interaction and, on occasion, through offering or receiving interaction advice from or for other visitors. This direct human communication created
opportunities for visitors to receive personalised, *dynamic* instruction for interaction based on their individual needs. Collaborative interaction with other visitors could similarly serve this purpose.

Among the means that CMA used to more directly facilitate the interactive engagement of its visitors within Gallery One, staff from the museum would often move through the exhibition space to provide personal interaction support for visitors, which I designate as *direct-dynamic* instruction. CMA staff members were available to provide technical support at the ArtLens Help Desk, but members of the security team within Gallery One were also a valuable resource for providing visitors with instructional support for their interaction experiences with the Lenses.

The simple, practically unconscious act of observing other visitors interacting with the *Painting Lens* offered potential users an unobtrusive opportunity to gather *indirect-dynamic* instructional information about how interaction worked with the *Painting Lens*. When visitors observed the interactions of other visitors, they were able to witness a live demonstration of the interactions that did or did not work with the Lens. By watching visitors interacting with the *Painting Lens*, it was possible to learn from their interaction missteps and mirror their interaction successes.

The UI design of the *Painting Lens* relied on many icons and symbols to support user interaction experience. The design of the UI included: left and right arrows to indicate access points to additional content, to skip through introduction videos, or to progress through a sequence; a magnifying glass shown on artworks presented on the home-screen to indicate the option to “Look Closer”; and a counter-clockwise “undo” arrow, to allow users to undo their interactions in the “Make Your Mark” and “Remix Picasso” interactive experiences. I classify instructional elements integrated into the UI design as *indirect* due to the interpretation required on behalf of the user to understand and apply the correct interaction. For example, the small $\Box$ in the top-right corner of a text window indicated that this was the location where, if touched, the text window would close. For those familiar with this pervasive icon, interpreting that $\Box$ as a place where the interaction would achieve the closure of the text window was natural, possibly even expected by some users (Archer 2014). For those with little to no experience using computers or touch-based interaction devices,
rare as they may be, this ☒ symbol may have been considered to be abstract or unfamiliar. The ☒ indirectly implied its purpose, whereas the phrase “press here to close” would directly instruct the user both where interaction was possible and what the outcome of the interaction would be.

The indirect-static instructional elements integrated into the UI were complemented by the direct-static on-screen instructions and animations. When users would make certain interactions, on-screen instructions would automatically appear as an overlay to the interactive content, occasionally accompanied by a simple animation to demonstrate the possible interaction. These animated instructions typically appeared on-screen offering users an opportunity to perform an interaction that was more complex or required multi-touch interaction, such as the pinch action required to zoom in or out.

**Results of Evaluation**

In the following section, I compare the expectations of the development team involved in the creation of the *Painting Lens* with the reality of the experiences of the visitors who interacted with the *Painting Lens*, as represented in the results of my evaluation activities. I first introduce the development team members responsible for the creation of the *Painting Lens*, defining their roles in the development process. Drawing on the responses from the interviews with the development team members, I consider their goals and the development process. I follow this by presenting the visitor evaluation results, beginning with an introduction to the demographic data relating to the visitors who participated in the two evaluation methodologies I employ, which I describe at length in Chapter 3: on-site observation periods and a post-interaction questionnaire (Serrell 1997, 2010; Yalowitz and Bronnenkant 2009; Sylaiou et al. 2010; Sheng and Chen 2012; Forrest 2013, 2015; Tzortzi 2014). In the discussion section, I integrate and analyse the responses of the development team members with the visitor evaluation results to determine if the goals of the development team are reflected in the responses of evaluated users.
Development Team Interviews and Analysis

The development team included members from the educational, curatorial and design departments within the CMA, with additional representation from the external IT development company, Local Projects.

Jane Alexander, Chief Information Officer for the CMA\textsuperscript{13} is, according to the CMA website, “responsible for the technology implementation and digital strategies, as well as long-term strategic planning for Information Management Systems, Media Services and Technology Services” at the museum (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2016e). Her role in the development of Gallery One began when she joined the team in 2010, only two years before Gallery One would open and while the ambitious expansion and renewal project was still in progress. With experience in project-based work, Alexander formed the Gallery One development team from museum staff and external development partners, guiding the project from its early conceptual stages through to the opening of the exhibition space.

Seema Rao, Director of Intergenerational Learning for the CMA\textsuperscript{14} was responsible for leading a team of educators to enrich the museum through “offering engaging studio experiences, developing interpretive content for new media, and team programs” (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2016g). With over a decade of professional museum experience, Rao continued the work in Gallery One that was originally started by her predecessor, Caroline Goeser, who left the CMA in 2014 to take a position at the Museum of Fine Arts in Houston, Texas (Litt 2014). Rao worked closely with Goeser throughout the development of Gallery One and contributed heavily to the educational content found within the exhibition space and the interactive Lenses. In 2017, Rao left the CMA to become the principal behind the Brilliant Idea Studio, a consultancy directed towards museum

\textsuperscript{13} My interview with Alexander took place in her office at the CMA, between 12:00 and 13:10 on Wednesday, 13 April, 2016.
\textsuperscript{14} My interview with Rao took place in her office at the CMA, between 12:00 and 13:00 on Tuesday, 12 April, 2016.
project planning and development, as well as taking on the role of Senior Experience Officer for the Akron Art Museum (Brilliant Idea Studio 2019; Akron Art Museum 2019).

**Jeffrey Strean, Director of Design and Architecture for the CMA**\(^{15}\) has worked for the CMA for over twenty years within the Department of Design and Architecture, playing a central role in the recent renewal project and overseeing the redevelopment of the exhibition spaces throughout the museum, including Gallery One (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2015a). As the chief designer, Strean is responsible for the physical exhibition space; in other words, the installation context of both the collections and the interactive Lenses.

**Keeli Shaw, Interactive Project Director for Local Projects**\(^{16}\) represents the external IT development company, *Local Projects*, and worked together with Jake Barton, principal designer for *Local Projects*, to create the UI and interaction design for the interactive Lenses within Gallery One (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2015a). She has followed Gallery One and its interactive elements from its early conceptual phases, through several iterations of prototypes and user testing, up to the final installation of the Lenses, the Collection Wall, and the ArtLens app, working closely with the CMA team throughout each step.

For the following discussion, I frame the interview responses using five categories that are most complimentary to the responses offered by the interview participants: (1.) user testing and evaluation, (2.) target audiences and target users, (3.) the installation context, (4.) the intended interaction or user experience, and (5.) the design and implementation of instructions for interaction. During my interviews with the members of the development team, my aim was to examine the process of creating *the Painting Lens*, from conception to installation, to explore the design and integration of the different forms of instruction available, and to better understand the

\(^{15}\) My interview with Strean took place in his office at the CMA, between 13:10 and 14:05 on Wednesday, 13 April, 2016.

\(^{16}\) My interview with Shaw took place via Skype, between 13:00 and 13:45 EST, or 19:00 and 19:45 CEST, on Monday, 12 September, 2016.
approaches used for communicating instruction for interaction with the Painting Lens within Gallery One. A semi-structured interview methodology was applied, wherein each interview was conducted using the same interview template, but the unique responses of each interview participant naturally influenced the flow and line of questioning (Charmaz 2006; Rowley 2012; Kallio et al. 2016). Although it was not always possible, or useful, to follow the interview template in a rigorous manner, it provided a useful guideline for questioning throughout each interview.

**User Testing and Evaluation**

Throughout each of the interviews with the members of the development team, the role of user testing in the development process came up time and time again. From early stages in the development of Gallery One, up to and beyond the opening of the exhibition space to the public, different levels of user testing and evaluation were regularly conducted to ensure the different interactive installations worked for the visitors who chose to engage with them. Different development team members touched upon the various forms of evaluation relevant to their personal area of expertise. For example, Seema Rao (Director of Intergenerational Learning) spoke about testing different interactive technologies, different orientations of the touch-screens, and various levels of educational content depth, while Keeli Shaw (Interactive Project Director) and Jane Alexander (Chief Information Officer) both spoke about evaluating diverse concepts for different interactive game or puzzle options, and Jeffrey Strean (Director of Design and Architecture) addressed assessing a range of prototype concepts and technologies within the installation context. Although Alexander noted her regret that they were not able to test every single one of the concept prototypes to a high degree, due to limited time available and the considerable number of concept prototypes that were conceived at the start of the development process, the scope of the evaluation activities conducted on the final interactive installations associated with Gallery One is nonetheless remarkable and shows the dedication of the development team and the CMA to the process of undertaking thorough evaluation activities.
Beyond the initial prototype testing stages that took place early in the development of Gallery One, the most significant evaluation activities were conducted within the installation context of Gallery One in the six-week period leading up to its opening. During this time, Elizabeth Bolander, director of the Research and Evaluation department, together with Meghan Stockdale, an audience research associate, led extensive usability and comprehension evaluation of the interactive elements within Gallery One, collecting over three hundred hours of audio and video recordings of nearly one thousand participants to better understand the impact of the interactive technologies on the visitor experience (Alexander, Barton, and Goeser 2013; Alexander 2014b, 359; Bolander and Stockdale 2015; Bolander 2015a, 2015b, 2015c). The analysis of the collected data has provided the CMA with a great deal of insight into the interaction behaviours of their visitors to Gallery One, but the results also identified aspects of the user experience that had the potential to be altered or optimised.

The results of the in-gallery user evaluation activities were especially relevant for Shaw and the IT team within Local Projects, who were able to apply the results to better understand how users would interact with the interactive technologies within the context of the exhibition space. Expressing the value gained from in-gallery evaluation, Shaw commented that, “The on-site testing was really helpful to lock down timing and helped us avoid certain design considerations that would have been problematic for usability later on, and also being in front of the artworks is very different [...] so that was a major missing component for the [off-site] testing. [...] Adding that context made our research testing even better. Ours is much more critical and focused, and once you added the benefit of being in the context with those artworks, people got it a lot faster. Things that might have been an issue in our testing no longer were relevant for those tested on-site.” According to the interviewed members of the development team, the results of the in-gallery evaluation activities provided the insight needed to refine different elements of the UI and the available instructional forms that would improve the user interaction experience. The evaluation results afforded the development team the opportunity to base any changes made to the in-gallery interactive installations on actual user feedback, rather than on their own assumptions or expectations of how
users might interact. Rao specifically noted the ways that evaluation within the installation context, conducted shortly after the opening of Gallery One, identified a need to incorporate a more direct form of instruction for users of the interactive Lenses. Using the results and the feedback provided by the evaluation participants, the development team elected to design and implement the on-screen animated instructions that provided users with visual demonstrations of the available interactions.

**Target Audiences and Target Users**

Keeping with the concepts described in the CMA profile, Gallery One was not designed to necessarily target one kind of audience or one type of visitor. Each of the interview participants acknowledged the common goal of creating a museum experience within Gallery One that had something for everyone, carefully avoiding the trap of trying to offer everything for everyone. The development team worked towards creating a range of interactive museum experiences that could support a wide variety of visitor types and behaviours. Alexander asserted that, based on visitor evaluation activities, CMA visitors were found to exhibit three behaviour types, each of which Gallery One was designed to support: the linear visitor, who prefers to see or experience content in a particular order, the visitor who wants to dive deeper into specific content that is of particular interest to them, and the wanderer, whose interests vary and who may wish to sample different content as they move through the exhibition space.

The variety of interactive experiences available within the *Painting Lens* alone were designed to be broad, so as to support a combination of these visitor behaviours. For example, the “Look Closer” option on the home-screen offered deeper levels of content on the associated artworks for visitors who wished to seek it out, like the dive deeper visitor behaviour type. The “Make Your Mark” interactive experience provided an opportunity for visitors to get creative through digital painting, and similarly, the “Remix the Picasso” option offered a creative interaction experience that relied heavily on physical interaction with the touch-screen surface to manipulate the fragments of the artwork on-screen; two interactive options more suited for the wanderer visitor behaviour type.
Finally, the “Discover Tempera” interactive option, through its design of layered informative content, was more suited for the *linear* visitor behaviour type, as it allowed users to explore the tempera painting process sequentially. In this way, Gallery One mirrors the ArtLens App, which Alexander suggests, “accommodates all types of visitor’s behaviour, from the linear path follower, to seeker, to wanderer” (2014b, 352) and with this understanding, the variety of interactive options offered across each of the different Lenses within Gallery One, as well as the variety of interactive experiences offered within each individual Lens, were designed to support the potential for visitors to exhibit a variety of behaviour types.

While the CMA applied rather broad definitions for these three visitor types, each interactive Lens provided a range of interactive options that could offer *something* appealing to each of the three visitor types. Despite this relatively open approach, reducing visitors and their behaviours into only three visitor types could still be criticised as overly reductionist. Considering the variability and unpredictability of human behaviour, it is certainly possible that some visitors may not have fit within the three visitor behaviour types that the CMA considered their visitors to exhibit. Generally, the classification of visitors into narrow demographic groupings or behaviour types may be viewed as too rigid or limiting to be functional (Spock 2006; Dawson and Jensen 2011b; Falk 2011; Lewalter et al. 2015), but I would argue that the CMA managed to avoid this through the provision of the variety of interaction options available to Gallery One visitors, within each individual Lens and across all of the available Lenses collectively. The CMA development team members did not intend that *every* interaction option would be suitable for or appeal to *every* visitor, but rather that *every* visitor would be able to make a selection from the available interactive options based on their personal preferences.

The UI design of the interactive Lenses was kept clean and clear to facilitate a smooth, user-friendly interaction experience; however, the texts that made up the informative content were formulated using a more clearly defined level of intellectual ability. According to both Rao and Alexander, the informative content within the interactive Lenses was geared towards visitors with a
6th grade or higher reading level. In addition to incorporating a significant amount of graphic content to support visual learners, Rao said, “We wrote [the informative content] at a level that was above USA Today, because our audience is fairly educated. Most people have a college degree.” The resulting installations demonstrated a high level of accessibility to a wide range of users, with regards to both textual or visual content and the simplicity of the UI design. Despite the indication by development team members that the language used in the informative content was geared towards visitors with a 6th grade reading level, the CMA staff within the education department responsible for the text claimed that they were conscious not to diminish the quality of the intellectual content, often referred to as “dumbing-down” (Barr 2005, 2007; Waltl 2006; Taheri, Jafari, and O’Gorman 2014), exploring complex ideas about art and history using easily accessible words and grammar.

It was clear from the interview responses that both the museum visitor and their potential interaction experiences with the Lenses were central to the design processes associated with each interactive Lens, rather than focusing on dissemination of content selected by the curatorial staff; every decision made by the development team was meant to take the intended visitor experience into account before a conclusion was reached and implemented into the final design. This was especially evident in the multiple interview responses that discussed the iterative prototyping process and the prototype evaluations, conducted both in- and outside of the museum context, that contributed to a stable UI for the widest range of potential users. While I have already expressed the importance of user testing and evaluation above, it is worth mentioning here that the goal of user testing in the development process was not only to test the usability of the Lenses, but also to ensure that the visitors who would ultimately be interacting with these installations were actively engaged with the content and interactive experiences being offered, and that the available content was understood by the users. As Shaw noted, comprehension user testing “was helpful in determining how deep to go for certain [interactive options] and when things got confusing, even for

1717 Both the Dale-Chall readability rating and the Flesch Kincaid grade rating for USA Today actually suggest that the newspaper is written, on average, at a 10th grade reading level, based on evaluation of articles sampled from different sections of the newspaper (Jung 2003; DuBay 2005).
the smartest visitors, or the most informed.” She specifically acknowledged how this particular kind of testing demonstrated that the informative on-screen content could be understood by a range of users with varying intellectual abilities, thereby validating the efforts of the educational department staff.

**Installation Context**

For the members of the development team, the process surrounding the design of the installation context for the Painting Lens was of critical importance: what it looked like, where it was located, and how decisions relating to the installation context were made. In line with the broader project goal of creating something for everyone, the interactive Lenses were each designed to meet the legally mandated Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Standards for Accessible Design (Department of Justice 2010). Rao, Alexander, and Strean each acknowledged the influence these ADA Standards had on the physical installation, in particular for determining an appropriate height for the touch-screens and the use of landscape-style orientation. Working within the parameters set forth by the ADA Standards for Accessible Design, the development team members designed an installation context for the Lenses that followed the legal mandates of the ADA requirements, ensuring that visitors of all physical abilities could easily access and interact with the Lenses within Gallery One.

In line with the digital strategy of the CMA, the members of the development team wanted to use the technology as a tool to help visitors gain a greater appreciation for or understanding of the artworks on display, bringing visitors closer to the art on a conceptual level, and the physical proximity between the technology and the artworks was central in achieving this goal. According to Rao, “We wanted to have the art and the technology in the same visual frame.” The design of the home-screen on each of the interactive Lenses was meant to display the artworks associated with each Lens in exactly the same way that they were displayed in their respective exhibition areas; the “Look Closer” option serving as a kind of interactive layer in a version of, what could be described as touch-screen augmented reality. Alexander also viewed the proximity between artworks and
technology in Gallery One as a useful stepping-stone for encouraging visitors to enter the permanent exhibition galleries; creating a connection with one piece from the collection that could draw a visitor deeper into everything else that the museum has to offer. But while most visitors acknowledged the nearness of Picasso’s *Still Life with Biscuits* to *the Painting Lens* at some point, for example, other visitors still failed to make the connection between the artwork that they were able to manipulate on-screen and the very same artwork hanging on the wall beside them, as early visitor evaluation by the CMA showed (Alexander 2014b, 360).

Overall, the “look and feel” of Gallery One as an interactive exhibition space was meant to be different from the other permanent exhibition spaces found throughout the CMA, primarily through the integration of interactive technology into the physical gallery. The final design of the entire Gallery One project, from the physical installation through to the details of the UI on the Lenses, showed that the efforts of the development team achieved the delicate balance necessary for introducing interactive technologies into the traditionally “hands-off” context of a museum exhibition gallery. According to the members of the Gallery One development team, the process of integrating interactive technologies into the museum context was considered, prototyped, and evaluated to ensure that the concept for the space worked both for the museum and for its visitors. Referring to the wider CMA approach to in-gallery technology, Strean suggested, “It’s been pretty consistent that the notion that a cabled thing in the gallery is not what we are after, that the more transparent [the technology] can be, the better; so that the person who really does want to come over and look at their favourite painting isn’t bothered by all of this [interactive technology] stuff.”

With this in mind, the design of the installation context of the interactive Lenses within Gallery One, and the sensitive integration of interactive technologies into the exhibition space in a way that allowed visitors to choose whether or not to engage with the interactive technologies at their own discretion is considered to have been a success, based on multiple reviews of Gallery One (Franklin 2013; Helmreich, Jones, and Stevens 2013; Machado 2013; Rodley 2013a, 2013b; Chun, Gasparotti, and Cairns 2014d; Dawkins 2014; Murphy 2015; Chan 2017; Read 2017).
The approach to Gallery One and the integration of interactive technologies into the exhibition space has since served as a model for inspiring other museums looking to experiment with interactive technologies within their own exhibition spaces (Chun, Gasparotti, and Cairns 2014d). Based on her own professional experience since working on Gallery One, Shaw acknowledged that, the “CMA was a huge watershed for museums across the world, in terms of its adoption of technology. [...] After CMA, in the years since then, from my own perspective, I think museums are looking to take more risks with software and technology and their collections.” Even within the CMA, the Gallery One exhibition space has since evolved into the new ARTLENS Gallery, employing new forms of immersive interactive technologies intended to push the boundaries of interactive museum experiences within the installation context of a museum exhibition space, according to the team responsible for the redevelopment of the space (Alexander, Wienke, and Tiongson 2017; The Cleveland Museum of Art 2017b).

**Intended Interaction or User Experience**

Reflecting on the reactions relating to target audience and the accessible design of Gallery One, interview responses relating to the interaction experience that the development team intended users to have with the Painting Lens were similarly broad. To ensure consistency across the interactive Lenses, the development team worked with a concise set of goals relating to the interactive experiences they wanted users to have with the Lenses within Gallery One. With respect to these goals, Shaw stated, “Number one, it was to inspire visitors to want to learn more, and two, to potentially garner different information and inspiration from the artworks in front of them through making.” The idea that the development team was working towards inspiring visitors to interact with the technology was one that echoed through the responses of each of the interviewed development team members, in some form or another.

A non-linear experience was central to the design of Gallery One, as a whole, and this design approach was equally apparent in each of the interactive Lenses. Just as the development team recognised the potential variability across visitor behaviours, they likewise acknowledged the
challenges associated with designing a singular, linear experience for the broad audiences they hoped to engage. As Shaw explained, “The reality is that museum visitors are really transitory throughout the space, so the assumption was made early on in the design process that people are not going to play every single game on every single Lens.” Rather than aim to create a singular, linear interaction experience, the development team divided the more traditionally informative content from the more game-like interactive options, offering two distinct kinds of interaction experiences. In this way, visitors were able to engage in the interaction experiences more suited to their personal preferences, rather than locking each visitor into a linear interaction experience that produced the same, predictable content or outcome.

The variety of interaction experiences and options available within the Painting Lens reflected the awareness that the development team had for their potential users, and of the variable and changing behaviours their visitors might exhibit. Each Lens offered multiple interactive options to support the diverse and unpredictable behaviours of the visitors, aiming to offer something for everyone throughout the different thematic areas and interactive installations inside of Gallery One. Within the Painting Lens alone, visitors were able to “Look Close” into the four associated artworks, in addition to the five separate interactive options available; across all six of the interactive Lenses, the variety was even greater. But throughout the development process, team members aimed to keep the focus on informing and inspiring their visitors about the CMA collections by offering a variety of interactive activities designed to appeal to the different interests visitors may have, and the diverse behaviours they may exhibit. As Alexander suggested, “We offer a wide variety, types of games in different themes to appeal to different visitors’ interests. The six Lenses focus on the concepts and artworks in our collection, such as sculpture, epic stories, globalism, [the] Thirties, lion, and painting. While all Lenses shared a similar home screen layout, each possesses its own theme related to the artwork on display. Information was provided in a question and answer format, and hotspots allowed visitors to find out additional information by touching specially designed areas.”

The interview responses indicated that the purpose of the interactive Lenses within Gallery One was
more about offering visitors an opportunity or an invitation to engage with the collections through the medium of touch-based interactive screens, rather than a strict directive to complete a series of prescribed tasks that would collectively create a formulaic experience. Ultimately, the interactive Lenses were meant to provide opportunities for varied, engaging interactive experiences to the visitors of Gallery One, through a variety of potential interactive options, serving as an interactive, yet informative stepping stone that would ideally inspire CMA visitors to enter the permanent galleries with new information or a new appreciation of the museum’s collections.

By maintaining reasonably realistic expectations about the variability across visitor interaction behaviours, and by offering a broad set of potential interaction experiences to visitors of Gallery One in their efforts to provide something for everyone, the interview responses of the development team showed that they personally considered their open-access interaction experience design a success. Their collective responses identified the use of iterative prototyping and evaluation as crucial contributors to the success of the final interactive installations. Within the renewed ARTLENS Gallery, in their endeavours to fine-tune the museum visitor experience even further, the team at the CMA continues with a rigorous program of testing and evaluation.

**Design and Implementation of Instructions for Interaction**

Although the development team had broad goals for target audiences and interaction experiences, they agreed that, for visitors who elect to engage with the in-gallery touch-based interactive installations, clear instructions for how to interact with the technology should be provided. Instructions for interaction with the Painting Lens were written collaboratively among the members of the development team, with contributions from both the museum and IT sides coming together to support the user interaction experience. When asked about her role in the creation of the instructions for interaction with the Painting Lens, Rao noted that, “The instructions were written collaboratively, so I’m not the only voice in them. I’m sort of the visitor side of it and the IT people wrote the instructional side of it, if you could think of it that way. They say, ‘you need this’ and I say, ‘but I need to understand it this way,’ so we did it collaboratively.” This collaboration
ultimately came together to form the integrated instructional texts and animations that appeared throughout the user experience, offering instructional information as it became necessary for interaction.

The use of touch-based interaction technology was a natural choice for the development team; the ubiquity of touch-screens provided an opportunity, in that they anticipated that potential users would already know how to interact with this kind of technology. Referring to the ways the development team worked with this pre-existing expectation, Shaw mentioned that, “iPads, iPhones, the pinch-and-zoom is super common. That is just an accepted user paradigm that you operate from. People are immediately going to pinch, zoom, tap, move; so knowing that, how can we cut up this particular artwork and make it feel both intuitive with people’s expectations of how people use touch-screens, but also fun?” Once again, interview responses indicated that iterative prototyping and user testing were important elements in identifying and achieving the right balance between expected interactions and possible interactions. Understanding user expectations associated with the interaction technology, and aiming for clear and concise integrated instructions for interaction were two aspects that the development team recognised as important for contributing to the intuitive interaction experience that they intended users to have with the Painting Lens.

In light of their efforts to support the interaction experiences of the visitors to Gallery One, I felt it was important to ask the development team about the reasoning behind intentionally excluding a dedicated instruction or information option from the UI of the Painting Lens. Responses showed that the development team wanted the design to be so clear, so easy-to-use that there should be no need for any further direct-static instruction in the form of a dedicated panel or text window pop-up. With respect to the design of the UI, the development team claimed that absolute clarity was essential. As Shaw described, “That was a critical mandate for us in the very beginning, and I think in general. If you require a lot of instruction on how to interact with an interface, something is wrong with the design.” According to Shaw, user testing conducted during the iterative
prototyping period apparently did not show any ill-effect resulting from the development team’s decision to deliberately omit a supplemental instruction panel or text bubble.

The responses of the development team acknowledged that in-person instructional support could be found within the installation context, should circumstances have arisen where a visitor may have felt that they would benefit from personal assistance when using any of the interactive technologies within Gallery One. There was always someone available at the Help Desk next to the Collection Wall to offer one-on-one instructional support, and, from my own observations, security staff within Gallery One could occasionally be seen offering assistance to visitors as well. Alexander in particular remarked upon the importance of the presence of CMA staff within Gallery One and on the positive feedback they had received from CMA visitors who sought their help. Although it may have been rare for visitors to make use of this potential direct-dynamic instructional form, its very availability showed the level of awareness that the development team and the CMA had to the potential needs of its visitors and the efforts that were made to accommodate them.

Visitor Evaluation: Observation and Post-Interaction Questionnaire Results

To determine whether or not the development team were successful in achieving their user interaction design goals, visitor evaluation was essential. Moreover, visitor evaluation provides results that record the interactions visitors make and show the effectiveness of the instructional forms available for visitors who elect to interact with the Painting Lens. As I explained in Chapter 3, which describes the evaluation methodologies employed, I used visitor observation (Serrell 1997, 2010; Hornecker 2008; Bevan 2009; Yalowitz and Bronnenkant 2009; Zwinkels, Oudegeest, and Laterveer 2009; Kidd 2014a; Tzortzi 2014; Forrest 2015) and a post-interaction questionnaire (Sylaiou et al. 2010; Gonçalves, Campos, and Sousa 2012; Sheng and Chen 2012; Forrest 2013; Zaharias, Michael, and Chrysanthou 2013; Tzortzi 2014) to collect a combination of quantitative and qualitative data about the user interaction experience with the Painting Lens, which I introduce and analyse here.
The demographic information collected and presented here relates only to aspects about each participant that could potentially influence their motivations for interacting with *the Painting Lens*. Results provided here relate specifically to the sample of visitors that I evaluated through observation or through participation in the post-interaction questionnaire within Gallery One and, therefore, are not indicative of all visitors to Gallery One, nor to visitors of the rest of the museum, such as the permanent galleries or any temporary exhibitions hosted by the CMA. In fact, as these results intentionally exclude visitors under 18 years of age, due to the methodological practices involved, the data I present here is only representative of adult visitors who entered Gallery One and engaged in interaction behaviours with *the Painting Lens* during the defined evaluation periods.

From 6 to 10 of April, 2016, a total of five observation periods took place within Gallery One. A total of 30.1 hours was spent on-gallery, observing visitors and collecting observation reports on the interactions of 112 individual users. The collection of post-interaction questionnaires occurred between 16 April and 15 May, 2016, over a span of 17 separate collection periods; I personally conducted four collection periods, while the remaining thirteen collection periods were conducted by members of the CMA Research and Evaluation department. It is not possible to indicate a total number of hours used to collect the 53 completed post-interaction questionnaires, as this evaluation activity was shared between myself, as the primary evaluator, and members of the Research and Evaluation department, who kindly continued with post-interaction questionnaire collection upon my departure from the museum after 20 April, 2016. Due to the temporary and unexpected closure of Gallery One during my research trip to the CMA\(^\text{18}\), it was not possible for me to reach my evaluation goal of collecting over 50 post-interaction questionnaires during the time period allotted for my personal research visit. Prior to my departure from the museum, however, I provided

\(^{18}\) Gallery One was temporarily closed on 5 April and from 12 to 15 April, 2016, for technical developments taking place within Studio Play. Due to the nature of the technical work being done in the Studio Play area, the entire Gallery One exhibition space was closed to the public. As such, my evaluation activities were postponed, resuming when the exhibition space re-opened to the public. I am exceedingly grateful that Elizabeth Bolander and her team in the Research and Evaluation department were willing and available to support my research through their efforts to continue with collection of the post-interaction questionnaire in my absence.
instructions for my methodology used to collect post-interaction questionnaires to members of the Research and Evaluation department, who successfully collected the remainder of the post-interaction questionnaires necessary to exceed my quota.

Demographic Results

Total Participants:

Total Observed Users: 112

Total Post-Interaction Questionnaire Participants: 53

Total Combined Evaluation Participants: 165

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>Post-Interaction Questionnaire</th>
<th>Combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Female</strong></td>
<td>71</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Male</strong></td>
<td>41</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>112</strong></td>
<td><strong>53</strong></td>
<td><strong>165</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.8: Total number of participants, by gender

---

19 For all in-text percentages, I have rounded up to show only the first decimal figure. For figures and detailed results, I have rounded up to the second decimal figure. As a result of this, some in-text totals may exceed 100%.
**Gender:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Observation Results</th>
<th>Post-Interaction Questionnaire Results</th>
<th>Combined Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Female</strong></td>
<td>71 (63.39%)</td>
<td>34 (64.15%)</td>
<td>105 (63.64%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Male</strong></td>
<td>41 (36.61%)</td>
<td>19 (35.85%)</td>
<td>60 (36.36%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.9: Percentage of participants, by gender

The separate and combined results consistently show that female museum visitors outnumbered male visitors nearly two to one. The gender results vary by 0.6% between the observation and post-interaction questionnaire results; however, this slight margin may be due to the difference in total participants for each evaluation method. The division between the representations of female and male visitors cannot be discerned from the limited scope of this research and, unfortunately, the CMA has not released detailed evaluation results on the visitor demographics of their visitors that could be used for comparison with these results. It is possible that the representation of the two genders could suggest that female visitors were more likely to interact with *the Painting Lens* than male visitors, or possibly that male visitors preferred to explore the permanent museum galleries rather than enter the interactive exhibition space of Gallery One.
**Age:**

Between the observation results and the post-interaction questionnaire results, the representation of age groups shifts marginally. The majority of the observed visitors fall into the 25-34 and 35-44 age ranges, while the majority of the post-interaction questionnaire participants were in the 45-54 and 55-64 age ranges. Since there are more observation results, they have a greater influence over the combined results. The overall distribution of the combined evaluation participants shows a curve similar to the observation results, with over half of participants falling into the 25-34 and 35-44 age ranges, and fewer participants in the 18-24 and 65+ age ranges. Keeping in mind that these results concern only visitors who engaged in interaction with the *Painting Lens*, and are not representative of all CMA visitors to Gallery One, it is perhaps not unexpected that visitors within younger age groups were more likely to interact with the in-gallery interactive technology, while
visitors within the two older demographic ranges were less likely to interact. Although younger visitors appear to have been more likely to engage in interaction, based on observation results, it is especially interesting that visitors within the youngest age range of 18-24 years did not appear to have interacted as often as visitors within the 25-34 and 35-44 age groups. The exact reasons for the distribution of interaction across age groups is not immediately evident and could benefit from further evaluation, however it may be possible that younger visitors are represented more due to their greater familiarity with touch-based interaction technologies.

Visitor Grouping:

![Percentage of Participants, by Visitor Grouping](image)

Observation Results:
1: 26 (23.21%)
2: 51 (45.54%)
3: 29 (25.89%)
4: 3 (2.68%)
5+: 3 (2.68%)

Post-Interaction Questionnaire Results:
Alone: 2 (3.77%)
With a Friend or Family Member:
45 (83.02%)

In a Visitor Grouping of:
2: 1 (1.89%)
4: 1 (1.89%)
5: 1 (1.89%)
6: 1 (1.89%)
8: 1 (1.89%)
14: 1 (1.89%)
50: 1 (1.89%)

Combined Results:
1: 28 (16.97%)
2: 96 (58.19%)
3: 29 (17.58%)
4: 4 (2.42%)
5+: 8 (4.85%)
To calculate the combined results, I code the results of the post-interaction questionnaire to match the visitor groupings of the observation results. Each “Alone” result is added to the “1” grouping of the observation results, each “With a Friend or Family Member” is added to the “2” grouping, and so on. The “2” visitor grouping from the post-interaction questionnaire results are counted together with the “2” grouping from the observation results in the combined results; however, the results are listed separately from the “With Friend or Family Member” in the separate post-interaction questionnaire results to stay true to the responses from the participants.

Observations were also made for the number of children grouped with observed users, a demographic result not explicitly collected through the post-interaction questionnaire. It may be possible that post-interaction questionnaire participants included children in their assessments of their own visitor groupings. Although I did not evaluate museum visitors under the age of 18, I acknowledge their presence with observed adult users and recognise their potential to influence the sociocultural context of the museum visit experiences for those visitors that they accompany. The observation results for visitors with children are (“0” indicates no accompanying children):

0: 81 (72.32%)
1: 14 (12.50%)
2: 14 (12.50%)
3: 3 (2.68%)

The popularity for visiting the museum in social groupings of two or more visitors is evident in both the visitor observations and the post-interaction questionnaire results. Although I do not evaluate the exact make-up of these social groupings in regard to the relationships grouped visitors have with each other or their social history together, the frequent occurrence of social groupings among visitors is an important part of the sociocultural context that contributes to the experience of visiting the museum.
Visitor Motivations:

Results relating to visitor motivations only originate from the post-interaction questionnaire. Participants are fewer and represent a smaller sample of visitors to the museum, calling into question the applicability of these results to broader, more general museum audiences. Participants who responded to this question were able to select as many of the available options as applied to them; I have determined the percentages for each response by dividing total responses by total post-interaction questionnaire participants to respond to the question. One post-interaction questionnaire participant declined to provide a response to the question, therefore the percentages are based on 52 total responses. The visitor motivations available for participants to select are based on Falk’s identity-related visitor motivation types (Falk 2009, 2011). Sorted from most to least common responses, participants of the post-interaction questionnaire self-identified as:

- Motivated by curiosity and an interest in exploring the museum collections: 39 (75.00%)
- Motivated to visit the museum for a peaceful, reflective or recharging experience: 19 (36.54%)
- Motivated to facilitate the experiences and learning of others I am visiting the museum with: 16 (30.78%)
- Motivated by the perception that visiting the museum is an important experience (a “been there, done that” destination): 7 (13.46%)
- Motivated by a personal connection or affinity to visit a particular object, exhibition or collection within the museum: 7 (13.46%)
- Motivated by an interest in the museum collections as a professional or hobbyist: 4 (7.69%)
- Motivated to visit the museum to pay respects for those who are honoured and remembered by the museum: 1 (1.92%)

These results show that the majority of participants (75%) self-identified as being motivated by curiosity and their interest in exploring the collections. Interestingly, the two next largest visitor
identity groups indicate the contrast between wanting a more socially-motivated visitor experience, versus wanting an experience with minimal social interactions. Participants motivated to facilitate learning experiences of other museum visitors is 30.8%, and by contrast, those motivated to visit the museum for a peaceful, reflective, or recharging experience is 36.5%.

**Familiarity with Touch-Based Interaction Technology:**

The post-interaction questionnaire asked participants to state whether or not they own a touch-based interaction device, such as a smartphone or tablet, and given the current ubiquitous nature of touch-based interaction technologies, it is not surprising that 96.2% of participants (51/53 responses) identified as owners of touch-based interaction devices. Owners of touch-based interaction devices have pre-existing experience with touch-based interaction and they brought their experiences with them when they entered Gallery One. Experience with this kind of interaction technology could yield expectations relating to interaction possibilities, or the effect that interacting with familiar icons might have. These aspects of the personal context could influence how museum visitors interacted with the Painting Lens, and possibly also the forms of instructions that visitors used when they interacted.

Only two participants (3.8%) said they did not own a touch-based interaction device; both participants were female, one 18-24 years old and the other 55-64 years old. Looking at the full interaction results for these two participants, their interaction behaviours appeared consistent with participants who self-identified as touch-based interaction device owners. Furthermore, neither participant mentioned difficulty interacting with the Painting Lens in any of their responses or comments. For these two participants, not owning a touch-based interaction device does not appear to have had any negative impact on their interaction experience.

**Interactions with the Painting Lens:**

Duration of user interactions with the Painting Lens varied greatly; 23 users interacted for less than one minute (20.54%, 23/112 observed users), and one user engaged with the Lens for a total of 18 minutes, achieving the longest interaction period observed (U45; 0.89%, 1/112 observed
users). Due to the wide range of interaction durations, I feel it is necessary to examine the average duration of interaction in terms of mean, median, and mode values. Determining the mean duration of interaction is difficult because interactions less than one minute long were not recorded using smaller increments. If each interaction less than a minute is counted as being one minute long, then the mean interaction duration is 2.67 minutes. This is higher than the median interaction duration, which is 2 minutes, and significantly higher than the most common interaction duration, the mode, which is less than one minute.

The number of interactions observed across all users totals 1765 interactions. Dividing this number with the total observed number of users suggests that the average number of interactions per user can be estimated at 15.8 interactions (1765/112=15.76). This mean value suggests a high level of interaction engagement across all users, however this result is misleading. The data actually shows that the most common number of interactions by observed users is much lower, at 4; this number of interactions was made by 11 observed users (9.82%, 11/112 observed users). The median result is 10 interactions, which fittingly lies somewhat central to the mean and mode results. The mean of 15.8 interactions is skewed by the 95 interactions made by U45; the same user who

![Figure 5.12: Observation averages](image)
achieved the 18 minute interaction period. By contrast, U48 realised the most interactions by a single user in the least amount of time, managing 6 interactions in less than one minute.

The most common interaction observed for all users was the digital painting activity found within the “Make Your Mark” interactive experience. I observed this interaction a total of 372 times over the collective observation periods, accounting for 21.1% of all interactions observed (372/1765=21.08%). It may not be a surprise, therefore, that I recorded 61.6% of observed users select the “Make Your Mark” interactive experience (69/112 observed users). The least popular activity was the “Discover Tempera” function, selected by only 2 observed users (1.79%, 2/112 observed users). It is also worth mentioning that 42.0% of observed users did not engage with any of the interactive experience or game-like activities (47/112 observed users), instead focusing their interactions primarily on the “Look Closer” option available with on-screen artworks.

On the other hand, 58.0% of observed users did not engage with any of the on-screen artworks (65/112 observed users), demonstrating an interesting dichotomy of user preferences. In total, 37.5% of observed users only accessed a single artwork to “Look Closer” at (42/112 observed users). The most popular artwork for observed users to select was Still Life with Biscuits, Pablo Picasso (1924), which was selected by 22 individuals (19.64%, 22/112 observed users). The least popular artwork was the Virgin and Child Adored by Saints Mary Magdalen and Nicolas of Bari; Christ Crucified with the Virgin and Saint John the Evangelist, Sano di Pietro (1400s), which could only be accessed by selecting an on-screen arrow to reveal the artwork and was not selected by any observed users during any of the periods of visitor observation. The apparent popularity of the “Look Closer” option among users could be due to its on-screen presence on the home-screen, paired with a user’s decision to interact with whatever appears on-screen when they approach the interactive installation. Considering that zero observed users accessed the one “Look Closer” option that requires users to touch an on-screen arrow in order to access it, it seems likely that the popularity of interaction with the other artworks in the “Look Closer” option may simply come down to its availability on-screen and a lack of purpose or motivation on behalf of the user to seek out other
interaction experiences offered by the Painting Lens (Falk et al. 2004; Wilde and Urhahne 2008; Moussouri and Roussos 2013; Stillwell 2017).

**Use of Instructional Forms:**

With respect to the use of instructional forms by evaluation participants, I divide the presentation of the results into those derived from the post-interaction questionnaire and those collected from the visitor observation periods.

In the post-interaction questionnaire, I posed two questions that required participants to reflect upon their interaction experience with the Painting Lens: Questions 2.2 and 3.1. The phrasing of Question 2.2 is broad, asking “How did you know how to use the touch-screen?” Question 3.1, on the other hand, is more directly associated with the use of instructions, and directly asks, “What kinds of instructions did you use with the Painting Lens?” For both questions, I encouraged participants to select all responses that they felt applied to them.

The responses to Question 2.2 show what participants consider to have influenced their use of The Painting Lens, indicating a preference for taking a trial-and-error approach to interaction. A total of 50 participants provided responses to Question 2.2; 3 participants (5.7%) declined to respond. The majority of participants (56%, 28/50 responses) identified most with the “I tried a few things until I figured it out” response, while responses acknowledging that they “used the on-screen instructions” were also high (32%, 16/50 responses). Participants who “saw others using it” (12%, 6/50 responses) or who claimed that “someone from the museum helped me use it” (4%, 2/50 responses) were fewer, but still notable within this research. Written comments from a few participants (10%, 5/50 responses) offered either insight into their pre-existing expectations for interaction (Q17: “I made inferences from the experience that I’ve had with touch-screen technology”; Q29: “Touch-screen technology is common and self-explanatory for the most part”), or remarked on the usability of the Lens (Q46: “It was very intuitive”; Q53: “I touched and saw how it worked and kept touching the screen for more options and info”). While I cannot make the claim that the participants who gave these responses each possessed a high degree of familiarity of touch-
based interaction technologies, given the ubiquitousness of touch-based interaction employed by mobile devices or tablets available today, it is reasonable to assume that these participants may be applying their prior knowledge of touch-based interaction technologies when they approach an interactive installation, even within the museum context (vom Lehn 2006; Moussouri and Roussos 2013; Ciocca, Olivo, and Schettini 2012; Jarrier and Bourgeon-Renault 2012).

Responses to Question 3.1, which asks more specifically which of the available forms of instruction that users relied on for their interaction experience with the Painting Lens, shows the influence of the on-screen instructions on the user interaction experience among participants. A total of 52 participants offered responses to Question 3.1. The majority identified with the “I saw the on-screen instructions” response (55.8%, 29/52 responses), while the second most common response was “I didn’t use any instructions”, selected by 36.5% of participants (19/52 responses). Participants who received help directly from museum staff (1.92%, 1.52 responses) or another visitor (3.8%, 2/52 responses) were few, while participants who reported watching other visitors using the touch-screen were somewhat higher, totalling 15.4% (8/52 responses). Only two participants provided written comment responses (3.8%, 2/52 responses); one mentioned their use of instructional support from a family member, while the other remarked upon their own exploratory, trial-and-error interaction technique. One participant (1.9%) declined to respond to the question.

The differences between the responses to these two questions offers insight into how participants reflected upon their interaction experience and their personal use of instructions. Although 55.8% of participants claimed to have seen the on-screen instructions, only 32% of participants explicitly attributed their use of on-screen instructions with how they “knew what to do” during their interaction experience with the Painting Lens. The differences between these results are striking, but I do not believe they show an intentional non-use of the on-screen instructions by 23.8% of participants. Rather, I would propose that the varied interpretation of the question may contribute to the disparity across these results. After all, having seen the on-screen instructions may not necessarily be indicative that they were actually used by the participant.
Similarly remarkable are the responses that suggest self-sufficiency by participants in figuring out how to interact without relying on instructional support; 56% said they “tried a few things until I figured it out” and 36.5% claimed that they “didn’t use any instructions.” The trial-and-error approach to interaction and what motivated visitors to make these kinds of interaction attempts were not explained through the responses to these questions, but the results do indicate the popularity of the approach among a high number of participants. For the development team, these results provide insight into the interaction habits for a significant portion of their potential users who seem to prefer to shun the available integrated instructional support in favour of their own, self-reliant approach.

The results derived from the observation periods are more nuanced than those of the post-interaction questionnaire. To bring order to this discussion, I arrange the results according to the defined forms of instructions and their application in the Painting Lens. The results I describe here are restricted to those that demonstrate the use of the available forms of instructions by observed users. I offer limited analysis of the results here, however, reserving more in-depth interpretation of these results, and their correlation to the interaction experiences observed, for discussion later in this chapter.

Direct - Static Instructions: On-screen Instructions and Animations

Observing the use or non-use of the on-screen instructions and animations by visitors interacting with the Painting Lens was a challenging task, precisely because of the integrated and automatic nature of the available instructions. Without a separate “Help” or “Information” button for users to purposefully select, determining exactly when instructions were being used by interacting visitors was difficult to define precisely. That said, analysis of the collective observation results shows that the integrated on-screen instructions and animations did serve to support the interaction experiences of users.

Of the 1765 total interactions observed across 112 users, 698 of those interactions prompted some kind of specific, associated on-screen instruction, potentially indicating that the on-
screen text or animated instructions could have influenced 39.5% of all observed interactions. However, this result may be misleading; it does not definitively prove that users actually acknowledged the on-screen instructions or followed their guidance. While it may be possible that users looked at the on-screen instructions and animations, it could be that they were not fully processing their meaning or direction before initiating their physical interaction with the activities in *the Painting Lens*.

Comparing these results with those responses from the post-interaction questionnaire that relate to the use of on-screen instructions offers little clarity, leading to questions that may call for further research into the use and impact of automatic on-screen text and animated instructions. The ambiguity of results relating to the use of these forms of instruction may also indicate a flaw between the delivery of the instructional form and the method of evaluation. Defining whether or not a user acknowledged and/or utilised an automatic on-screen instruction could be better evaluated with neural activity or eye-tracking software, providing more accurate results than I have been able to collect using observation alone.

**Indirect - Static: UI Design and Icons**

The design of the UI and the icons that visitors used guided observed participants in their interaction experiences and instructed them on potential or appropriate interactions. I observed users for their interactions with specific elements, such as the use of the ▼ icon to indicate the option to close a window, or the left or right arrows; elements lacking explicit definition that were integrated into the UI based on the expectation that users would interpret these icons using their pre-existing experiences with similar UI elements. On behalf of the development team, there was a shared assumption that visitors would innately expect certain outcomes from engaging with these icons and that visitors would be able to use them without requiring explicit instruction.

The observation results provide some evidence to support this assumption, showing that the incorporation of familiar icons into the UI design were effective in instructing visitors through their interaction experience. Across their interaction experiences, the 112 observed users collectively
used ▼ to close a window 62 times (3.51%, 62/1765 total interactions), they used a left arrow 81 times (4.59%, 81/1765 total interactions) and they used a right arrow 179 times (10.14%, 179/1765 total interactions). The values relating to the use of the right arrow are notably higher due to the frequent use of the right arrow function in the “Cast Your Vote” interactive experience.

The ubiquitous nature of personal computing has undoubtedly brought about a high level of familiarity with on-screen icons, something which the development team acknowledged and were able to take advantage of. However, just as with the observation results for the direct-static on-screen text and animated instructions, these results cannot definitively prove that users actually looked to the icons and fully processed their meaning before attempting to interact with them.

**Direct – Dynamic: Advice from Other Visitors or Museum Staff, Collaborative Interaction**

Overall, observation results indicate limited instructional support coming from other visitors or members of the CMA staff. Only 2 observed users received assistance from museum staff (1.8%, 2/112 total observed users), while another 2 observed users received assistance from other visitors (1.8%, 2/112 total observed users). Within these narrow results, one participant (U10) made use of instructional support received from both museum staff and from another visitor who had already used the Painting Lens. Though these results are restricted to a small number of users, they suggest an overwhelming imbalance between the few users who did receive instructional assistance from CMA staff or other visitors and the majority of users who did not use these direct-dynamic instructional forms. Looking at the results of the three participants (U10, U54 and U90) who received assistance from museum staff and/or other visitors, these users made between 11 and 16 interactions, with total durations of interaction between 2 and 8 minutes; above the mean, median, and mode averages for number of interactions and interaction duration. Despite the limited use of these direct-dynamic instructional forms, the results suggest that they can have a notable impact on the interaction experiences of the visitors who did use of them.

Unlike other forms of direct-dynamic instruction, the majority of observed users participated in some form of collaborative interaction with another visitor during their interaction experience.
with *the Painting Lens* (65.2%, 73/112 observed users). The demographic for results associated with these collaborative interactors show that they were mostly female, totalling 67.1% (49/73 total observed users engaging in collaborative interaction); with males comprising 32.9% (24/73 total observed users engaging in collaborative interaction). The age groupings show that the majority of users engaging in collaborative interaction were between the ages of 25-34 (31.5%, 23/73 total observed users engaging in collaborative interaction) and 35-44 (35.6%, 26/73 total observed users engaging in collaborative interaction). The distribution of female to male users and users within different age groups who engaged in collaborative interaction are consistent with the general demographic results presented above in Figures 5.9 and 5.10.

The design of the installation context into which *the Painting Lens* was available facilitated collaborative interaction among users; if it were not for the upright, landscape orientation of the touch-screen, the potential for collaborative interaction among visitors might not be as successful. The pervasiveness of collaborative interaction among observed users is significant and may have contributed towards successful interaction experiences among visitors, but these results do not provide conclusive proof of this correlation. Looking at the mean duration of interactions among users who engaged in collaborative interaction compared to those users who did not engage in collaborative interaction, there is a notable difference across averages. To use the same adjustment that I applied to calculate the mean, whereby each interaction that less than a minute is counted as being one minute long, then the mean interaction duration of users who engaged in collaborative interaction was 3.01 minutes (220 minutes of interaction/73 observed users engaging in collaborative interaction), while the mean interaction for observed users who did not engage in collaborative interaction was 2.03 minutes (79 minutes of interaction/39 observed users who did not engage in collaborative interaction). The nearly one minute difference in mean interaction time between those users who did and did not engage in collaborative interaction time is interesting and does, to some extent, validate the design efforts of the development team.

**Indirect – Dynamic: Watching Other Visitors Interacting**
The percentage of observed users to engage in the act of watching other visitors interact with the Painting Lens prior to commencing their own personal interaction is 10.7% (12/112 observed users). This result is not far off of the post-interaction questionnaire result from Questions 2.2, whereby 12% of participants claimed they “saw others using it” in reference to how they knew how to interact (6/50 total responses). Demonstrating that between 10.7% and 12% of evaluated museum visitors make an effort to watch other visitors prior to initiating their own interaction experience is notable. These results, however, may be interpreted as an indicator that this form of instruction should not be relied upon as a primary source of instruction for interaction; after all, the inverse to these statistics show that between 88% and 89.3% of evaluated museum visitors were able to conduct their interaction experience without first watching other visitors interact with the Painting Lens, possibly relying on other instructional forms to support their interaction experiences.

Recording precise evaluation data for CMA visitors within Gallery One was an arduous task, complicated further by the influence of the social context of the environment. For example, visitors may have entered the exhibition space at times when there were few other visitors around, and so, may not have had the opportunity to observe other interacting visitors. Additional extenuating circumstances may have also contributed to the visitor flow that would have supported visitor-watching-visitor behaviour; such as the closure of Studio Play or the unexpected early-April snowfall, both of which members of the development team acknowledged for likely influencing the reduced visitor numbers within Gallery One during evaluation periods.

Discussion

Throughout this chapter, it has been my aim to examine how the Cleveland Museum of Art communicated instruction for interaction with the Painting Lens to its visitors using a combination of instructional forms, and to evaluate the impact of the use or non-use of the variety of available instructional forms by visitors. Prior to this point, the analysis of evaluation results has been presented in relation to the themes evaluated through either the development team interviews or
the in-gallery visitor evaluation. Presenting the combined evaluation results in a single discussion that aligns with the aims of this chapter means comparing the development team interview results, which relate primarily to the design of the Painting Lens and its associated goals relating to any intended user interaction experiences, with the visitor evaluation results, which provide insight into the user interaction experience and the use or non-use of instructional forms. To frame the discussion surrounding the analysis of the evaluation results, I use five sub-headings: (1.) a comparison of instructional forms that were available and instructional forms used, (2.) a comparison of the observed use of instructional forms with the reported use of instructional forms, (3.) the impact of instructional forms on the user experience and their ability to interact, (4.) an examination of the instructional forms visitors used compared to the instructional forms that visitors would like to have had available, and (5.) an examination of the assumptions and intentions formed by the development team compared with the actual interaction experiences of evaluated users.

**Instructional Forms Available vs. Instructional Forms Used**

I now take the opportunity to look at the instructional forms available with the Painting Lens primarily through their classification within two categories, static and dynamic. In line with my description of instructional forms provided in Chapter 2, the static forms of instruction include the available on-screen text and animated instructions, as well as the UI design and the familiar computing icons employed to help guide users through their interaction experience with the Painting Lens. The dynamic forms of instruction that I associate with the Painting Lens are, on the other hand, subject to interpersonal relations, including advice from other museum visitors or staff, collaborative interaction with other visitors, or the act of watching the interactions of other visitors using the Painting Lens. The most significant difference between these two categories of instructional forms is the consistency and reliability of the static instructional forms, due to their inextricable integration into the design of the Painting Lens, compared with the variable, and occasionally absent, nature of the dynamic instructional forms. An alternative way to view the static and dynamic instructional forms is in terms of their personal or social engagement; dynamic
instructions require multiple visitors or users to be functional as instructional options and, as such, call for interaction experiences to be more social, while static instructions rely solely on the on-screen content, allowing for more personal interaction experiences that do not depend on other visitors or users. As the availability of the dynamic forms of instruction rely on social person-to-person interaction or behaviours, either active or passive, these instructional forms may not be consistently accessible to visitors who are seeking them, even though the development team were careful to design an installation context for the Painting Lens that could engender these kinds of dynamic, or social, instructional forms.

The availability of the dynamic instructional forms depended on the presence of visitors and museum staff within Gallery One; if the exhibition space lacked visitors or staff who might be able to offer instructional advice, collaboratively engage in interaction, or demonstrate interaction with the Painting Lens for others, these instructional forms were simply not available. The observation results show that only 1.8% of observed users received advice from another visitor, and 1.8% received advice from museum staff in a manner that served to support their interaction experience (2/112; 2/112 total observed users, respectively). The observation results differ from the results of the post-interaction questionnaire, which show that 3.8% of participants received advice from another visitor and 1.9% were instructed by a CMA staff member (2/52; 1/52 responses, respectively). The observation results relating to visitors who spent time watching other visitors interact with the Painting Lens prior to initiating their own interaction experience was somewhat higher, being observed in 10.7% users, but it is unclear if this percentage represents the total number of users who intended to use this instructional form, or if it merely indicates its availability to potential visitors to watch interacting (12/112 observed users). The results of the post-interaction questionnaire show that 15.4% of participants claimed to have observed other visitors interacting with the Painting Lens prior to their own interaction experience (8/52 responses), representing some variability between the results of the two evaluation methodologies. Overall, however, the relatively limited use of these dynamic (social) instructional forms may suggest the influence of the social
context within the exhibition space, affected by the closure of Studio Play, which reduced the projected visitor flow through Gallery One during the observation periods.

These results show that use of these dynamic instructional forms was limited, and while it is likely that the restricted use primarily relates to the availability of the instructional forms to users during the evaluation periods, the results cannot indicate whether or not participants would have liked to have made use of these dynamic forms. Responses to Question 3.2, which asked post-interaction questionnaire participants to indicate the kinds of instructions they would have preferred to have with the Painting Lens show that only one participant would have liked to have had additional instructional support provided by museum staff (1/48 responses), suggesting that even if such dynamic instructional forms were more readily available, usage by visitors would likely be extremely limited.

Collaborative interaction was observed in 65.2% of users, which is not especially surprising, given that 77% of observed visitors entered Gallery One in a visiting group of two or more people (73/112; 86/112 observed users). The observation results support the aims that the development team had for creating an installation context for the Painting Lens that would create opportunities for visitors to interact collaboratively with the interactive Lenses, but they also illustrate the nature of the social context that Gallery One intends to facilitate. Within this interactive gallery space, visitors able to interact with the available interactive technologies in a collaborative fashion thanks to the accessible design of the Lenses, assisted by their landscape-style orientation. Although it is not entirely possible to demonstrate exactly how effective collaborative interaction was as an instructional form using the observation results, the data does provide some indication that users who engaged in collaborative interaction tended to make more interactions with the Painting Lens than users who did not engage in collaborative interaction. The mean results of interactions by those who did engage in collaborative interaction show that users made an average of 18.34 interactions, while those who did not engage in collaborative interaction made an average of 10.92 interactions (1339 total interactions made by 73 observed users engaging in collaborative interaction; 426 total
interactions made by 39 observed users who did not engage in collaborative interaction, respectively. These results could be interpreted in several ways, but as a measure for the effectiveness of collaborative interaction as a dynamic (social) instructional form, they suggest that collaboration with another user may have supported the user interaction experience, leading to a greater number of interactions with the interactive installation.

Although observation results suggest that up to 39.5% of all interactions may have been influenced in some way by the availability of the on-screen text or animated instructions, it is difficult to know how many of these interactions were made due to the awareness or at the direction of the on-screen instructions, or if the interactions were made more intuitively, due to user expectation or possibly a pre-existing familiarity with the interactive Lens. Determining the use of the on-screen text and animated instructions is challenging to quantify using the observation results alone, as these elements were integrated into the on-screen UI and, therefore, could not be considered as intentional selections made through deliberate interactions. The post-interaction questionnaire results from Question 3.1, which asked about the forms of instructions participants used during their interaction experience with the Painting Lens, show that 55.8% of participants were aware of the on-screen instructions enough to select this option from a list of potential instructions they might have used during their interaction experience, but again, just because participants claimed to have seen the on-screen instructions does not necessarily prove that the instructions were purposefully used by these participants.

Similarly, I was not able to use visitor observation as a methodology for collecting precise data relating to the use of the on-screen UI elements, such as the ☒ to close icon or the left and right arrows, due to the possibility that users were already familiar with these elements, either as a result of pre-existing experience with the Painting Lens or because of the widespread use of the icons in computing domains over the past few decades (Archer 2014). The post-interaction questionnaire results from Question 3.1 indicate that 36.5% of participants claimed they did not use any of the available instructional forms associated with the Painting Lens. Unfortunately, the
responses to this question do not provide further indication as to how these users knew how to interact with the Painting Lens, but it would be reasonable to suggest that, for some users at least, the integration of familiar computing elements into the design of the UI, like  to close, could guide users through their interaction experience without the need for supplemental instructional support.

**Observed Use of Instructional Forms vs. Reported Use of Instructional Forms**

Within the results that I have presented, there are some inconsistencies between the results that show the observed use of the various instructional forms and the reported use, depending on whether the results originate from data collected through visitor observation, or post-interaction questionnaire responses. For example, with respect to results relating to the direct-dynamic instructional form of advice or assistance provided by a museum staff member, observation results indicate that only 1.8% of users received instructional support from a museum staff member (2/112 observed users), while post-interaction questionnaire responses provide somewhat conflicting results. Responses to Question 2.2, which asks broadly how participants knew how to use the touchscreen, show that 4% of participants claimed to have received this form of instructional support (2/50 responses). Alternatively, responses to Question 3.1, which asks more specifically about the forms of instructions that participants actually used during their interaction with the Painting Lens, indicate that 1.9% of participants claim to have been instructed by a museum staff member (1/52 responses). Although these results are quite low and, to some degree, could be interpreted to indicate the high level of usability facilitated by the intuitive design of the UI, requiring few users to pursue instructional support from CMA staff, the variation across these results may be due to the broad phrasing of Question 2.2, compared with the more precise phrasing of Question 3.1, which has a result much closer to that collected through user observation.

As I explained in Chapter 3, I chose to use a post-interaction questionnaire so that I might attempt to avoid any possible influence on the interaction behaviours of the participants that I would be evaluating. To achieve this, I only approached potential participants after they had completed their interaction experience to invite them to participate in my research. I took this
approach to attempt to avoid the Hawthorne effect, which proposes that evaluation participants may adjust their interactions or behaviours due to prior knowledge of the research subject, altering their responses to provide data that might support the goals of the research (Adair 2000; Sedgwick 2012; Sedgwick and Greenwood 2015). I consider this methodological strategy to have been successful, as the results of the visitor observation are generally consistent with the participant responses to the post-interaction questionnaire; however, there are still some irregularities relating to the use or non-use of instructional forms which call for further examination.

Although it was not possible to collect precise data associated with the use of the on-screen text and animated instructions through visitor observation, the selection of certain on-screen interactive options that would automatically provide integrated instructions by observed participants meant it was possible that up to 39.5% of the witnessed interactions may have been influenced by the integrated on-screen instructions. Referring once again to the post-interaction questionnaire results of Questions 2.2 and 3.1, the responses indicate divergence relating to the use of the on-screen instructions. When asked how participants knew how to use the touch-screen, in Question 2.2, 32% of participants claim to have “used the on-screen instructions” (16/50 responses). Yet, when asked about the kinds of instructions that they used with the Painting Lens, in Question 3.1, 55.8% of participants responded that they “saw the on-screen instructions” (29/52 responses). This difference of 23.8% between the responses to the two questions is intriguing and could indicate some degree of the Hawthorne effect representing itself in the post-interaction questionnaire data.

Although visitors who agreed to participate in the post-interaction questionnaire were not approached prior to their interaction experience with the Painting Lens, they were fully informed about the nature and purpose of my research through my invitation to participate in the research. Furthermore, the complete details of the research were provided within the consent form that each participant signed prior to filling in their responses. As such, it may be possible that some participants felt compelled to respond that they had used the on-screen instructions to, in some way, validate my research and their participation in it.
Another way to interpret the difference between the results of Questions 2.2 and 3.1, relating to the use of the on-screen instructions, comes down to the exact phrasing of each question and answer. The wording used in Question 2.2 was rather non-specific, asking “How did you know how to use the touch-screen?” Although I made it clear to each potential participant, when I invited them to participate, that my research relates specifically to their interaction experience with the Painting Lens, which was within close proximity when each invitation was made, it is possible that some participants interpreted the question more broadly, perhaps providing responses that reflect their use of any of the touch-screens within Gallery One, rather than solely relating to their use of the Painting Lens. The phrasing of Question 3.1, alternatively, was much more case-specific, asking participants directly, “What kinds of instructions did you use with the Painting Lens?” Here, the phrasing was less ambiguous and could only be interpreted to relate to the Painting Lens, rather than the collective interactive Lenses of Gallery One. It may be that the difference in the wording of these two questions, broad versus specific, influenced the responses provided by the participants, thereby accounting for the fluctuating responses participants provided for the two questions.

Impact of Instructional Forms on User Experience and Ability to Interact

To examine the impact of the instructional forms on the quality of the user experience or a user’s ability to interact with the Painting Lens, I focus on the qualitative responses that participants of the post-interaction questionnaire provided. I direct this discussion towards evidence that the use of the available instructional forms improved either the user’s ability to interact or the quality of their interaction experience. I begin by looking at results relating to the usability of the Painting Lens, following this by exploring results that indicate the quality of the user interaction experience.

Within the post-interaction questionnaire, I included three questions designed to provide insight into the user experience with the Painting Lens, specifically focusing on ease-of-use, user enjoyment, and rating the interaction experience. In Question 4.1, I asked participants whether they found the Painting Lens easy to use, while Question 4.2 asked if participants enjoyed their interaction with the Painting Lens. For each of these two questions, participants were able to
indicate an affirmative or negative response, and a blank space was provided so that participants could add more detailed, qualitative written responses. To supplement Question 4.2, I asked participants to provide a rating of their interaction experience with *the Painting Lens* in Question 4.3; a scale out of 10 was provided for visitors to use, with 1 being a poor interaction experience and 10 being an excellent one.

With respect to the ease-of-use of *the Painting Lens*, the responses to Question 4.1 show that 100% of participants found that interaction with *the Painting Lens* was easy to use (50/50 responses; 3 participants declined to respond). In the space that was offered for participants to provide a more detailed response, 72% of participants actually wrote in an explanation for their response to Question 4.1 (36/50 responses). The written responses show a definitive link between the participant’s perception of the ease-of-use of *the Painting Lens* with either the on-screen UI design, or with the touch-based interactive technology. While many of the written responses acknowledged the clarity and simplicity of the instructions (For example, Q4: “Easy instructions”; Q21: “The instructions were clear and straightforward”; and Q33: “Cues were easy to follow”), others remarked upon the familiarity of the icons, or similarities with other touch-based interactive technologies (For example, Q3: “Similar to apps on my tablet/phone”; Q11: “It is similar to other touch-screens, so very easy to use”; Q47: “It’s similar to other touch-screen devices as this – just touch and see what happens”; and Q50: “The remixing and painting activities used common gestures for other phones and tablets”).

Concerning user enjoyment, the responses to Question 4.2 similarly show that 100% of participants claim to have enjoyed their interaction experience with *the Painting Lens* (50/50 responses; 3 participants declined to respond). The space left for participants to provide a written response was used by 82% of participants who responded to Question 4.2 (41/50 responses). The written responses to Question 4.2 are significantly more varied than those for Question 4.1, revealing a great deal of insight into how participants perceived their interaction experience with *the Painting Lens*. Some visitors provided very standard and concise responses; for example, references...
to “fun” appeared in 18% of responses, while 8% of responses reference how “easy” interaction with the Painting Lens was, shedding light on which characteristics of their interaction experience these participants value (9/50; 4/50 responses, respectively). Although responses indicate the characteristics that participants valued in creating their enjoyable interaction experience with the Painting Lens, none explicitly mentioned the role of any of the instructional forms in their responses.

Coding the written responses to Question 4.2 for words relating to learning, education, or the artworks on display, results show that 42% of participants related their interaction experience with the Painting Lens to something new, informative, or closely associated with the artworks (21/50 responses). According to the members of the development team, one of the primary goals of the interactive Lenses, and of Gallery One, was to connect museum visitors with the artworks; to have them make connections between the art and objects on display within Gallery One, and throughout the rest of the CMA. While not directly relevant to this research, the high percentage of responses implicating the educational content or the artworks on display is incredibly significant, encouraging even, and confirms the success of the development team in achieving this particular, defined user experience goal.

The results of Question 4.3, which asked participants to rate their interaction experience with the Painting Lens, show that participants assessed their experience with the in-gallery interactive installation quite highly. None of the participants rated the user experience below a 7, and 46.9% of participants gave a rating of 10/10, indicating a decidedly favourable opinion of the user experience with the Painting Lens (23/49 responses; 4 participants declined to respond). Although there does not appear to be an explicit link between participants’ rating of their user experience and the impact of the instructional forms on their perception of the user experience, the results for Question 4.3, together with the positive responses for Questions 4.1 and 4.2, demonstrate that interaction with the Painting Lens was considered, by participants of the post-interaction questionnaire, to be enjoyable, easy to achieve, and informative.
Determining the exact impact of each of the different instructional forms or the degree of their influence on the interaction experience warrants further research and evaluation, particularly with respect to the forms of instruction integrated into the interaction experience with the UI. Connecting the use of instruction to the improvement of a user’s interaction ability and/or the quality of their interaction experience is not possible here, due to the nature of the results and the limited sample size, but this research can serve as an underpinning for others to build upon to better understand the impact that the use of instruction can have on a museum visitor’s interaction experience with an in-gallery interactive installation.

**Instructional Forms Used vs. Instructional Forms Users Want**

Having presented the results relating to the forms of instructions that participants of this research were observed using, or claimed to have used, during their interaction experience with *the Painting Lens*, I now turn to the results of the post-interaction questionnaire that offer insight into the forms of instruction that museum visitors would like to have available with *the Painting Lens*, and with in-gallery touch-based interactive installations found within museum exhibition spaces more generally. In the third section of the post-interaction questionnaire, concerning instructions associated with *the Painting Lens*, I asked participants to respond to three questions about instructions, both with *the Painting Lens* and more broadly associated with in-gallery touch-based interactive technologies within museums. The results for Question 3.1, which asks about the kinds of instructions participants used during their interaction experience with *the Painting Lens*, have already been presented above. In Question 3.2, I asked participants to provide their opinion about the kinds of instructions they would like to have had available with *the Painting Lens*, and in Question 3.3, I asked participants to reflect on the kinds of instructions they would like to have available with touch-screen installations in museums more generally. For Questions 3.2 and 3.3, the same multiple-choice responses were available: someone from the museum to show me how interaction works, an on-screen option for additional information about how interaction works, an option to replay the on-screen animated instructions, clear and easy-to-understand design using
familiar icons, and an open-ended “other” response with space available for participants to provide their own written suggestions.

Participant responses to Question 3.2, which asked specifically about instructions participants would like to have had available for the Painting Lens demonstrate the importance of UI design and the presence of familiar computing icons. Responses show that 50% of participants claimed to prefer “clear, easy-to-understand design using familiar icons”, followed by 31.3% for “an onscreen option for additional information about how interaction works”, 8.3% of responses for “an option to replay the on-screen animated instructions”, and 2.1% seeking “someone from the museum to show me how interaction works” (24/48; 15/48; 4/48; 1/48 responses, respectively). Of the 27.1% of participants who provided more detailed written responses (13/48 responses), most suggested that the Painting Lens did not require further instructional measures (e.g. Q1: “Don’t really need – this exhibit is interactive, learn as you go”; Q23: “Didn’t need any, easy to use”; or Q38: “I didn’t need any instructions”). One participant, however, did offer a piece of constructive criticism about a particular aspect of the “Make Your Mark” UI, suggesting that the available colour palette be made larger (Q34), while another participant expressed their hope that instructions could be more technologically advanced (Q44: “voice activated”). A total of 9.4% of participants did not provide a response to the question (5/53 participants).

With respect to instructions available within-gallery touch-screen installations in museum exhibitions more generally, responses to Question 3.3 echo those provided for Question 3.2, showing participant preference for familiar visual elements of the UI to guide interaction. Results show a predilection for “clear, easy-to-understand design using familiar icons” among 52.9% of participants, followed by 35.3% of participants who would like to have “pictures showing how interaction works” (27/51; 18/51 responses, respectively). Also favouring visual forms of instruction, 21.6% of participants showed partiality towards “video or animations showing how interaction works”, with 5.9% of participants suggesting they would prefer personal assistance from museum
staff for instruction (11/51; 3/51 responses, respectively). Two participants failed to provide a response to the question, accounting for 5.9% of the total participants (3/51 participants).

Although the results to these two questions show that participants favour clear, easily comprehensible design first and foremost, there is evidence that some participants may have misinterpreted the two questions or how to respond. This is most apparent in the written response to Question 3.3 by Q44, which says “example in entrance of building w/ voice @ this station only [sic]”; a response that continues to puzzle me. The question asked for general reflection about instructions associated with in-gallery touch-screens in museum exhibitions, yet this incredibly unclear and highly specific response leads me to believe the participant may have had some difficulty interpreting the question as I had intended it be interpreted. I also wonder if misinterpretation of the phrasing for Question 3.2 may have influenced half of the post-questionnaire participants to respond that they would like the Painting Lens to have had a “clear, easy-to-understand design with familiar icons” (50%, 24/48 responses), as if it lacked these assets in its final presentation. It could, alternatively, indicate that participants in the post-interaction questionnaire placed a great deal of importance on the clarity of the UI and the familiarity of the icons when they choose to engage with in-gallery touch-based interactive installations.

Despite any misinterpretation related to the phrasing of the questions, responses to Questions 3.2 and 3.3 provide significant insight into the kinds of instructions museum visitors prefer to use and the kinds of instructions that they expect to find associated with in-gallery interactive technologies. For most participants, their preferences for instructions seem to align with the design goals that the development team had for the Painting Lens; a clean, easy-to-use UI with familiar icons that could support the user experience without the need to rely on supplemental instructional forms. This alignment shows that the efforts made by the development team, through months of iterative design, prototyping, and user testing, both inside and outside of the museum context, were helpful for meeting the expectations that museum visitors have for the kinds of instructions they associate or prefer to use with in-gallery touch-based interactive technologies.
Post-interaction questionnaire participant responses to Questions 3.2 and 3.3 underline the clear expectation that museum visitors have for the clean, easy-to-use design of the UI’s of in-gallery touch-based interactive technologies. Their responses also indicate a preference for visual forms of static instruction that can accommodate a much more personal interaction experience, such as video, animation, or images; however, it is worth repeating that 31.3% of participants indicated an interest for having an on-screen option for additional instructions to show how interaction worked with the Painting Lens (Question 3.2; 15/48 responses). These conclusions are not explicitly evident from the observation results; instead other conclusions about dynamic instructional forms emerge, such as the preferences of museum visitors for engaging in collaborative interaction (65.2%; 73/112 observed users), or simply watching other visitors interact (10.7%; 12/112 observed users). The division between the more social interaction experiences that could facilitate the availability of dynamic forms of instruction and the personal interaction experiences that required users to rely on static instructional forms is an aspect of this research that I believe warrants further evaluation and could be linked to individual user preferences for engagement with interactive technologies more generally. Although some research exploring user interaction behaviours with touch-screen technology has already been conducted, for example, on providing insight into parallel or cooperative interaction (Peltonen et al. 2008), interactivity among different social groupings (Chen et al. 2011), and user perception about sensory, semantic, or behavioural interaction experiences (Sohn 2011), further research relating to the personal and social uses of instruction relating to in-gallery interaction technologies could certainly be useful for providing greater insight into user interaction behaviours within museum exhibition contexts.

The collective evaluation results show that museum visitors made use of a range of the forms of instruction available, necessitating a need to include both static and dynamic forms of instruction to accommodate the instructional needs of the visitors who prefer either more personal or social interaction experiences within Gallery One. The development team understood this about their audience from the beginning and, through their design and evaluation efforts, they were able
to create and integrate an in-gallery touch-based interactive installation into a museum context that successfully met the instructional needs and expectations of its users.

**Development Team Intentions/Assumptions vs. User Interaction Experience**

Throughout the conducted interviews, development team members identified a number of goals that they were working towards achieving during the design and development phases they went through to create Gallery One. Additionally, the development team members indicated a number of assumptions that they had about their visitors and the behaviours that they expected visitors to make during their time within Gallery One. Here, I explore a selection of the goals and assumptions that the development team identified in their responses to the interview questions and, when possible, compare these with the results of the visitor evaluation activities to determine the effectiveness of the development team at achieving their goals and how reasonable, or unreasonable, their expectations were in relation to actual visitor behaviours. Though I aim to include discussion relevant to the Painting Lens in particular, much of the discussion that follows considers the development team’s goals and assumptions relating to Gallery One in a broader sense, while visitor evaluation results relate more specifically to the Painting Lens.

One of the primary goals that the development team identified was the aim to create an interactive exhibition space that would offer something for everyone. Alexander suggested that, more specifically, “Gallery One blended art, technology, and interpretation to inspire visitors to explore the museum’s permanent collection. It offered something for everyone, from first-time to frequent museum visitors.” The integration of interactive technologies supports this approach, as during the period when Gallery One was being developed, museums were not typically exploring such extensive use of interactive technologies within their exhibition spaces. The role of technology in achieving the goal of providing something for everyone was not meant to just bring in visitors of a certain age or type into Gallery One, it was also intended to influence how visitors perceive the museum. Gallery One and its interactive exhibition space was part of a broader strategy that the CMA used to attract new visitors into the museum, along with their rich program of community
engagement activities and offerings (The Cleveland Museum of Art 2014). Acknowledging this, Strean observed that, “Somehow you hook people that maybe have assumptions about how boring this place was, and that maybe you can break some of this down.” In an open comment section of the post-interaction questionnaire, where participants were free to provide any further feedback about their experience with the Painting Lens, Gallery One, or the CMA, 55% of participants who provided a written response specifically mentioned “fun” in their reply (11/20 responses). One participant specifically said that Gallery One was a “fantastic way to get ‘no-art’ people to enjoy the pieces!” and that it was a “fantastic way to enhance the museum experience” (Q36). These written responses, in addition to the high ratings that participants gave the Painting Lens when asked to assess their interaction experience with the in-gallery interactive in Question 4.3, show that visitors generally viewed their experience with the in-gallery interactive technology within Gallery One quite positively, and to some extent, validates the “something (fun) for everyone” goal set forth by the development team.

Related to this first goal, the development team members aimed to make use of in-gallery interactive technologies as a means to offer a range of interactive experiences relating to the artworks on display, including layered information and other game- or puzzle-like interactive options. The intention was to offer a number of different interactive experiences that would each, in their own way, encourage visitors to engage and connect with the artworks, both within Gallery One and in the permanent galleries of the CMA. The objectives defined by Rao and her team were, as Alexander said, “The primary goal of Gallery One is to use innovative technology to provide visitors with the toolsets to look closer, dive deeper, and feel comfortable exploring every gallery in the museum. I believe there is something in art for everyone and hope Gallery One helps remove the stigma that museums are boring.” An earlier quote from Shaw, which I restate here, saw these objectives broken down into two main aims; to “inspire visitors to want to learn more” and to “potentially garner different information and inspiration from the artworks [through interactivity].” The responses of the visitors who participated in the post-interaction questionnaire echoed these
objectives back in their written comments, offering remarks like those from Q6, who wrote, “I found the Painting Lens to be a wonderful tool to learn more about all of the techniques shown. I enjoy being able to ‘play’ with new knowledge.” One participant, Q35, even expressed regret that she did not have more time to engage with the Painting Lens, saying, “This was a very engaging display – I would have liked to have interacted with it more, but my kids (aged 9 & 10) took over.” Certainly, the comments within the post-interaction questionnaire demonstrate that the Painting Lens and Gallery One were effective tools for engaging visitors with the in-gallery interactive technologies and, to some degree, connecting visitors with the artworks on display.

The development team formed certain assumptions or expectations for the way they thought visitors would behave in relation to the in-gallery technologies within Gallery One, and for the pre-existing experiences that their visitors might already have with touch-based interactive technologies. Looking first to the assumption that visitors to Gallery One would already have some pre-existing knowledge of or experience with touch-based interactive technologies, Shaw conveyed her expectation that users would anticipate certain interactions with the touch-screen, such as pinching to zoom, due to the widespread use of this multi-touch interaction paradigm within commercially available touch-based interaction technologies, including iPads and iPhones. Indeed, this pre-existing knowledge of touch-based interactive technologies and the associated interaction paradigms extended into the UI design as well. As Alexander noted, “In designing the space, we used UX [User Experience] and UI that our visitors were already familiar with and intuitive. You will notice on the Collection Wall and the ArtLens App, we use a heart similar to Instagram for our visitors to ‘like’ artworks. On the Collection Wall, we created a cover-fall similar to iTunes.” According to the development team members, the strategy behind these decisions was to rely on elements or technologies that visitors were already familiar with, and as a result, they would be more comfortable initiating interaction and require less instruction, creating a more intuitive interaction experience. As the results of the post-interaction questionnaire show, the participants claimed to have a high level of familiarity with touch-based interactive technologies; 96.2% of participants self-
identified as owners of touch-based interaction devices (51/53 responses). Furthermore, the responses of the post-interaction questionnaire also demonstrate that most users were satisfied with the level of instruction available in the Painting Lens, showing that the familiar icons and interaction gestures that the interactive installation employs were sufficient for most users, reducing any need for supplementary instructions to support their interaction experiences.

With respect to visitor behaviour within Gallery One and with the available in-gallery interactive technologies, the development team were not expecting that every visitor to the gallery would interact with every interactive installation. Instead, the development team operated with the aim of offering something for everyone, without the expectation that everyone would interact with everything. Even for those visitors who did elect to engage with the in-gallery interactive technologies, the development team maintained realistic expectations for how much interaction a single visitor might achieve, anticipating that some visitors may be very engaged with the interactive technologies, while others may move through Gallery One without touching a single interactive element. As Alexander said, “The technology is available for those who use tools to engage and learn more. If you don’t need the technology, that’s great too. We design so those can experience the art without using the digital.” Elaborating on this, Rao suggested that “What’s nice is, a portion of the people who look at the art do [interact with] the technology, and a portion of the people doing the technology will look at the art, but it’s not necessarily in any kind of order.” These behaviours were first identified by the development team during the final phases of user testing within the installation context of Gallery One. Shaw noted that user testing demonstrated the variability of user interaction behaviour with the interactive Lenses, saying, “We definitely assumed that people would play maybe one, ideally two of the games, but not more than that. How people picked was definitely up to their own discretion and their own demographic. People will pick so randomly, from what we observed.” Ultimately, the development team aimed to provide the opportunity for visitors to create their own engaging, interactive museum experience using the in-gallery interactive installations available within Gallery One, but they were not disappointed when visitors would forego the
interactive technologies to focus on the other aspects of their museum experience. By maintaining this realistic expectation for visitor engagement with the available interactive technologies, and by offering a range of interactive options to their visitors, rather than requiring visitors participate in a strict, linear form of interactivity, the development team were able to achieve their *something for everyone* goal in a way that offered a flexible museum experience for their visitors that included the possibility for a variety of engaging, interactive experiences. Although my own evaluation results do not take into account the number of interactive installations visitors made use of during their time within Gallery One as a whole, evaluation results from the CMA showed that nearly 60% of visitors interacted with at least one of the Lenses (Alexander 2014a, 2014b; Chun, Gasparotti, and Cairns 2014b).20

Conclusions

The development team responsible for the *Painting Lens* relied on creating a UI design that was meant to intuitively guide their users through their interaction experiences, supported by a clean and simple (*static*) graphical user interface, and through their design of an installation context that was intended to promote (*dynamic*) interaction with the in-gallery interactive installation in collaboration with other museum visitors. Based on my evaluation results and the outcomes of the interviews, it seems that the members of the development team were successful in their endeavour to communicate instruction largely as a result of their efforts to invest resources, both financial and temporal, into (a.) defining and understanding their potential users, (b.) identifying clear and attainable goals for the interaction experiences they intended their users to have, and (c.) applying a rigorous approach to user testing that ensured their target users could achieve the interaction goals defined by the development team. Here, I present my conclusions relating to the influence of the

---

20 According to the partially published results produced by the CMA evaluation activities, 38% of participants interacted with one Lens, 23% interacted with two Lenses, 23% interacted with three Lenses, 12% interacted with four Lenses, and 4% interacted with all five of the Lenses within Gallery One (Alexander 2014a, 2014b; Chun, Gasparotti, and Cairns 2014b).
design of the installation context on the user interaction experience, the importance of user testing for achieving effective communication of instructions for interaction, and finally, the impact of the available instructional forms on the interaction experiences that users had with *the Painting Lens*.

**Influence of the Installation Context on User Interaction**

Within the CMA, Gallery One was the only exhibition space where in-gallery interactive technologies were presented in place alongside thematically related artworks and collections of the museum. Although museum galleries traditionally follow a “look, but don’t touch” paradigm, the physical space within Gallery One offered visitors an opportunity to engage with a number of interactive technological elements, including the Studio Play, the Collection Wall, and six interactive Lenses, of which *the Painting Lens* has been evaluated here. While introductory signage instructed visitors to Gallery One not to physically touch the museum collections on display, they were encouraged to engage and interact with the interactive technologies available throughout the gallery. Research conducted shortly after the opening of Gallery One indicated that nearly 60% of visitors who enter the exhibition space interacted with at least one of the available interactive Lenses, demonstrating Gallery One’s effectiveness at encouraging visitor interaction with the in-gallery interactive technologies (Alexander 2014a, 2014b; Chun, Gasparotti, and Cairns 2014b).

As the members of the development team expressed through their interview responses, the presence of the interactive Lenses within Gallery One were intended to offer an engaging way to create a closer connection between visitors and the artworks. Within Gallery One, the relationship between the collections on display within the thematic exhibition space and the interactive Lenses was, for most visitors, relatively clear, supported by close proximity between the artworks and their associated Lenses. The installation context was designed to provide visitors with the *opportunity* to interact with the in-gallery interactive technologies, while at the same time, offering an open exhibition format that would not require visitors to interact in order to understand or appreciate the artworks on display. Indeed, as the development team was aware, visitor behaviours vary and not every visitor to Gallery One may have felt compelled to engage with the available interactive
installations. The juxtaposition of the interactive Lenses to their accompanying displays of thematic collections was designed to be close enough to indicate the association between the artworks and the interactive Lenses, but far enough away that visitors who did not wish to interact with the technology were not obliged to do so and could still enjoy their visit to Gallery One without engaging with the available interactive installations. For those users who chose to interact with the Lenses, the proximity to the artworks on display and the on-screen mirroring of the relevant thematic artworks created a connection between the interactive experience and the exhibition space; however, for some visitors, their interaction experience with the technology could be so consuming that it impeded their awareness of the displayed artworks (Alexander 2014b, 360).

The design of the installation context of the Painting Lens, and the other interactive Lenses within Gallery One, was particularly suitable for those visitors who elected to engage in collaborative interaction; the most widely used direct-dynamic instructional form evaluated here, practiced by 65.2% of observed users. The landscape-orientation of the touch-screens, in addition to the reasonable height of the housing and the multi-touch capabilities of the interactive technology, facilitated shared interaction experiences with the Lenses among multiple visitors. Designed for full ADA compliance, the Lenses were accessible for visitors with a range of physical aptitudes; ranging from small children to taller adults, as well as for visitors who were physically impaired in ways that may require wheelchairs or other mobility aids (Department of Justice 2010). The design of the interactive Lenses did not only allow several users to interact with a touch-screen at a single time, supported by the multi-touch capabilities of the technology, it also allowed multiple visitors to gather around a screen to view the on-screen content without having to interact; for some, watching other visitors interact may have inspired them to initiate their own interaction experience.

**Importance of User Testing**

The presence of a permanent Research and Evaluation department within the CMA demonstrates that the museum not only prioritises, but also values, the evaluation activities that provide insight into who their visitors are, their interests, and how they experience the museum.
This was particularly true in relation to Gallery One, which was, according to reviews of the exhibition space, a rather bold and experimental endeavour for the museum to attempt to undertake (Helmreich, Jones, and Stevens 2013; Machado 2013; Rodley 2013a, 2013b; Chun, Gasparotti, and Cairns 2014d; Murphy 2015; Chan 2017). A significant number of research and evaluation activities were conducted throughout the development of Gallery One with the aim of ensuring the final interactive exhibition space would not only appeal to its visitors, but also that the internal elements of the exhibition space, such as the selected thematic artworks, their associated educational content, and the available interactive installations, would collectively be both understood and well-received by CMA visitors.

Testing and evaluation associated with Gallery One was thorough, beginning with concept prototyping and culminating in a six-week period of in-gallery evaluation with visitors to identify any aspects of the visitor experience that would need to be tweaked prior to the official opening (Alexander, Barton, and Goeser 2013; Alexander 2014a, 2014b; Chun, Gasparotti, and Cairns 2014c). Even after Gallery One was open to the public, the CMA continued to prioritise visitor evaluation to identify any further, unforeseen aspects of the visitor experience that were not recognised during the earlier evaluation phases and to validate the functionality of the existing design choices. My own request to conduct the evaluation activities that led to the research presented here was similarly viewed as an opportunity to gain further insight into the visitor experience within Gallery One, demonstrating the prevailing interest the CMA continues to have in understanding the different facets of the experiences their visitors might have had within their interactive exhibition space. The evaluation efforts and their collective results have since contributed to the design and development of the new ARTLENS Gallery, which is currently undergoing its own series of evaluation measures to gain insight into the visitor experience of this newly redesigned and rebranded interactive exhibition space (Alexander, Wienke, and Tiongson 2017; The Cleveland Museum of Art 2017b).

The responses from the development team members showed that the user testing associated with the Painting Lens and Gallery One, especially the evaluation that took place within
the exhibition space in the six-week period prior to the opening, helped to identify and resolve issues relating to assumptions of visitor interaction behaviour, and associations between the interactive installations and their related thematic artworks. Most notably, as Rao recalled, the outcomes of some late evaluation activities identified a need to offer visitors a highly visual demonstration of the available interactions, leading to the introduction of the animated instructions, which were integrated into the UI of the interactive Lenses shortly after the opening of Gallery One to the public. According to the development team, these last-minute evaluation efforts provided proof that the animated instructions were a more suitable method for guiding users through their interaction experiences with the interactive Lenses, opposing the assumptions the development team had that the range of interactive possibilities available would be intuitively attempted by all users or by offering lengthy textual instructional options. Additionally, the evaluation conducted within Gallery One exhibition space provided the necessary context for the artworks that simply was not available during off-site evaluation. Although usability testing of the technology and the UI were initially handled off-site by Local Projects, the development team came together within the installation context of the CMA to conduct a level of comprehension user testing that led to better understanding of the interaction experiences of the users and their grasp of the available educational content offered by the Painting Lens. As Shaw noted, the speed at which users were able to make connections between the on-screen content and the artworks was found to have increased during evaluation activities within the context of Gallery One, especially in relation to the “Look Closer” option and the interaction used to magnify the on-screen image of the selected artworks.

**Impact of Instructional Forms on the User Interaction Experience**

The evaluation results presented here show specifically the instructional forms that users of the Painting Lens preferred to make use of during their interaction experiences, but determining the effectiveness or the influence of each instructional form evaluated is more difficult to precisely define. While the static forms of instruction, namely the use of familiar icons integrated into the UI
and the appearance of on-screen text and animated instructions, seem to have been influential in guiding users through an arguably intuitive interaction experience, the specific impact of these instructional forms on the interaction experiences remains unclear, as they relied on the assumption that users had a pre-existing familiarity with these on-screen elements and/or were aware of their on-screen presence throughout their interaction experience. Although 32%-55.8% of participants in the post-interaction questionnaire reported either seeing or using the on-screen text or animated instructions, the influence of the familiar computing icons integrated into the UI, as an instructional form, was not apparent from the post-interaction questionnaire results. That said, however, the results from the 56% of participants who claimed to have “tried a few things until I figured it out”, or the 36.5% who claimed not to use any instructions, may be indicative of the impact of the UI design on the user interaction experience and that the design was intuitive enough that users did not feel it was necessary to seek out additional instructional measures. These results may imply that the high level of pre-existing familiarity with touch-based interactive technologies, as evidenced by the 96.2% of participants who claimed to own a touch-based interaction device, may have influenced the success of their trial-and-error approach to interaction. Moreover, the results demonstrate user preferences for engaging a more personal approach to interaction, relying on a level of self-sufficiency necessary for attempting a trial-and-error interaction approach or depending on static instructional forms that would not require social interaction with other visitors.

The impact of the dynamic forms of instruction are somewhat more quantifiable, given that the use of these forms of instruction was more easily observable. The design of the installation context supported the availability of dynamic instructional forms through the location of the Painting Lens within Gallery One and its proximity to the artworks on display, affording users the opportunity to engage in more social interaction experiences with other visitors. The accessible nature of the Painting Lens within Gallery One allowed visitors to collaboratively interact with one another and with the touch-screen, permitting users to engage in interaction behaviours together, learning from and with each other. The design of the installation context also facilitated
opportunities for visitors to watch one another interacting with *the Painting Lens*, actively or passively demonstrating interaction for each other. Without the need for interpersonal communication, one visitor could observe the interactions of another prior to initiating their own interaction experience with *the Painting Lens*, learning from the successful interactions of other visitors. Advice for successful interaction could also have been shared among visitors, facilitating a transfer of instructional knowledge from one visitor to the next through social interaction, however this was rarely observed. Although the results of the visitor evaluation do not indicate that visitors who engaged with *the Painting Lens* frequently sought out members of CMA staff for instructional support with their interaction experience, the permanent availability of museum staff within Gallery One for this purpose was on hand for those visitors who may have preferred this kind of personalised, social form of instructional support.

The intuitive design for the UI of *the Painting Lens*, and the limited amount of textual instruction required for visitors to read through and comprehend in order to engage with the touch-screen, seems to have worked exceptionally well for the visitors who participated in this research. Many of the post-interaction questionnaire participants indicated the simplicity of the design of the UI or how easy the on-screen instructions were to follow when asked to provide their opinions about what made *the Painting Lens* easy-to-use. When asked about the kinds of instructions they would have liked to have had available with *the Painting Lens*, 50% of post-interaction questionnaire participants said they prefer a clear, easy-to-understand UI design using familiar icons, while 20.8% provided written responses indicating that they felt the current design to be clear and intuitive enough for their liking, meeting their expectations (11/53 responses). Ultimately, the satisfaction expressed by the post-interaction questionnaire participants about their interaction experiences with *the Painting Lens* and its design can be at least partially attributed to the rigorous evaluation activities conducted by the development team, together with their proclaimed use of the evaluation results, allowing for improvements to their designs and producing this highly functional, user-friendly interactive installation within Gallery One.
Chapter 6: Conclusion

The integration of interaction technologies into museum exhibition spaces has been gradually increasing, but there are still gaps in our understanding of how interactive installations impact the museum visitor experience. Publications on the relationship between museums and the interactive installations they offer are increasing, shedding light upon a range of related themes (e.g. McNamara 1986; Economou 1998; Marty, Rayward, and Twidale 2003; Forrest 2015). However, few focus on the role procedural instructions for interaction can have on a museum visitor’s interaction experience. Since I agree with other scholars who are critical of the reliance on case studies within museological publications (Economou 1998; Kidd 2014a; Forrest 2015), I must acknowledge the duplicity of using two case study installations within this thesis. Although the sample size of installations I evaluated is limited to two, the results are useful and contribute nonetheless to our wider understanding of the museum visitor experience and the influence of interactive technologies. More specifically, the results reveal disparity between assumptions made about user preferences and interaction behaviours with the actual interaction behaviours or preferences of museum visitors. In this final chapter, I broaden and generalise the combined case study results so that the conclusions I present here may be applied to a wider range of users, technologies, museums, or contexts.

Throughout this thesis, my objective has been to initiate a discussion about the impact procedural instructions can have on the interaction experiences museum visitors have with in-gallery interactive installations. In Chapter 2, I developed a proposal for a practical framework for defining and identifying four forms of instruction using an approach that combines educational theory with the work of STEM researchers, Carroll and Wiebe: direct-static, indirect-static, direct-dynamic, and indirect-dynamic (Carroll and Wiebe 2004; Kirschner, Sweller, and Clark 2006; Kuhn 2007; Böttcher and Meisert 2013). I have found this framework to serve a practical purpose for distinguishing different instructional forms from each other, as well as providing structure to both the discussion and presentation of evaluation results presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
Through the evaluation of two case study installations, I have explored issues relating to the design and development of instruction associated with in-gallery interactive installations, as well as aspects of the visitor experience. As I explained in Chapter 3, semi-structured interviews with members of the development teams responsible for the two case study installations allowed me to investigate aspects of the design and development process associated with the creation and implementation of instructions. In-the-wild evaluation with museum visitors about their interaction experiences, employing both observation and post-interaction questionnaires, provided an opportunity to examine the influence of different instructional forms on the interaction experiences that museum visitors have with in-gallery interactives. With each case study, comparison of the interview results with the visitor evaluation results exposed a number of incongruences, namely between assumptions made by members of the design and development teams and the actual experiences, behaviours, or preferences of museum visitors who engaged in interaction. Here, I identify the common assumptions made by the design and development teams about user interaction and preferences relating to instructional forms, comparing these assumptions with the results that provide the actual experiences and preferences of museum visitors.

While the prevalence of interactive technologies seems to increase with each passing year, it is not yet safe to assume that everyone is familiar with interactive technologies. Members of the design and development teams for both case studies acknowledged their assumption that most of their museum visitors would have some level of familiarity with the touch-based interaction technologies they used, but the visitor evaluation results show that a portion of museum visitors still do not own any kind of touch-based interaction device and, therefore, may lack the assumed familiarity or experience with touch-based interaction (7.95%; 12/151 total post-interaction questionnaire participants). Even if the results showed that 100% of museum visitors were familiar with touch-based interaction, differences in interaction approaches and User Interface (UI) design across applications, devices, and installations mean that providing users with instructions for interaction would still be essential for ensuring usability for the widest possible range of users.
Among the goals expressed in the design and development team member interviews for both case studies was the common aim of creating an intuitive UI design so easy to use that instructions should ideally not be necessary. Research shows that this is a common goal when undertaking UI design (e.g. Martina 2014; Lopatovska et al. 2015; Sillen 2015; Price, Sakr, and Jewitt 2016), but it also reveals the underlying assumption that users will intuitively know how interaction works or that they will be able to use their intuition or knowledge from other interaction experiences to figure it out. Furthermore, such assumptions may stem from the experiences and tacit skills particular to those responsible for design and development, whereas actual users may lack the necessary experience or skills to interact as intended (Pinch, Collins, and Carbone 1996; Forrest 2015; Mason 2015). The results from evaluation of the two case studies highlight the limitations of making assumptions about the intuitive nature of any UI design and make a strong argument for conducting user testing to determine how intuitive the UI design actually works for users. The design and development team responsible for the Gibraltar touch table acknowledged that they had assumed users would intuitively swipe left and right to access additional on-screen target spots, however results showed that only 29.3% of observed users actually made the swipe interaction (90/307 observed users), and of those, only 10.8% accessed instruction using the symbol (33/307 observed users). The result indicating that only 3.6% of observed users actually made the swipe interaction without relying on any available instruction not only underscores this shortcoming of the UI design, it supports the role of instruction for guiding users to this particular interaction (11/307 observed users). Members of the Gibraltar touch table design and development team recognised that user testing could have identified the issue earlier in the development process, but they also acknowledged that the project was subject to constraints that restricted the opportunity to undertake thorough and iterative user testing. The design and development team responsible for the Painting Lens, alternatively, relied on iterative user testing to assess the usability of their UI design (Goeser 2013; Alexander, Barton, and Goeser 2013; Chun, Gasparotti, and Cairns 2014b; Alexander 2014a, 2014b, 2015). According to interviewed members of the design and
development team, the animated on-screen instructions were integrated in the Painting Lens largely as a result of user testing that revealed a need for additional instructional support among interacting users.

As interaction designer Shailoh Phillips suggests, “museum culture is full of assumptions about who visits and how they want to engage with the artworks in the museum” (Silver 2014), and this research has shown that these assumptions can even extend to more minor aspects of a museum visit, such as the kinds of instructions visitors prefer to use with in-gallery interactive installations. Despite the efforts of the design and development teams to produce a range of instructional forms for each case study installation, which were based on the assumed instructional needs of their target users, evaluation results showed that many users tended to opt for taking a trial-and-error approach to interaction. Post-interaction questionnaire participants also expressed their preference for a UI design that would ideally not require supplemental instructions. Responses also recommended that, in circumstances when instructions are necessary, users would rather be provided with visual forms of instruction, such as a clean UI design that utilises familiar icons or visual aids that illustrate the required interactions, indicating preferences for static instructional forms over dynamic forms (see pages 116-119 for results relating to the Gibraltar touch table and pages 189-193 for results relating to the Painting Lens). Although both case study design and development teams acknowledged the work they put into designing an installation context that they assumed would support more dynamic forms of instruction, such as collaborative interaction or facilitating observation of other interacting visitors, these efforts seem to contradict the preferences users claimed to have. That said, however, results from visitor observation shows that the installation context facilitates dynamic forms of instruction, particularly collaborative interaction, and were widely used: 50.8% of observed users interacting with the Gibraltar touch table engaged in collaborative interaction, (156/307 observed users), as did 65.2% of observed users interacting with the Painting Lens (73/112 observed users). Ultimately, the efforts of the design and development teams to provide instructional support do not necessarily match the expressed preferences of users,
but the results show how influential the installation context can be on the interaction experiences of users, on some level validating the assumptions made by the design and development teams about the design of the installation context and museum visitor behaviour.

However, it is important to acknowledge that users also make significant assumptions about how interaction (should) work. The preference for taking a trial-and-error approach to interaction is direct evidence of users making assumptions for how they think interaction should work, relying on existing experiences and expectations to inform their approach to interaction, regardless of forms of instruction that might actually be available. The design and development team members for each case study acknowledged that their use of familiar icons, like ☑ to close, and interaction techniques, such as swiping or tapping, were deliberate design choices meant to take advantage of the assumptions users might make about interaction. By undertaking user testing, especially within the final installation context, it is possible to determine whether the assumptions designers and developers make about user interaction actually align with the assumptions users make about interaction.

The collection of assumptions and actualities I have identified about user interaction experiences demonstrate that there is still room for improving upon the design and development process surrounding the creation and implementation of in-gallery interactive installations and their associated instructions. For museums seeking to design and develop their own in-gallery interactive installations, I would suggest prioritising the following measures to help ensure the usability of the final interactive installation for their visitors. Firstly, consider ways to define the target users for the final in-gallery interactive installation and learn about them, especially with respect to any interaction skills or expectations they may possess. While I agree with other researchers who criticise the segmentation of museum visitors within visitor research as limiting or too categorical (Falk 1997; Christidou 2010; Dawson and Jensen 2011b; Cabrero, Winschiers-Theophilus, and Abdelnour-Nocera 2016), I also recognise that segmenting can be a useful tool for delineating visitor types, when applied correctly. For example, the development team behind the Gibraltar touch table
used personas to classify their visitors into user groups based on characteristics like age, gender, or subject matter interests (Schokkenbroek 2013; Schoemaker 2017). Interviewed members of the development team acknowledged that their approach required a certain level of flexibility when being applied, accepting that their museum visitors may actually identify better with multiple personas or perhaps with none, but found that applying the persona system was a useful tool for referring to groups of museum visitors that share common traits (see pages 77-78 in Chapter 4).

After identifying target users for a particular in-gallery interactive installation, it is important to learn about them, their interaction skills, and any expectations or preferences that they may have associated with interactive technologies within the museum context. Rather than relying on assumptions, it is this kind of knowledge about the targeted users that should be used to inform the design and development of a project, as well as any strategies employed for communicating interactivity to users (Smith, Vega, and McCrickard 2008; Ingram, Wang, and Ribarsky 2012; Huot 2013).

The second measure I would advise relates to the definition of simple and realistic usability and user experience goals associated with in-gallery interactive installations. According to Interaction Designers and researchers, Jennifer Preece, Yvonne Rogers, and Helen Sharp, “usability goals are concerned with meeting specific usability criteria (e.g., efficiency) and user experience goals are largely concerned with explicating the quality of the user experience (e.g., to be aesthetically pleasing)” (2002, 13–14); definition and achievement of these goals is not only central to the Interaction Design (ID) process, they guide design and development throughout. Following established ID practices, once usability and user experience goals are defined, it is then possible to determine the appropriate interactions needed to achieve these goals and, finally, to design a strategic approach for guiding users through their interaction experiences with a combination of instructional forms (Preece, Rogers, and Sharp 2002; Huot 2013). In an ideal situation, usability and user experience goals should be formed with knowledge of the target users’ skills, preferences, and
expectations, and defined usability or user experience goals should be evaluated through user testing.

While this research has identified a collection of assumptions related to interaction with technology within the museum context, I consider the origins of these assumptions to be worthy of future museological research. Examination of how assumptions made about user interaction with technology in the museum context are formed, applied, and justified could demonstrate when assumptions about visitor behaviours may be especially effective as a design and development tool.

I have acknowledged how research continues to grow on subjects relating to museum visitor experiences with interactive technologies in the museum context, but research into themes that examine the user interaction experience have the greatest potential for providing insight that can improve how interactive installations are designed and developed for museum contexts. With respect to future research into instruction associated with in-gallery interactive installations, I contend that there is still significant work to be done in this quickly growing field. The proliferation of interactive technologies and the number of museums actively working to integrate technology into their visitor offerings continues to increase, offering new opportunities to research and evaluate a range of topics where cultural heritage, interaction technologies, and museum visitor experiences intersect. This also may provide new opportunities to revisit existing research, to determine whether results can be replicated or whether new evaluation approaches need to be developed.

Throughout this thesis I have repeatedly argued in support of user testing and how it is necessary for ensuring that the design and development of an in-gallery interactive installation does not rely on unproven assumptions. Once again, I assert that museums must invest resources in conducting user testing, ideally iteratively throughout the design and development process to validate or refute any assumptions about users and their interaction behaviours or preferences (Shackel 2009; Gonçalves, Campos, and Sousa 2012; Kay 2013; Martina 2014; Mason 2015). I recognise the potential implications that prioritising user testing could have on professional museum practice and the development of in-gallery interactive installations. User testing, whether it is
iterative or not, can require significant time in order to collect, analyse, and present the results (Preece, Rogers, and Sharp 2002; Hudec 2004; Huot 2013). Scheduling sufficient time for user testing would need to be incorporated into the development schedule relating to the creation of any in-gallery interactive installation. Similarly, in order to conduct user testing within the intended installation context, scheduling relating to the production of the exhibition or presentation into which it may be integrated would likewise need to be adjusted to accommodate user testing (Wilde and Urhahne 2008; Hauser et al. 2009; Hornecker and Nicol 2012). Along with time, museums interested in developing in-gallery interactive installations should also set aside a portion of the project budget to conduct user testing and for improving their design based on the results, especially if user testing or improvements to the design are handled by external specialists (Feast 2014; Huang 2014; Walker 2015). Finally, in addition to time and money, conducting user testing requires the support of personnel to take responsibility for conducting the research and analysing and presenting the results (Hudec 2004; D. Kelly 2009; Fretchling et al. 2010). As the case studies show, personnel that conduct user testing can include internal museum staff, such as the Department of Research and Evaluation at the Cleveland Museum of Art, or be outsourced to external specialists, as Het Scheepvaartmuseum did when they employed Motivation and Kiss the Frog to conduct visitor research and user testing on their behalf.

Museums electing to undertake the design and development of in-gallery interactive installations may have ambitions to conduct iterative user testing throughout development, apply an Interaction Design approach, but in reality, constraints may mean having to compromise on this ideal. I would argue, however, that the costs associated with conducting user testing should be measured against the risks connected to neglecting user testing. For example, failure to conduct user testing may not reveal critical UI design flaws, a need for additional instructional support, or indicate whether the target users actually understand how to properly interact to achieve any designated interaction experience goals. I contend that it is far better to prioritise resource expenditure on user testing to get an interactive installation right the first time, especially if it is intended as a permanent
installation or if it is a central element of an exhibition or display. Neither museums nor museum visitors want to find a piece of expensive, unstable, or unusable interaction technology cluttering up an exhibition space, and user testing can ultimately prevent this by identifying usability issues that could improve the user interaction experience, if corrected.
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Appendix 1: Design and Development Team Interview Template

- General Project Development
  - Role in development of X
  - Development timeline of X
  - Participants involved in design and development of X
  - Team size | Museum professionals : Interaction Designers | Stakeholders
  - Project budget

- Target Audience
  - Defined target audiences/users
  - Criteria used to define target audiences/users
  - Reasoning behind selection
  - Design criteria used to cater to target audiences/users

- Interaction Design
  - Interaction goals related to X
  - Interactions & Feedback | Expectations for target audiences/users
  - User experience goals related to X
  - Influence of interaction technology on interaction design
  - Reasons for selection of interaction technology

- Instructions & Instruction Design
  - Role in the development of instructions related to X
  - Development timeline of instructions related to X
  - Design measures to support user experiences with X
  - Instructional texts & graphics | Individuals responsible
  - Instructional measures taken to support target audiences/users
  - Specific design criteria applied

- Applied Codified Knowledge
  - Theories, evidence, experience the guided design and development of X
  - Influence of theories, evidence, experience on final design of X
  - Evaluation
  - Methods used | Impact on design & development | Results

21 “X” is used here in place of the name of each case study installation
General Project Development:

1. What was your role in the development of X?
2. What were the project goals related to the development of X?
3. What was the development timeline associated with X?
   a. How long did development take from concept to installation?
4. Who participated in the design and development of X?
   a. How big was the development team?
   b. What was the division between museum professionals and interaction design professionals?
   c. What are the occupational titles of members of the design and development team?
   d. Who may be considered stakeholders in the project?
5. What was the project budget associated with X?

Target Audience:

6. What kinds of museum visitors were considered as target users for X?
   a. What criteria were used to define the target users?
7. Why was this particular group of target users selected?
8. What special design criteria were used to cater to the defined target users?

Interaction Design:

9. What were the interaction goals related to X?
   a. What kinds of interactions were you designing?
   b. What outcomes did these interactions achieve (action/reaction)?
   c. How simple or complex did you expect the interactions might be for your target users to achieve?
10. What were the user experience goals related to X?
    a. What kinds of experiences were you designing?
    b. What did you want the target user to experience during their interaction with X?
11. How did the installation context for X, namely its integration into a museum exhibition, influence the design?
    a. What, if any, special measures were taken to accommodate the unique nature of the installation context?
12. How did the type of interaction technology used with X influence the interaction design?
a. Was the technology selected to support interaction, or was it selected for some other purpose?

Instructions and Instruction Design:

13. What was your role in the development of instructions related to X?

14. Reflecting upon the development of the entire project, at what point did development begin related to the user instructions for X?
   a. How soon or how late into the development is instruction considered?

15. What kinds of instructional measures were taken to support the user interaction experiences related to X?
   a. What instructional texts were written and by whom?
   b. What instructional graphics were designed and by whom?
   c. How were these instructional measures presented/displayed?

16. What kinds of instructional measures were taken to support the interaction experiences of the target users?
   a. Were any special design criteria used on the creation of instructions related to X?

Codified Knowledge Applied:

17. What kinds of theories/evidence/experiences guided the development of X?
   a. How did these theories/evidence/experiences impact the development of instructions related to X?

18. Was any evaluation with users conducted during the development of X?
   a. If so, what kinds of evaluation?
      i. What were the results?
      ii. How did the evaluation outcomes alter the design of X?
      iii. Are the results available in some manner (published article, online report, professional blog, etc.)?
   b. If not, was there a reason why no formative evaluation was conducted?
Appendix 2: Interview Quote Approval Form

Template

I, [interview participant], hereby grant my permission to Christie A. Ray to reproduce the following verbatim quotes, derived from our interview on [interview date]:

[relevant quotes for each interview participant]

By signing, I provide my consent for the above material to be reproduced in the PhD thesis of Christie A. Ray, entitled “Assumptions and Experiences: How museums communicate interactivity and how visitors engage with instruction in the museum context”, and any consequent publications derived from the contents of this thesis.

Signed: _______________________
Dated: _______________________
Appendix 3: HSM Observation Template

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User #</th>
<th>Gender: F / M</th>
<th>Collaborative interaction with other visitor(s): Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Start Time: _____</td>
<td>End Time: _____</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Guide Use: Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company: 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Est. Age: 18-24</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>45-54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sequence of Attempted Interaction:
- Change Language
- Hot Spot
- Close Text Window
- Information
- Swipe Left/Right

Sequence of Instructions Used:
- UI Icons
- Watching Visitors
- "Touch to Start" Screen
- Information
- Museum Staff

---

NOTES:

---

22 Each HSM template page contains space for observation of three individual users, with space for general notes at the bottom of each template page. Each template page was dated and numbered sequentially for tracking purposes, despite being absent from this sample template.
Appendix 4: HSM Post-Interaction Questionnaire (English Version)

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this research!

This questionnaire is part of a PhD research project that aims to explore usability and the museum visitor experience of the GIBRALTAR TOUCH TABLE. Specifically, this questionnaire will ask you to reflect upon your experience interacting with the GIBRALTAR TOUCH TABLE and any instructions you may have used to support your interaction experience. The results of this questionnaire will contribute to the PhD Thesis of Christie A. Ray at the University of Amsterdam.

Completion of this questionnaire takes less than 5 minutes.

For additional information about the research, you are welcome to contact Christie A. Ray at c.a.ray@uva.nl or +31 (0) 61 774 94 96. The Ethics Committee of the Faculty of the Humanities at the University of Amsterdam may be contacted at commissie-ethiek-fgw@uva.nl.

Please sign the following consent form prior to completing the attached questionnaire.

PARTICIPANT CONSENT

I hereby declare that I have been informed in a clear manner about the nature and method of the research, as described above.

I voluntarily agree to participate in this research study. I retain the right to withdraw my consent, without having to give reason for doing so. I am aware that I may halt my participation at any time.

If results are used in academic publications or are made public in any other way, this will be done in such a way that my anonymity is completely safeguarded.

If I wish to receive more information about the research, either now or in the future, I can contact Christie A. Ray at c.a.ray@uva.nl or +31 (0) 61 774 94 96. The Ethics Committee of the Faculty of the Humanities at the University of Amsterdam may be contacted at commissie-ethiek-fgw@uva.nl.

I understand the text presented above, and I agree to participate in the research study:

Date: ________________________

Name (printed): _______________________________

Signature: ____________________________________
1. Visitor Demographics:

1.1 Gender:  
- Male  
- Female  
- ________

1.2 Age:  
- 18 - 24 years  
- 25 - 34 years  
- 35 - 44 years  
- 45 - 54 years  
- 55 - 64 years  
- 65 + years

1.3 Today, I am visiting the museum...  
- Alone  
- With a friend or family member  
- With a group of _____ (#) people

1.4 Do you own a smartphone, tablet, or touch-screen computer?  
- Yes  
- No

1.5 Which statement best describes you? (Select all that apply)  
- Motivated by curiosity and an interest in exploring the museum collections.  
- Motivated to facilitate the experiences and learning of others I am visiting the museum with.  
- Motivated by interest in the museum collections as a professional or hobbyist.  
- Motivated by the perception that visiting the museum is an important experience (a "been there, done that" destination).  
- Motivated to visit the museum for a peaceful, reflective or recharging experience.  
- Motivated to visit the museum to pay respects to those who are honoured and remembered by the museum.  
- Motivated by a personal connection or affinity to visit a particular object, exhibition or collection within the museum.
2. Interaction with the GIBRALTAR TOUCH TABLE

2.1 What motivated you to interact with the GIBRALTAR TOUCH TABLE? (Select all that apply)

- I wanted to try the touch table.
- I wanted to learn more about the Gibraltar painting.
- I was curious to see what it was.
- It seemed like an interesting way to view and learn more about the painting.
- I wanted to show another visitor.
- Other: ____________________________________________
  ____________________________________________
  ____________________________________________
  ____________________________________________
  ____________________________________________

2.2 How did you know how to use the touch table? (Select all that apply)

- I saw other visitors using it.
- Someone from the museum helped me use it.
- I used the onscreen instructions.
- I saw the screen that says "Touch to Start".
- I tried a few things until I figured it out.
- Other: ____________________________________________
  ____________________________________________
  ____________________________________________
  ____________________________________________
  ____________________________________________

2.3 What kinds of interaction did you try? (Select all that apply)

- I touched the "hot spots".
- I closed the "hot spot" text windows.
- I swiped left and right to see more of the painting.
- I selected the icon.
- I changed the language.
- Other: ____________________________________________
  ____________________________________________
  ____________________________________________
  ____________________________________________
  ____________________________________________
### 3. Instructions for using the GIBRALTAR TOUCH TABLE

#### 3.1 What kinds of instructions did you use with the GIBRALTAR TOUCH TABLE? (Select all that apply)

- [ ] Someone from the museum showed me what to do.
- [ ] I used the information.
- [ ] I saw the “Touch to Start” screen.
- [ ] I saw other visitors using the touch table.
- [ ] I didn’t use any instructions.
- [ ] Other:
  ______________________________________
  ______________________________________
  ______________________________________
  ______________________________________

#### 3.2 In your opinion, what kinds of instructions would you like to have had available with the GIBRALTAR TOUCH TABLE? (Select all that apply)

- [ ] Someone from the museum to show me how interaction works.
- [ ] Pictures showing how interaction works.
- [ ] Video or animation showing how interaction works.
- [ ] Clear, easy-to-understand design using familiar icons.
- [ ] Step-by-step guide to interaction.
- [ ] Other:
  ______________________________________
  ______________________________________
  ______________________________________
  ______________________________________

#### 3.3 More generally speaking, what kinds of instructions would you personally like to see with touch tables in museum exhibitions? (Select all that apply)

- [ ] Someone from the museum to show me how interaction works.
- [ ] Pictures showing how interaction works.
- [ ] Video or animation showing how interaction works.
- [ ] Clear, easy-to-understand design using familiar icons.
- [ ] Step-by-step guide to interaction.
- [ ] Other:
  ______________________________________
  ______________________________________
  ______________________________________
  ______________________________________
### 4. Usability of the GIBRALTAR TOUCH TABLE

#### 4.1 Did you find the GIBRALTAR TOUCH TABLE easy to use?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes, because</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No, because</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.2 Did you enjoy your interaction with the GIBRALTAR TOUCH TABLE?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes, because</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No, because</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.3 On a scale of 1 (poor) to 10 (excellent), please rate your overall experience using the GIBRALTAR TOUCH TABLE.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Content of the GIBRALTAR TOUCH TABLE

5.1 What kind of information about the GIBRALTAR painting would you like to see **MORE** or **LESS** of? (Select all that apply)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MORE</th>
<th>LESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>🔘</td>
<td>🔘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🔘</td>
<td>🔘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🔘</td>
<td>🔘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🔘</td>
<td>🔘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🔘</td>
<td>🔘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>🔘</td>
<td>🔘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 On a scale of 1 (poor) to 10 (excellent), please rate the **quality of the information offered** by the GIBRALTAR touch table: ____

6. Comments

6.1 Feel free to comment on your experience with the GIBRALTAR TOUCH TABLE, the Paintings Gallery, or the National Maritime Museum.

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
Appendix 5: HSM Post-Interaction Questionnaire (Dutch Version)

Hartelijk dank voor uw deelname aan dit onderzoek!

Deze vragenlijst maakt deel uit van een promotieonderzoek naar de bruikbaarheid van de GIBRALTAR-TOUCHTAfel en de ervaringen van museumbezoekers daarmee. De vragen richten zich specifiek op uw ervaringen met het gebruik van de GIBRALTAR-TOUCHTAfel en eventuele instructies die u daarbij hebt gekregen. De resultaten van de vragenlijst zullen worden gebruikt voor het proefschrift van Christie A. Ray (Universiteit van Amsterdam).

Het invullen van de vragenlijst neemt minder dan 5 minuten in beslag.

Voor aanvullende informatie over het onderzoek kunt u contact opnemen met Christie A. Ray door een mailtje te sturen aan c.a.ray@uva.nl, of te bellen met +31 (0) 61 774 94 96. De Commissie Ethiek van de Faculteit der Geesteswetenschappen van de Universiteit van Amsterdam is bereikbaar via commissie-ethiek-fgw@uva.nl.

Wij verzoeken u vriendelijk om het volgende toestemmingsformulier in te vullen voordat u met de bijgevoegde vragenlijst begint.

TOESTEMMING DEELNEMER

Ik verklaar dat ik duidelijk ben geïnformeerd over de aard en methode van het hierboven beschreven onderzoek.

Ik doe vrijwillig aan dit onderzoek mee. Ik behoud mij het recht voor mijn toestemming zonder opgave van reden in te trekken. Ik kan mijn medewerking te allen tijde staken.

Als de resultaten in een academische publicatie worden gebruikt of op enige andere wijze openbaar worden gemaakt, zal dat zodanig gebeuren dat mijn anonimiteit is gewaarborgd.

Voor meer informatie over dit onderzoek kan ik nu of in de toekomst contact opnemen met Christie A. Ray via het e-mailadres c.a.ray@uva.nl of het telefoonnummer +31 (0) 61 774 94 96. De Commissie Ethiek van de Faculteit der Geesteswetenschappen van de Universiteit van Amsterdam is bereikbaar via commissie-ethiek-fgw@uva.nl.

Ik verklaar bovenstaande tekst te hebben gelezen en begrepen en zeg toe deel te nemen aan dit onderzoek:

Datum: __________________________________________

Naam (in blokletters):_______________________________

Handtekening: ____________________________________
1. Demografische gegevens bezoeker:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.1</th>
<th>Geslacht:</th>
<th>○ Man</th>
<th>○ Vrouw</th>
<th>○ ________</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.2</th>
<th>Leeftijd:</th>
<th>○ 18 - 24 jaar</th>
<th>○ 25 - 34 jaar</th>
<th>○ 35 - 44 jaar</th>
<th>○ 45 - 54 jaar</th>
<th>○ 55 - 64 jaar</th>
<th>○ 65 + jaar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.3</th>
<th>Vandaag bezoek ik het museum...</th>
<th>○ Alleen</th>
<th>○ Met een vriend(in) of familielid</th>
<th>○ Met een groep van ___ (aantal) mensen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.4</th>
<th>Hebt u een smartphone, tablet of computer met touchscreen?</th>
<th>○ Ja</th>
<th>○ Nee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| 1.5 | Welke uitspraken zijn op u van toepassing? (Graag alles wat van toepassing is selecteren) | ○ Ik bezoek het museum uit nieuwsgierigheid en interesse in de collecties van het museum. | ○ Ik bezoek het museum om anderen in staat te stellen het museum te ervaren en iets te leren. | ○ Ik bezoek het museum omdat ik beroepsmatig of vanuit een hobby geïnteresseerd ben in de collecties van het museum. | ○ Ik bezoek het museum omdat ik dat een nuttige ervaring vind (een ‘verplicht nummer’). | ○ Ik bezoek het museum vanwege de rust, om na te denken of om weer energie te krijgen. | ○ Ik bezoek het museum uit respect voor diegenen die door het museum worden geëerd en herdacht. | ○ Ik bezoek het museum vanwege een persoonlijke binding of affiniteit met een object, tentoonstelling of collectie in het museum. |
2. Interactie met de GIBRALTAR TOUCHTAfel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2.1 Wat was voor u de reden om de Gibraltar-touchtafel te gebruiken? (Graag alles wat van toepassing is selecteren)</th>
<th>○ Ik wilde de touchtafel uitproberen.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>○ Ik wilde meer over het Gibraltar-schilderij te weten komen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Ik was benieuwd wat het was.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Het leek me een interessante manier om naar het schilderij te kijken en daar meer over te weten te komen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Ik wilde hem aan een andere bezoeker laten zien.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Overig:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2.2 Hoe wist u hoe u de touchtafel moest gebruiken? (Graag alles wat van toepassing is selecteren)</th>
<th>○ Ik heb naar andere bezoekers gekeken.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>○ Iemand van het museum heeft me geholpen.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Ik heb de instructies op het scherm gevolgd ①</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Ik zag op het scherm “aanraken om te beginnen” staan.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Ik heb wat uitgeprobeerd totdat ik het doorhad.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Overig:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2.3 Welke mogelijkheden hebt u uitgeprobeerd? (Graag alles wat van toepassing is selecteren)</th>
<th>○ Ik heb de ‘hotspots’ aangeraakt.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>○ Ik heb de tekstvensters van ‘hotspots’ gesloten.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Ik heb naar links en rechts geveegd om meer van het schilderij te zien</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Ik heb het ① icoon geselecteerd.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Ik heb de taal veranderd.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Overig:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3. Instructies voor het gebruik van de GIBRALTAR TOUCHTAFEL

#### 3.1 Wat voor instructies voor de Gibraltar-touchtafel hebt u gekregen? (Graag alles wat van toepassing is selecteren)

- Iemand van het museum deed het voor.
- Ik heb de informatie gebruikt.
- Ik zag op het scherm “aanzetten om te beginnen” staan.
- Ik zag andere bezoekers de touchtafel gebruiken.
- Ik heb geen instructies gekregen.
- Overig:
  - __________________________________________________
  - __________________________________________________
  - __________________________________________________

#### 3.2 Wat voor soort instructies zouden er volgens u bij de Gibraltar-touchtafel moeten worden gegeven? (Graag alles wat van toepassing is selecteren)

- Iemand van het museum die laat zien hoe de tafel moet worden gebruikt.
- Plaatjes die laten zien hoe de tafel moet worden gebruikt.
- Een instructievideo of animatie om het gebruik van de tafel te demonstreren.
- Een duidelijke, begrijpelijke vormgeving met herkenbare pictogrammen.
- Stap-voor-stapinstructies voor het gebruik.
- Overig:
  - __________________________________________________
  - __________________________________________________
  - __________________________________________________

#### 3.3 Wat voor soort instructies zou u willen krijgen bij touchtafels bij museumtentoonstellingen in het algemeen? (Graag alles wat van toepassing is selecteren)

- Iemand van het museum die laat zien hoe de tafel moet worden gebruikt.
- Plaatjes die laten zien hoe de tafel moet worden gebruikt.
- Een instructievideo of animatie om het gebruik van de tafel te demonstreren.
- Een duidelijke, begrijpelijke vormgeving met herkenbare pictogrammen.
- Stap-voor-stapinstructies voor het gebruik.
- Overig:
  - __________________________________________________
  - __________________________________________________
  - __________________________________________________
### 4. Gebruiksgemak van de GIBRALTAR TOUCHTAFEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vond u de Gibraltar-touchtafel makkelijk om te gebruiken?</th>
<th>Ja, want...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nee, want...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vond u het gebruik van de Gibraltar-touchtafel prettig?</th>
<th>Ja, want...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nee, want...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Welk cijfer, op een schaal van 1 (slecht) tot 10 (uitstekend), geeft u aan uw ervaring als gebruiker van de Gibraltar-touchtafel?</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>___</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Inhoud van de GIBRALTAR TOUCHTAfel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MEER</th>
<th>MINDER</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>De schilder, Cornelis Claesz. Van Wieringen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>De historische gebeurtenis die op het schilderij is afgebeeld</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>De schepen en wapens die zijn afgebeeld</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>De militaire personages en rangen die zijn afgebeeld</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>De materialen en technieken die voor het schilderij zijn gebruikt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Overig:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Welk cijfer, op een schaal van 1 (slecht) tot 10 (uitstekend), geeft u aan de kwaliteit van de informatie die via de Gibraltar-touchtafel beschikbaar is: 

6. Opmerkingen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hier kunt u eventuele opmerkingen kwijt over uw ervaringen met de Gibraltar-touchtafel, de schilderijencollectie of het Scheepvaartmuseum.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 6: CMA Observation Template

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User #</th>
<th>Start time</th>
<th>End time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender: M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company: 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Home"
Skip
X Close Window

Select "Pantheon" Select info content
Select "Biscuits" Switch visual within window
Select "Metro" Resize painting
Select "Virgin&Child" Drag painting

Choose a Reason
Number of votes cast:

Change Perspective

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Panini</td>
<td>Move Vanishing Point</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remix Picasso</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resize element</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position element on canvas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move element F/B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email to...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Make Your Mark
"Painting"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drip Technique</th>
<th>Select Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gesture Technique</td>
<td>Undo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pour Technique</td>
<td>Email to...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discover Tempura
Sequence of layer selection (1-5):
Videos played (by layer):

Credits
Continue viewing: Y | N

Observation Before Interaction: Y | N
Assistance from Other Visitor(s): Y | N
Assistance from Museum Staff: Y | N
Collaborative Interaction: Y | N

NOTES:

---

23 Each CMA template page contained space for observation of two individual users, however only a single observation template is provided here. Each template page was dated and numbered sequentially for tracking purposes, despite being absent from this sample template.
Appendix 7: CMA Post-Interaction Questionnaire

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this research!

This questionnaire is part of a PhD research project that aims to explore usability and the museum visitor experience of the PAINTING LENS in GALLERY ONE. Specifically, this questionnaire will ask you to reflect upon your experience interacting with the PAINTING LENS in GALLERY ONE and any instructions you may have used to support your interaction experience. The results of this questionnaire will contribute to the PhD Thesis of Christie A. Ray at the University of Amsterdam.

Completion of this questionnaire takes less than 5 minutes.

For additional information about the research, you are welcome to contact Christie A. Ray at c.a.ray@uva.nl or +31 (0) 61 774 94 96. The Ethics Committee of the Faculty of the Humanities at the University of Amsterdam may be contacted at commissie-ethiek-fgw@uva.nl.

Please sign the following consent form prior to completing the attached questionnaire.

PARTICIPANT CONSENT

I hereby declare that I have been informed in a clear manner about the nature and method of the research, as described above.

I voluntarily agree to participate in this research study. I retain the right to withdraw my consent, without having to give reason for doing so. I am aware that I may halt my participation at any time.

If results are used in academic publications or are made public in any other way, this will be done in such a way that my anonymity is completely safeguarded.

If I wish to receive more information about the research, either now or in the future, I can contact Christie A. Ray at c.a.ray@uva.nl or +31 (0) 61 774 94 96. The Ethics Committee of the Faculty of the Humanities at the University of Amsterdam may be contacted at commissie-ethiek-fgw@uva.nl.

I understand the text presented above, and I agree to participate in the research study:

Date: _______________________________________

Name (printed): _______________________________

Signature: ______________________________
### Visitor Demographics:

#### 1. Gender:
- [ ] Male
- [ ] Female
- [ ] _______

#### 1.2 Age:
- [ ] 18 - 24 years
- [ ] 25 - 34 years
- [ ] 35 - 44 years
- [ ] 45 - 54 years
- [ ] 55 - 64 years
- [ ] 65 + years

#### 1.3 Today, I am visiting the museum...
- [ ] Alone
- [ ] With a friend or family member
- [ ] With a group of ______ (#) people

#### 1.4 Do you own a smartphone, tablet, or touch-screen computer?
- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No

#### 1.5 Which statement best describes you? (Select all that apply)
- [ ] Motivated by curiosity and an interest in exploring the museum collections.
- [ ] Motivated to facilitate the experiences and learning of others I am visiting the museum with.
- [ ] Motivated by interest in the museum collections as a professional or hobbyist.
- [ ] Motivated by the perception that visiting the museum is an important experience (a "been there, done that" destination).
- [ ] Motivated to visit the museum for a peaceful, reflective or recharging experience.
- [ ] Motivated to visit the museum to pay respects to those who are honoured and remembered by the museum.
- [ ] Motivated by a personal connection or affinity to visit a particular object, exhibition or collection within the museum.
2. Interaction with the PAINTING LENS in GALLERY ONE

| 2.1 What motivated you to interact with the PAINTING LENS? (Select all that apply) | ☐ I wanted to try the touch screen. |
| ☐ I wanted to learn more about the paintings displayed. |
| ☐ I was curious to see what it was. |
| ☐ It seemed like an interesting way to view and learn more about the paintings displayed. |
| ☐ I wanted to show another visitor. |
| ☐ I saw others using it and wanted to try it for myself. |
| ☐ Other: ____________________________________________________ |
| ____________________________________________________________ |
| ____________________________________________________________ |

| 2.2 How did you know how to use the touch screen? (Select all that apply) | ☐ I saw other visitors using it. |
| ☐ Someone from the museum helped me use it. |
| ☐ I saw the onscreen instructions. |
| ☐ I tried a few things until I figured it out. |
| ☐ Other: ____________________________________________________ |
| ____________________________________________________________ |
| ____________________________________________________________ |

| 2.3 What kinds of interaction did you try? (Select all that apply) | ☐ I made a selection onscreen to view more information. |
| ☐ I played a short video. |
| ☐ I resized and repositioned art onscreen. |
| ☐ I voted on reasons why different art was made. |
| ☐ I explored changing perspectives in art. |
| ☐ I remixed the Picasso painting “Still Life with Biscuits”. |
| ☐ I “made my mark” and painted a picture. |
| ☐ I emailed my painting to someone. |
| ☐ I explored different layers of tempura painting. |
| ☐ Other: ____________________________________________________ |
| ____________________________________________________________ |
| ____________________________________________________________ |
## 3. Instructions for using the PAINTING LENS in GALLERY ONE

### 3.1 What kinds of instructions did you use with the PAINTING LENS? (Select all that apply)

- [ ] Someone from the museum showed me what to do.
- [ ] Another visitor showed me what to do.
- [ ] I saw the onscreen instructions.
- [ ] I saw other visitors using the touch screen.
- [ ] I didn’t use any instructions.
- [ ] Other:

### 3.2 In your opinion, what kinds of instructions would you like to have had available with the PAINTING LENS? (Select all that apply)

- [ ] Someone from the museum to show me how interaction works.
- [ ] An onscreen option for additional information about how interaction works.
- [ ] An option to replay the onscreen animated instructions.
- [ ] Clear, easy-to-understand design using familiar icons.
- [ ] Other:

### 3.3 More generally speaking, what kinds of instructions would you personally like to see with touch screens in museum exhibitions? (Select all that apply)

- [ ] Someone from the museum to show me how interaction works.
- [ ] An onscreen option for additional information about how interaction works.
- [ ] An option to replay the onscreen animated instructions.
- [ ] Clear, easy-to-understand design using familiar icons.
- [ ] Other:
### 4. Usability of the PAINTING LENS in GALLERY ONE

| 4.1 | Did you find the PAINTING LENS easy to use? | Yes, because |
|     |                                             | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                             | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                             | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                             | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                             | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                             | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                             | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                             | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                             | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                             | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                             | __________________________________________ |

|     | No, because |
|     | __________________________________________ |
|     | __________________________________________ |
|     | __________________________________________ |
|     | __________________________________________ |
|     | __________________________________________ |

| 4.2 | Did you enjoy your interaction with the PAINTING LENS? | Yes, because |
|     |                                                        | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                                        | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                                        | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                                        | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                                        | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                                        | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                                        | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                                        | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                                        | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                                        | __________________________________________ |
|     |                                                        | __________________________________________ |

| 4.3 | On a scale of 1 (poor) to 10 (excellent), please rate your overall experience using the PAINTING LENS. | ||
5. Content of the PAINTING LENS in GALLERY ONE

5.1 What kind of information would you like to see MORE or LESS of when interacting with the PAINTING LENS? (Select all that apply)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MORE</th>
<th>LESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 On a scale of 1 (poor) to 10 (excellent), please rate the quality of the information offered by the PAINTING LENS in GALLERY ONE: ___

6. Comments

6.1 Feel free to comment on your experience with the PAINTING LENS, Gallery One, or the Cleveland Museum of Art.

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
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Summary

**Assumptions and Experiences:** How museums communicate interactivity and how visitors engage with instruction in the museum context

Museums have been integrating digital interaction technologies into their exhibitions spaces since the early 1980’s for a variety of purposes, among them to stimulate, inform, and engage visitors with their collections. These goals continue to persist today, however, the technological toolset available to museums and their visitors has vastly multiplied and diversified over time. While the use of interaction technologies may not be suitable for every museum, its increasing popularity has prompted research and evaluation from several disciplines to explore the impact of interaction technology on the museum visitor experience. For example, there is research dedicated to exploring aspects of usability related to interaction technologies in museums, visitor engagement with in-gallery technologies, learning behaviours associated with the use of in-gallery technologies, and social-interaction among visitors engaged with in-gallery technologies.

Contributing to the growing body of research surrounding the integration of interaction technologies into the museum context, this thesis takes a closer look at a particularly under-researched aspect of usability relating to the use of in-gallery interaction technologies by museum visitors: instruction. I examine how museums communicate instruction for interaction with in-gallery interaction technologies to their visitors and how museum visitors engage with instruction within the museum context, applying Falk and Dierking’s Contextual Model of Learning and Falk’s Visitor Identity-Related Motivation Model. I create a framework for defining and discussing the various forms of instruction that may be associated with in-gallery interaction technologies, using this framework to explore the development and decision making processes relating to different instructional forms. Focusing on the museum visitor, I consider several facets of the user experience relating to the use of available instructional forms associated with in-gallery interaction technologies, including the impact of the use or non-use of instructions, the instructional forms that
users claim to use compared with actual observed use, and the effectiveness of instructional forms for supporting user interaction.

Despite the many forms of interaction technologies commercially available today, I focus my research on the implementation of touch-screen interactive installations that are physically integrated into the museum context of an exhibition space. Using a combination of methodologies, I evaluate two case study installations: The Gibraltar Touch Table, a large touch table within Amsterdam’s het Scheepvaartmuseum, and The Painting Lens, a touch-screen kiosk from the Gallery One exhibition space within the Cleveland Museum of Art. Both case study installations employ a combination of instructional forms to convey interactivity to potential users within the museum context, providing insight into the effectiveness of different instructional forms. I interview members of the development teams responsible for the design and creation of the two case study installations to better understand their approach to developing and implementing instructions associated with each of the in-gallery interactives. I evaluate the museum visitor experience using two methodological approaches commonly applied in museum visitor studies to provide both quantitative and qualitative results, namely, observation of visitor interaction and voluntary participation in a post-interaction questionnaire.

The cumulative evaluation results from both case studies demonstrate the potential effectiveness of the various available instructional forms for guiding visitors through their interaction experiences. I show how both case study installations rely on user interface design and the design of the physical installation context into which the in-gallery interactive is integrated as the main instructional forms made available to support user interaction experiences. Evaluation results reveal discord between the assumptions that the design and development team members made about user interaction and the actual interaction behaviours that users exhibit, indicating that there are limits to the assumptions that can be made about user interaction behaviours. To avoid relying on unproven assumptions, I contend that museums must invest time, money, and personnel into identifying and understanding their target audience or users, in addition to defining a clear set of
goals relating to their intended user interaction experience in order to ensure instruction for interaction with in-gallery interactive installations is being communicated effectively. Furthermore, I argue on behalf of iterative user testing associated with in-gallery interaction technologies to ensure the defined target audiences or users are able to achieve the defined user interaction experience goals set forth during development phases.
Samenvatting

Aannames en ervaringen: Hoe musea interactiviteit communiceren en hoe bezoekers omgaan met instructies in de museale context

Sinds de vroege jaren ’80 van de twintigste eeuw hebben musea om verschillende redenen digitale interactieve technologieën geïntegreerd in hun tentoonstellingszalen, zoals het stimuleren, informeren en betrekken van bezoekers bij hun collecties. Deze redenen zijn ook vandaag de dag nog relevant, met het belangrijke verschil dat met de jaren het aanbod aan technologische middelen voor musea en bezoekers groter en diverser is geworden. Hoewel het gebruik van interactieve technologie niet voor alle musea geschikt is, heeft de toegenomen populariteit ervan binnen verschillende vakgebieden geleid tot onderzoek en evaluatie met het doel de impact van interactieve technologie op de museumervaring te verkennen. Voorbeelden hiervan zijn onderzoek naar de gebruiksvriendelijkheid van interactieve technologieën in het museum, onderzoek naar de interactie van bezoekers met technologie op zaal, onderzoek naar leergedrag in relatie tot technologie in tentoonstellingen en onderzoek naar sociale interactie tussen bezoekers die technologie gebruiken tijdens hun bezoek.

Dit proefschrift draagt bij aan het groeiende onderzoeksveld gericht op de integratie van interactieve technologieën in de museale context, door zich te richten op een tot nog toe ondervergevenwoordigd aspect van gebruiksvriendelijkheid in relatie tot het gebruik van interactieve technologieën door museumbezoekers: instructie. Ik bestudeer hoe musea instructies voor het gebruik van interactieve technologieën op zaal naar hun bezoekers communiceren en hoe bezoekers met instructies omgaan in de context van het museum. Hierbij maak ik gebruik van het Contextual Model of Learning van Falk en Dierking en het Visitor Identity-Related Motivation Model van Falk. Ik ontwikkel een raamwerk voor het definieren en bespreken van de verschillende instructievormen die met interactieve technologieën op zaal geassocieerd kunnen worden. Dit raamwerk gebruik ik vervolgens om de ontwikkeling van verschillende instructievormen en het daarbij behorende
beslissingsproces te omschrijven. Ik richt mij hierbij op de museumbezoeker en verken verschillende facetten van de gebruikervaring met betrekking tot de beschikbare instructievormen gerelateerd aan de interactieve technologieën op zaal. Deze facetten bestaan uit de impact van het gebruiken of niet gebruiken van instructies, een vergelijking van het door bezoekers omschreven gebruik van instructies met het geobserveerde gebruik en de effectiviteit van instructievormen bij het ondersteunen van interactie door de gebruiker.

Er zijn tegenwoordig vele vormen van interactieve technologie op de markt, maar mijn onderzoek richt zich specifiek op de implementatie van interactieve touchscreen installaties die zijn geïntegreerd in de fysieke context van een tentoonstellingsruimte. Ik evalueer twee casestudies, waarbij ik verschillende methodologieën combineer: De Gibraltar touchtable, een grote touchtable in het Scheepvaartmuseum in Amsterdam, en De Schilderlens, een touchscreen kiosk in de tentoonstelling Gallery One van het Cleveland Museum of Art. Bij beide casestudies zijn meerdere instructievormen gebruikt om de interactiviteit van de installaties aan mogelijke bezoekers te communiceren. Dit biedt inzicht in de effectiviteit van de verschillende instructievormen. Om inzicht te krijgen in de de ontwikkeling en implementatie van instructies voor beide installaties, heb ik leden van de projectteams die verantwoordelijk waren voor het ontwerp en de ontwikkeling van de casestudie installaties geïnterviewd. Om bij de evaluatie van de bezoekersbeleving tot zowel kwalitatieve als kwantitatieve resultaten te komen, heb ik twee methodologische benaderingen toegepast die gebruikelijk zijn bij publieksonderzoek in musea: het observeren van bezoekersinteractie met de installatie en het vrijwillig invullen van een vragenlijst door bezoekers na het gebruik van de installatie.

De gezamenlijke uitkomsten van de evaluaties van beide casestudies geven inzicht in de potentiële effectiviteit van de verschillende beschikbare instructievormen bij het begeleiden van bezoekers tijdens hun interactie met de installatie. Ik toon aan hoe beide installaties het userinterface design en het ontwerp van de fysieke context waarin de installatie is geïntegreerd gebruiken als belangrijkste instructievormen om de interactieve ervaring te begeleiden.
Evaluatieresultaten laten zien dat er een discrepantie bestaat tussen de aannames die het projectteam maakte over het gedrag van bezoekers en het daadwerkelijke bezoekersgedrag. Dit impliceert dat er grenzen zijn aan de aannames die vooraf gemaakt kunnen worden over het interactieve gedrag van gebruikers. Om te voorkomen dat men zich baseert op onbewezen aannames, stel ik dat musea tijd, geld en personeel moeten investeren in het identificeren en begrijpen van hun beoogde publiek en daarnaast heldere doelen moeten stellen met betrekking tot de beoogde gebruikerservaring om effectieve instructies voor interactieve installaties op zaal te garanderen. Daarnaast beargumenteer ik de noodzaak van iteratieve gebruikstests tijdens de ontwikkeling van interactieve technologieën op zaal om zeker te stellen dat de beoogde gebruikers of bezoekers in staat zijn de vastgestelde doelen voor de interactieve ervaring te behalen.
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